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Abstract

Robotic devices have been used in post-stroke or trauma neurorehabilitation process for

years. Due to the uncertain, complex, and changing physical human-robot-interaction

dynamics involved and task-specific objectives for rehabilitation, control of this type

of devices remains a vast area of research. This thesis seeks systematicness in rehabil-

itation robot control design by developing control frameworks for upper- and low-limb

rehabilitation devices that can be generally applied on multiple devices, using theoreti-

cal and experimental methodologies.

The thesis examines the control difficulties and provides solutions for two specific

groups of rehabilitation robots that are widely used: the upper-limb rehabilitation robot

for reaching and tracking tasks that consists of a robot arm linked to human arm in series

and the powered ankle exoskeleton for human gait training. To address systematic

control for these two groups of robots, the thesis investigates several separate problems.

The stability of human-robot interaction in upper-limb rehabilitation robots for reach-

ing and tracking tasks training is solved in this thesis in a systematic way by means

of nonlinear control theory. In addition to stability, the control framework developed

ensures human safety and realizes different operations modes during training: human-

dominant mode in which human is partially paralyzed and given relative larger freedom

vii
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to exercise to enhance mobility, robot-dominant mode in which human movements are

less reliable and more robot assistance is needed and system-stop mode in which the ac-

tual human movements drift too far from the desired trajectories and should be stopped

to avoid human injuries. This passivity-based, provably stable control framework can

be extended to various upper-limb rehabilitation devices as a control base. Function-

ality of the controller was tested and confirmed effective through computer simulation

and hardware experiments.

This thesis also develops a robust torque control structure for tethered ankle or-

thoses in human walking driven by series elastic actuators in face of the complicated

and time-varying system dynamics. Major challenges of this control problem lie in the

complicated and changing human-robot interactive dynamics, state-dependent rapidly

varying torque objectives, and complex friction dynamics in Bowden cable transmis-

sion. This thesis designs, implements and tests a series of prominent torque controllers

for powered lower-limb exoskeleton during human walking, including the combination

and variation of model-free, model-based, feedback and feed-forward controllers. Ac-

cording to the experimental results, model-based control elements have little or even

negative benefits on control performance due to the changing dynamics while requiring

great efforts on system identification and high computation power. Continuous integral

actions are not effective either due to the nonlinear and changing system dynamics. It

is shown that the combination of model-free, integration-free feedback control and it-

erative learning is best suited for this type of devices used in cyclic applications like lo-

comotion. The results support this controller in various robotic systems with properties

similar to ankle exoskeletons such as nonlinear, complicated and changing dynamics,

and cyclic operations, e.g., legged robots, lower-limb prostheses.

With suitable torque control architecture identified for ankle exoskeletons during
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human walking, this thesis also investigates by theory and experiments the interactions

of actuator compliance, desired torque profile and control gains for the sake of further

improving the real-time torque tracking performance. The theoretical analysis and large

amount of experimental results show that for a desired quasi-stiffness generated by

relating torque and ankle angle, the optimal actuator passive stiffness for control is

the one that matches the desired one. Besides, for a desired passive actuator stiffness,

the optimal iterative learning gain that benefits real-time tracking performance matches

the inverse of passive stiffness. These results provide guidance for ankle exoskeleton

system elasticity with a fixed control objective, and for iterative controller gain with a

combination of fixed control objective and system elasticity.

With low-level torque control solved at a satisfactory extent, this thesis also devel-

ops an online optimization system for multivariate high level controllers in lower-limb

exoskeletons from human metabolic measurements. This system enables fast and cus-

tomized automation of the identification of assistance conditions that benefit human

energy efficiency. Four searching algorithms, including both gradient-based and non-

gradient methods, were tested in simulation. Two of them, Nelder–Mead method, and

Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy, were selected for hardware imple-

mentation due to their suitability for high dimension, high noise searching problems re-

vealed by simulations. This system was implemented and tested on an ankle exoskele-

ton. Experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of both methods, especially CMA-ES,

on the optimization of multi-parameter high level controller using real-time human res-

piratory measurements. Total evaluation time used to optimize multivariate high level

controllers in human-robot interactions is greatly reduced while human metabolic rate

is reduced significantly. The system can be easily extended to other human-robot in-

teractive systems that aim for human metabolic benefits, and can be scaled to higher
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dimensional parameter optimization without heavily increasing evaluation time. This

on-line optimization process is expected to be conducted at the beginning of each long

experimental or training sessions for all subjects, involvement of which is expected to

improve the corresponding operation efficiency.

In summary, this thesis systematically solved

� the stability and automated training provision of upper-limb rehabilitation robots,

� the robust and accurate control of robotic legged locomotion systems such as

lower-limb exoskeletons, prosthesis and walking robots with the development of

a robust control architecture, the optimization of control gains, and the optimiza-

tion of series passive stiffness in actuation,

� and the automation of fast and customized identification of optimal energy effi-

cient multivariate assistance conditions in human-robot interactive systems with

an online optimization system using CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Millions of people become victims of stroke or traumatic brain injuries each year. Many

survivors suffer from severe neurological damage which leads to full or partial paral-

ysis, causing losses of motion control. Clinical one-on-one rehabilitative therapy has

been introduced from around 1950s to help the patients on motion recovery after stroke.

However, traditional neurorehabilitation practice is inefficient due to its great labor-

intensity [1]. It totally relies on therapy and evaluation process conducted by one ther-

apist attending only one single patient at a time. Besides, the duration and frequency

of these therapies are greatly limited by the strength of practitioners. Lab-intensive

activities stand for one of the key application areas for robotics.

Use of robotic devices for performance restoration or enhancement has been an area

of active research for multiple decades. The history of utilizing robotics for motion as-

1
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sistance on humans with functional damage can be traced back to the year 1935, when

a spring-driven active orthosis [2] patented in the U.S. Then in 1942, another patent

demonstrated the first controllable human-assistive device, a hydraulically actuated or-

thosis [3]. Before that, the earliest human-robot cooperative work was an exoskeleton-

like spring drive device aiming at lower-limb movement augmentation [4] in 1890.

Lots of rehabilitation robots have been developed and tested along the way, several

types of which have gradually shown their effectiveness and established their position

as fundamental frameworks for devices of similar purposes. One of these devices is

an upper-limb therapeutic device composed of a robot manipulator and connected to

human arm in series for tracking and reaching tasks training [5]. Another example is a

torque controlled powered ankle orthosis installed in parallel with human ankle for gait

training [6, 7]. However, it remains unclear in the literature what kind of controllers

are feasible and effective for these devices. Many systems use ad-hoc controllers with

limited understanding of the human-robot interactive system, which leads to repeated

research efforts and unsatisfactory control performance.

Motivated by that, this thesis aims to identify and provide solutions to the funda-

mental issues in rehabilitation robot control, in particular the two groups of devices

exemplified, using both theoretical and experimental methods.

1.2 Upper-Limb Rehabilitation Robots Control Chal-

lenges

In the area of anthropomorphic robotics, upper-limb devices are more developed in

terms of both theory and application. Normal robotic manipulators widely used in in-
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dustry can actually be considered imitations of human arms, with or without extended

degree-of-freedom. Human arm movements are mostly free motion with constrained

joint angles. However, stability of the closed-loop human-robot iterative system with

uncertain and changing non-linear dynamics has not been solved by the existing con-

trollers; conflicts between human and robot movements were not handled; safety, cus-

tomizability, and adjustability were not realized systematically.

1.3 Lower-Limb Rehabilitation and Assistive Robots Con-

trol Challenges

On the other hand, the most important task of human legs are standing, walking and

running, which involve torso-supporting, body-balancing, gait-accomplishing compro-

mised of alternate stance and swing phases of both legs and also reactions and con-

straints brought over by the ground. These complexities together have contributed to

the slower advance of lower-limb robotic devices. The mechanics in human gaits are

not fully understood until recent years with the pioneer research of passive dynamic

walking by McGeer [8]. Increasing research on details of human walking mechanism

recently has boosted great interests in human lower-extremity robotic devices.

For high-energy-input low-limb exoskeletons and prostheses used for gait training

and assistance, torque control is widely used. However, due to the involvement of

complicated, hard-to-model, changing human-robot interactive dynamics and the time-

sensitive characteristic of the operation, the tracking performance of the torque con-

trollers proposed previously was far from being optimal or satisfactory in actual human

walking. Therefore, there is always motivation to improve torque tracking in these
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devices.

On top of that, the assistance conditions from existing exoskeletons and prosthe-

ses to human bodies are mostly imitations of average human behaviors from previous

studies. However, due to the complexity of human body chemical and mechanical dy-

namics, the suitable, beneficial or comfortable conditions vary among different people,

and even at different times for the same person due to change of his/her physical condi-

tion or adaptation to the assistive device. It is therefore necessary to be able to rapidly

identify the optimal assistance conditions from exoskeletons and prostheses for each

subject at the beginning of a rather long training, assistance or experiment session.

1.4 Main Contributions

With theoretical, simulation and experimental work, this thesis develops low and high

level control architectures for upper-limb rehabilitation robots and lower-limb assistive

devices like exoskeletons and prostheses.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• A passivity-based control architecture for upper-limb rehabilitation robots for

reaching and tracking tasks made of a series connection of a robot manipula-

tor and a human arm was developed. Through this architecture, the stability of

human-robot interaction in similar systems was solved rigorously in mathemat-

ics, safety of the human body in context is automatically ensured, rehabilitation

training can be automatically provided in which assistance or encouragement to

human motions are given depending on how well the patient is doing, and cus-
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tomization can be done easily. This controller can be used on multiple devices of

similar structures and purpose.

• A effective and robust control architecture for robotic legged locomotion systems

was identified as model-free, integral-action-free feedback combined with itera-

tive learning, which demonstrate tracking error as low as 1% of the peak desired

torque.

• The optimal motor position iterative learning gain for torque tracking was identi-

fied through theory and experiments as the inverse of the passive stiffness of the

actuator of robotic legged locomotion systems.

• The optimal passive stiffness of series elastic actuators in robotic legged loco-

motion systems was identified to be equal to the desired quasi-stiffness of the

operation, which is defined as the slope of the desired torque-joint angle relation-

ship.

• An online optimization system for multivariate high level controllers of assis-

tive robots using human metabolic measurements was developed using two algo-

rithms: Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolutionary Strategies (CMA-ES) and

Nelder-Mead Method. A four-parameter high level torque controller of an ankle

exoskeleton was tested in experiments and showed a 26.9% of metabolic cost

drop for zero impedance walking, in which the exoskeleton follows human ankle

while applying zero torque.
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1.5 Structure

Chapter 2 reviews existing control strategies of human-robot interaction in upper-limb

rehabilitation robots and presents the mathematical model of the system. With this

model, the chapter develops a passivity-based control structure of the system with ad-

dresses the control of motion and interaction separately and divides the work space into

multiple regions with different operations based on the robot end-effector position and

interaction direction. The passivity, stability and variable convergence of the human-

robot interactive system is solved and presented in this chapter. The resulting control

architecture provides automatic rehabilitation training with safety, customizability, and

generalizability to different devices. Functionality of it was tested in three-dimensional

simulations and two-dimensional experiments and presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3 develops a group of torque tracking methods made of variations and com-

binations of model-free, model-based, feedback and feed-forward controllers were de-

veloped for robotic legged locomotion systems and presents the walking experiments

on an ankle exoskeleton testbed used to compare them. The combination of model-

free, integral-action-free feedback and iterative learning was demonstrated to be the

most effective and robust method from experimental results. Discussion of reasons of

the effectiveness of ineffectiveness of various control methods were also provided in

this chapter.

Chapter 4 further improves torque tracking in robotic legged locomotion systems

on top of the robust control architecture by identifying the optimal iterative learning

gain for motor position command. A theoretical analysis of the control dynamics af-

ter stabilization of the learning process is provided in this chapter, which predicts the

optimal learning gain is the inverse of the passive stiffness of series elastic actuator of
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the device. Walking experiments involves combinations of different passive stiffness

values, different desired torque profiles and different learning gains were presented and

the results confirms the hypothesis.

Chapter 5 provides another attempt to further improve torque tracking in robotic

legged locomotion systems by tuning the passive stiffness of the system. Theoretical

conjectures and analysis are presented in the chapter, which identifies the optimal pas-

sive stiffness to be equal to the desired stiffness. The hypotheses resulted from a simple

model of the system also confirms the conjecture of a constant property of a maximum

change rate of torque command which results in inverse correlations between the op-

timal proportional gain, passive stiffness and desired stiffness of the system. Walking

experiments on an ankle exoskeleton with different passive stiffness, desired quasi-

stiffness and control gains are presented. The results confirmed the hypotheses.

Chapter 3 to 5 together presents the best control architecture, control gains and

passive stiffness in robotic legged locomotion systems driven by series elastic actuators

for torque tracking.

Chapter 6 develops a system for online optimization of multivariate high level con-

trollers in human-robot interactive systems using CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead methods.

Experiments with N=1 subject on an ankle exoskeleton with a time based desired torque

curve based on four parameters are presented. Results of optimization and validation

processes are presented. The system is shown to be effective with a 26.9% drop of

metabolic cost.

Chapter 7 summaries the work of the thesis and its conclusions, discusses potential

improvements and future work.
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Chapter 2

Upper-limb Rehabilitation Robots

Control

Abstract

Each year, stroke and traumatic brain injury leave millions of survivors with motion

control loss, which results in great demand of recovery training. The great labor in-

tensity in traditional human-based therapies has recently boosted the research on re-

habilitation robotics. Existing controllers for rehabilitative robotics cannot solve the

closed-loop system stability with uncertain nonlinear dynamics and conflicting human-

robot interactions. This chapter presents a theoretical framework that establishes the

Materials in this chapter appeared in [9] : J. Zhang, C. C. Cheah, and S. H. Collins, “Stable human-
robot interaction control for upper-limb rehabilitation robotics,” in Proceedings of IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation, Karlsruhe, Germany, May 2013, pp. 2201–2206. and [10]
: J. Zhang and C. C. Cheah, “Passivity and stability of human–robot interaction control for upper-limb
rehabilitation robots,” IEEE Transactions on Robotics vol. 31, pp. 233– 245, 2015.

9
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passivity of the closed-loop upper-limb rehabilitative robotic systems and allows rig-

orous stability analysis of human-robot interaction. Position-dependent stiffness and

position-dependent desired trajectory are employed to resolve the possible conflicts

in motions between patient and robot during. The proposed method also realizes the

“assist-as-needed” strategy. In addition, it handles human-robot interactions in such a

way that correct movements are encouraged and incorrect ones are suppressed to make

the training process more effective. While guaranteeing these properties, the proposed

controller allows parameter adjustment to provide flexibility for therapists to adjust and

fine tune depending on the conditions of the patients and the progress of their recovery.

Simulation and experimental results are presented to illustrate the performance of the

method.

2.1 Introduction

Neural damages in the form of stroke or traumatic brain injuries produce millions of

new patients of paralysis each year, which creates great need of therapeutic training

for lost or impaired motion control restoration. The theory of synaptic plasticity [11]

which was later summarized as “neurons that fire together, wire together” [12] has

been proposed for more than a century. According to this principle, simultaneous ac-

tivation of neurons leads to increase in synaptic strength between them and therefore

relearning of human movements, through “reconnection” of broken neurological path

[13] in case of broken-neurological-path-paralysis or “reorganization” of brain [14]

in case of damaged-brain-motor-cortex-paralysis. Therefore, repeated and concurrent

happening of human intentions to move and limb movements is the key to recovery.
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Clinical one-on-one rehabilitative therapies have been introduced from the 1950s to re-

alize this process. However, traditional human-based practice is inefficient due to its

great labor intensity [1] and bad repeatability. It totally relies on therapy and evalua-

tion process conducted by one therapist attending one single patient at a time. Besides,

the duration and frequency of these therapies are limited by the strength of practi-

tioners. Lab-intensive activities stand for one key application area for robotics. To

overcome the limitations of human-based practice, research on rehabilitative robotics

has started since early 1990s, among which the MIT-MANUS upper-limb therapeutic

training robot was a pioneer [5].

Robot systems can be classified into two general groups, isolated robotics that have

no environmental contacts other than base support and non-isolated systems which in-

teract with the environment besides the base support, such as rehabilitation robotics.

Control theories for the former with systematic stability analysis have already been es-

tablished in the literature [15–18]. Control of rehabilitative systems, on the contrary, is

different from the traditional robotic control in the sense that it is not always a servo-

mechanism [19]. Besides stability, there are two main objectives of a rehabilitative

controller according to the training principle: encouraging human intentions to move

and ensuring correct human movements. At early stage, patients are either fully para-

lyzed or generating untrustworthy signals, the training should be robot-assisting, i.e.,

rehabilitative robots work just like the assistive ones by treating all signals and inter-

actions from the human as disturbances and traditional control methods are applicable.

However, when motion-related neurological connection is restored but weak, the train-

ing should be robot-complementing, i.e., human intentions and movements should be

encouraged and complemented rather than rejected [19]. In this case, traditional control

methods are not suitable.
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The primary control paradigm in robotic therapy development is the active assist

exercise [20] that emulates physician based therapies. In this type of controller, a hu-

man patient initiates a movement, or a predetermined desired trajectory is known to the

robotic device. Then the device will assist the user to move the limbs and fulfill the

task. Existing assistive controllers of rehabilitative systems are mostly directly or indi-

rectly derived from motion and impedance manipulation [21]. Some are model-based

controllers with force feedback [22, 23] or without force feedback [19]. Others are non-

model-based methods with less predictable real-time interactions between patients and

devices and thus less control of the training progress [24]. More early devices employ

motion-only-based control and handle interactions by disturbance rejection or uncer-

tain modeling. This method is proper at the early stage of therapy for some severely

paralyzed patients when functionality loss is almost total and patients’ ability to move

their limbs can be ignored. Among these controllers, simple PD control [1, 22] started

with a dominant role. Later devices, for both upper limb [25] and lower limb [26],

use similar strategy, but instead of asserting torques linearly related to position errors,

more sophisticated force fields are used to build a virtual moving wall in space along

the desired trajectory. This demonstrates one form of the “assist-as-needed” paradigm,

which is proved to be more effective in [27].

However, in these existing designs, stability of the systems is not systematically

solved with non-linearity, uncertainty, changing human dynamics or interaction forces [28,

29]. Besides, due to the fact that rehabilitative robotics work in close contact with im-

paired human, safety is a critical concern during the operation. Various causes can incur

injuries to human in interaction with a robot [30] when the robot velocity, acceleration

or torque exceeds certain values. Possible injuries include bone damage, joint damage

and soft tissue fracture, severity of which may range from minor to fatal [30]. The sit-
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uation is especially serious in case when robots work with motion-control-challenged

human as in rehabilitation applications, when paralysis or spasticity causes high stiff-

ness of human joint and inability to react fast. To maintain human safety throughout the

operation, stability of the control systems must be ensured. Furthermore, the conflict-

ing movements between human and robot should also be resolved in a stable manner to

avoid large control forces and instability.

This chapter proposes an adaptive control framework for the upper-limb rehabilita-

tive robotic systems that can easily realize training decisions made by therapists. The

proposed method handles human-robot interaction in such a way that “correct” human

movements are encouraged while incorrect movements are compensated to ensure the

efficiency of the training process. Position-dependent stiffness and desired trajectory

are proposed to resolve the possible conflicts in motions between patients and robots.

The main contributions of this study include: (a) A theoretical framework which estab-

lishes system passivity and allows rigorous stability analysis of human-robot interaction

in rehabilitative robotic system is presented. (b) The assist-as-needed policy is realized,

while allowing customization of the controller based on different patients and their dif-

ferent stages to cope with the “patient cooperative training” [31]. (c) The conflicting

movements between human and robot are reduced and contained in a stable manner to

align with rehabilitation philosophy.
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2.2 Upper-limb Rehabilitative Robotics Dynamics

The dynamics of an upper-limb rehabilitative robotic system consisting of a n-DOF

robot manipulator connected to a human arm at the end can be expressed as

M(q)q̈+[
1
2

Ṁ(q)+S(q, q̇)]q̇+g(q) = τ + Jᵀ(q) fh, (2.1)

where q ∈ℜn is the joint displacement vector and q̇ = dq/dt ∈ℜn is the joint velocity

vector; M(q) ∈ ℜn×n is the manipulator inertia matrix, which is symmetric and posi-

tive definite; [12Ṁ(q)+S(q, q̇)]q̇ ∈ℜn is the centripetal and Coriolis torques, in which

S(q, q̇) ∈ ℜn×n is skew-symmetric; g(q) ∈ ℜn is the vector of gravitational torques;

τ ∈ℜn stands for the control input torques applied at the manipulator joints; fh ∈ℜm

is the force applied to robot end-effector by human and J(q) ∈ ℜm×n denotes the Ja-

cobian matrix relating joint space and task space.

2.3 Human-Robot Interaction Involved Control

In this section, we first identify three basic operation modes of the rehabilitative robotics

based on the required capabilities. A controller consisting of a motion-related part (Sec-

tion III.A) and an interaction-related part (Section III.B) is then introduced to realize the

operation modes while dealing with system uncertainties and changing human forces.

Based on the required capabilities of the rehabilitative robotics, i.e., customizability,

adjustability and safety, the three basic operation modes of the controller are identified

as 1) a human-dominant mode in which the patient movements are trusted, encouraged
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thus only slightly interfered by the robot system, 2) a robot-dominant mode in which

patient motion control is not reliable and desired movements are accomplished mostly

by the assistance of the robot system, and 3) a safety-stop mode in which system end-

effector is stopped due to the existence of conflicting human-robots movements and

possible injuries to human if the robot stays active.

Human-dominant mode refers to the situation that human motion control has been

partially restored. In this case, it is important that the affected human limb gains enough

exercise through the therapeutic process, i.e., free limb motion should be allowed to a

great extent. Meanwhile, certain level of speed regulation is beneficial to avoid abnor-

mal movements that are too slow and too fast. Both of these two actions above can

strengthen the accuracy and repeatability of human motion control in neuro-damaged

patients’ therapeutic process. Robot-dominant mode, on the other hand, stands for a

scenario that human movements are either unreliable or inefficient. Thus, assistance

from the robot system is always necessary to either finish the task or put the human

limb back to the correct track, both by moving the system closer to a desired trajectory.

Trajectory tracking with regulation on both position and speed of the system is suitable

for this stage. Besides the two normal operation modes mentioned above, sometimes,

the system may drift to an extent such that the position errors are too big and resulting

control torques may incur damages to human body. In this case, the robotic system

should be stopped. It is also reasonable that the faster the system moves, the faster it

should be stopped in this dangerous situation. Thus, damping control should be em-

ployed here.

In practice, it is feasible and important for a normal rehabilitative robot to possess

the capability to work in all of the three modes, determined by the system end-effector’s

instant position. As shown in Fig. 2.1, when the system end-effector is close to the
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Human-Dominant Region
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(IR-DR)
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Robot-Dominant Region

(R-DR)

Safety-Stop Region

(S-SR) 

Decreasing R-DR

(DR-DR)

Transitional S-SR

(TS-SR)

Stable S-SR

(SS-SR)

Figure 2.1: Operation regions that move along the desired trajectory xdes(t) determined by real-
time position error ||∆x||. From inside to outside, there are three main regions, namely human-
dominant region (H-DR, ||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah]), robot-dominant region (R-DR, ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ar]) and
safety-stop region (S-SR, ||∆x|| ∈ (ar, +∞)). The increasing (IR-DR, ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ai]) and
decreasing (DR-DR, ||∆x|| ∈ (ai, ar]) sub-regions of R-DR are identified by increasing and
decreasing stiffness (Section III.A.†2). The transitional sub-region of S-SR (TS-SR, ||∆x|| ∈
(ar, at ]) exists to ensure smooth transition from R-DR to stable S-SR (SS-SR, ||∆x|| ∈ (at , +∞).
See Section III.A.†1).

desired trajectory, it is in human-dominant region (H-DR); when it is in the robot-

dominant region (R-DR), the robot will help to push the whole system back to human-

dominant region; however, when the end-effector is drifted into the outer safety-stop

region (S-SR), the system is stopped.

To fit in the conditions of different patients and their various recovery stages, the

widths of human-dominant and robot-dominant regions are expected to be adjustable.

At the early stage of the therapeutic process, human movements are minor or totally

unreliable. Thus, human-dominant region should be reduced to a very small area so

that robot-assistance is constantly present. The rehabilitative robot actually works as

an assistive robot in that case. On the other hand, when human motion control has

been recovered, human region should be made larger to allow more freedom in human

movements.
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This scheme is also applicable to training of patients with spasticity. Similarly,

depending on the severity of the spasticity, the sizes of various regions can be fine-

tuned during initial trials. Patients with more severe spasticity should use larger robot-

dominant region so that reasonable amount of training can be received without constant

stops in the safety-stop region. Actually, the desired region can be suspended if the

patient enters safety-stop region to pause the training. The training can still be resumed

by moving the arm back to the suspended region either through self-effort or with help.

To deal with the specific issues related to the rehabilitation robotics described by

Eq. (2.1), the proposed controller is divided into two portions, a motion-related con-

troller τm and an interaction-related controller τi, i.e.,

τ = τm+ τi, (2.2)

in which τm realizes the three main operation modes and deals with modeling uncer-

tainties, and τi deals with conflicting human-robot movements. Together, the two also

ensure the stability of the closed-loop system.

2.3.1 Motion-related Controller

The motion-related controller includes a stiffness control (proportional control) term

(Eq. (2.3) term a), a sliding control term (Eq. (2.3) term b) and an adaptive term

(Eq. (2.3) term c). Stiffness control and sliding control terms together realize the three

operation regions illustrated in Fig. 2.1 while the adaptive term deals with system un-
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certainties. The motion-related controller is expressed as

τm =−Mᵀ(x)Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx︸ ︷︷ ︸
term a

− Kss︸ ︷︷ ︸
term b

+ Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r)θ̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
term c

,

(2.3)

where q ∈ ℜn and J(q) ∈ ℜn are the joint displacement vector and Jacobian matrix

respectively as defined in Eq. (2.1); x = [x1, ...,xm]ᵀ ∈ ℜm (m ≤ 3) is the position of

the robot end-effector in task space; δx is a weighted position error; M(x) ∈ℜn×n is a

modifier matrix; kp(δx)∈ℜ is a non-negative position-dependent stiffness; Ks ∈ℜn×n

is a positive sliding control gain; s∈ℜn is a sliding vector; qr is a virtual reference joint

vector; Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r) ∈ ℜn×h is a regressor matrix and θ̂ ∈ ℜh is an estimate of the

unknown dynamics parameter vector θ ∈ℜh.

Different from classical proportional control, term a uses a position-dependent gain

kp(δx). Besides, instead of the direct position error ∆x = x− xdes, in which xdes =

[xdes,1, ...,xdes,m]ᵀ denotes the desired end-effector trajectory in task space, a weighted

position error δx is used, which is defined as

δx = x− xd , (2.4)

where xd is a weighted trajectory expressed as

xd = xi+w(∆x)(xdes− xi) = xi+w(∆x)xv, (2.5)

in which xi is a time-invariant reference position; xv is the time-varying part of xd ;

w(∆x) is a ∆x-based weight vector. Note that when w(∆x) = 1, xd = xdes; when
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w(∆x) = 0, xd = xi and ẋd = 0.

The position-dependence of kp and the addition of w(∆x) to desired trajectory to-

gether realize the three main operation modes. The modifier matrix M(x) is added to

eliminate the use of ẍ in the controller, which emerges due to the usage of w(∆x) in xd ,

for noise reduction in implementation. The modifier matrix is defined as

M(x) = In− J+(q)A(x)J(q), (2.6)

where In is a n×n identity matrix; J+(q) is the pseudo-inverse of J(q); A(x) ∈ℜm×m

is a transition matrix defined as

A(x) =


∂w
∂x1

xdes,1 . . . ∂w
∂xm

xdes,1
... . . . ...

∂w
∂x1

xdes,m . . . ∂w
∂xm

xdes,m

 . (2.7)

The use of position-dependent stiffness kp, weight factor w(∆x) and modifier matrix

M, also applies to the sliding vector s in term b, which is proposed correspondingly as

s = q̇− q̇r

= q̇−M-1(x)[J+(q)ẋ f −αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx],
(2.8)

where α is a constant; qr is a virtual joint reference vector; x f is a virtual position

reference vector defined as ẋ f = w(∆x)ẋdes−A(x)ẋdes.

The regressor Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r) in term c is defined by

M(q)q̈r +[
1
2

Ṁ(q)+S(q, q̇)]q̇r +g(q) = Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r)θ ,
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according to the linear-in-parameters property [32] of the system dynamics. By using

this property, the vector of unknown system parameters, θ , can be estimated by the

update law:

˙̂
θ =−LYᵀd (q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r)s, (2.9)

where L ∈ℜh×h is a positive-definite and non-singular square matrix gain.

Note that this controller works with m ≤ 3. However, for better presentation of

the controller characteristics, m = 2 is used mostly in the graphic illustrations. The

three-dimensional case will be later discussed and demonstrated by simulation.

At any instant time t when a neuro-damage-affected human limb is in the process

of finishing an action with the help of the robotic system, based on the direct position

error ∆x between end-effector position x(t) and desired position xdes(t), the workspace

is divided into three portions: human-dominant region with radius ah, robot-dominant

region with outer radius ar and safety-stop region where human safety will be com-

promised if robotic assistance is active. These three regions move along the desired

trajectory together with instant xdes(t) as shown in Fig. 2.1.

To meet these requirements of operation, certain conditions need to be satisfied. For

proportional control term −Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx in Eq. (2.3), kp(δx) is strictly asserted to

zero in human-dominant region and non-zero in robot-dominant region. Besides, with

the increase of position error, δx, inside the robot region, it is reasonable for kp(δx)

to ramp up to rapidly restore the system back to the previous region. However, the

value of −Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx will grow to a point where the control input torque becomes

damaging to human body. Similar problem happens to term −Kss. These concerns for

human safety nurture the necessity of the third region, safety-stop region. In this region,

kp(δx) is again set to zero to cease stiffness control, and damping will be introduced to
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stop the motion.

These design requirements are realized by the employment of the position-dependent

trajectory weight vector (†1) and the position-dependent stiffness (†2).

†1 The position-dependent weight vector w(∆x) is added to realize velocity track-

ing in human and robot-dominant regions and damping in safety-stop region by

asserting ẋd(t) = 0, i.e., weight vector w(∆x) in Eq. (2.5) meets requirements

w(∆x) =

 1, H-DR∪R-DR,

0, S-SR.

in which the symbol ∪ denotes union operation.

To ensure smooth transition instead of asserting w(∆x) = 0 in whole safety-stop

region, a transitional safety-stop sub-region (TS-SR) is added at the outer edge of

robot-dominant region, in which w(∆x) smoothly changes from 1 to 0. The sub-

region in which w(∆x) = 0 is then named as stable safety-stop region (SS-SR).

This smooth definition of w(∆x) is

w(∆x) =

1,
||∆x|| ∈ [0, ar]

i.e., H-DR∪R-DR

1− {[||∆x||2/a2
t −1]4−[a2

r/a2
t −1]4}4

[a2
r/a2

t −1]4
2 ,

||∆x|| ∈ (ar,at ]

i.e., TS-SR

0,
||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞)

i.e., SS-SR

(2.10)

where ar is a positive constant standing for outer radius of robot-dominant region;
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the weight factor w versus ∆x for m = 2, with ar = 2, at = 4.5.
w = 1 when ||∆x|| ∈ [0, ar] in the human-dominant region (H-DR) and robot-dominant region
(R-DR); w = 0 when ||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞) in the stable safety-stop region (SS-SR). w smoothly
transits from 1 to 0 when ||∆x|| ∈ (ar, at ] in the transitional safety-stop region (TS-SR).

at = ar+ht stands for outer radius of transitional safety-stop region, with a small

constant of design ht denoting the width of the region. With this definition, an

illustration of the shape of w(∆x) for m = 2 is available in Fig. 2.2.

While realizing velocity tracking and damping in different regions, the addition

of w(∆x) also potentially introduces ẍ into the controller if we define the sliding

vector classically as

sq = q̇− J+(q)ẋd +αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx, (2.11)

due to double differentiation of w(∆x) in xd(t). sq here is labeled an intermediate

sliding vector. To avoid the use of acceleration in the controller, the modifier

matrix M defined in Eq. (2.6) is used as detailed below.
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Differentiating Eq. (2.5) with respect to time and using (2.7), we have

ẋd = ẇ(∆x)xdes+w(∆x)ẋdes

= A(x)ẋ−A(x)ẋdes+w(∆x)ẋdes

= A(x)ẋ+ ẋ f .

(2.12)

From Eq. (2.6) and (2.12), the intermediate vector sq defined in Eq. (2.11) can

be rewritten as

sq = [In− J+(q)A(x)J(q)]q̇− J+(q)ẋ f

+αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx

=Mq̇− J+(q)ẋ f +αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx.

(2.13)

Now, it is clear that the sliding vector that is defined as

s =M-1(x)sq (2.14)

can be rewritten into the format of Eq. (2.8), in which the reference joint variable

time derivative, q̇r = M-1(x) [J+(q)ẋ f −αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx], includes no ẋ and

therefore the term ẍ is eliminated in q̈r and hence control input τ .

With this weighted desired trajectory above, considering the fact that A(x) =

0m×m (m×m zero matrix) and thus M(x) = In for w =0 or 1 (i.e., in human-

dominant, robot-dominant and stable safety-stop regions), and the design require-

ment that kp(δx) = 0 in human-dominant and safety-stop regions, the sliding
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control portion is

−Kss =−KsM-1(x)[q̇− J+(q)ẋd +αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx]

=



−Ks[q̇− J+(q)ẋdes],
||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah]

i.e., H-DR

−Ks[q̇− J+(q)ẋdes

+αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx],

||∆x|| ∈ (ah,ar]

i.e., R-DR

−KsM-1(x)[q̇− J+(q)ẋd ],
||∆x|| ∈ (ar, at ]

i.e., TS-SR

−Ksq̇,
||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞)

i.e., SS-SR

,
(2.15)

which implements speed control in human-dominant region and transitional safety-

stop region, trajectory tracking control in robot-dominant region and damping

control in stable safety-stop region.

†2 The position-dependent stiffness kp(δx) is used instead of a constant one so

that proportional control is only used in robot-dominant region, i.e.,

kp(δx) =


0, H-DR

positive value, R-DR

0, S-SR

.

With the addition of w(∆x), to facilitate the system passivity and stability, weighted

error δx is used for proportional control portion instead of director error ∆x.

In order to obtain a continuous and differentiable stiffness that meets the require-

ments above, an auxiliary function is firstly defined as

fp(δx) = 1− exp[−a(||δx||2−a2
h)], (2.16)
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and the position-dependent stiffness is described accordingly as

kp(δx) = k1[max(0, fp(δx))]2exp[−a(||δx||2−a2
h)],

(2.17)

in which a and k1 are positive constants of design, and ah is the radius of human-

dominant region as mentioned earlier. An illustration of the shape of this stiffness

function is available in Fig. 2.3. Note that there are two sub-regions for robot-

dominant region, an increasing one (IR-DR) and a decreasing one (DR-DR). The

outer radius of the former, ai, is adjustable by a and ah according to

ai = {||δx|| :
∂kp(δx)

∂δx
= 0, ||δx||> ah}.

The outer radius of the decreasing region as well as the whole robot-dominant

region, ar, is also controllable by k1, a and ah. Supposing the controller proces-

sor has a minimum distinguishable signal size or quantization step size p, i.e., a

scalar signal y ≡ 0 if |y| < p, then ar is determined by ar = {||δx|| : kp(δx) =

p, ||δx||> ai}.

Note that human-dominant region provides the patients with opportunity to ex-

ercise and robot-dominant region guarantees human action correctness and rein-

forces human motion control. Thus, the existence of both regions is a key feature

to the rehabilitative process and the relative sizes of them should reflect the re-

covery extent of human motion control. When human limb movement is less reli-

able, ah should be set smaller to ensure less human free motion and more robotic

assistance; similarly, when human gains better motion control, ah should be set

larger to allow more human exercise and little robot help as needed to further

boost patients’ recovery. When ah is set to zero, the system is robot-dominant,

which is useful at the beginning, i.e., robot-assisting stage of the therapy. Be-
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of the position-dependent stiffness kp versus δx for m= 2, with ah =
1, a = 0.3, k1 = 2. (a): A three-dimensional view; (b): A two-dimensional view: intersection
of kp and surface δx2 = 0. When ||δx|| ∈ [0, ah]∪ (ar,+∞) in human-dominant region (H-DR)
and safety-stop region (S-SR), kp = 0; When ||δx|| ∈ (ah, ar] in robot-dominant region (R-DR),
kp > 0. Increasing robot-dominant region (IR-DR) denotes the sub-region of R-DR in which
∂kp/∂ ||δx||> 0, i.e., kp increases as ||δx|| increases. Decreasing robot-dominant region (DR-DR)
denotes the sub-region with ∂kp/∂ ||δx||< 0.

sides, the general width of robot-dominant region can be easily controlled by a.

As a increases, the width of robot-dominant region drops rapidly.

The fixed reference position xi of the weighted trajectory xd is chosen to be suffi-

ciently far away from the desired path xdes, so that ||∆x||> ar always guarantees

||δx||> ar in operation, i.e., in this region, kp(δx) = 0.

With the kp(δx) and xi defined above, the stiffness control portion is

−Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx =

0,
||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah]

i.e., H-DR

−Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx,
||∆x|| ∈ (ah,ar]

i.e., R-DR

0,
||∆x|| ∈ (ar,+∞)

i.e., S-SR

(2.18)

in which proportional control with non-zero stiffness is deployed in robot-dominant

region only.
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With stiffness and desired trajectory defined above, τm is proposed as Eq. (2.3).

Note that J+(q) and M(x) = In− J+(q)A(x)J(q) are involved in the controller which

potentially causes issues at the singularities of them. For J+(q), it is handled by spec-

ifying a desired trajectory xdes(t) such that all singularities are in stable safety-stop

region, in which case kp(δx) and ẋd already reduce to zero and M = In, the motion

related controller reduces to

τm =−Ksq̇+Yd(q, q̇,0,0)θ̂ ,

thus the singularity issue of the controller due to J(q) is contained. Since matrix A

is 0m×m in human-dominant, robot-dominant and stable safety-stop regions, M = In

is always invertible in these main operating regions. For the case that A 6= 0m×m in

the transitional safety-stop region, since M = In− J+(q)A(x)J(q) is a general matrix

that varies according to robot kinematics and tasks, it is difficult to derive a general

analytic inverse matrix. The inverse matrix has to be analyzed according to the particu-

lar robot structure and tasks to contain singularity issue (if any) by trajectory planning

or saturating the inverse matrix. Since transitional safety-stop region is a very narrow

zone between robot-dominant and stable safety-stop regions that only for the purpose

of smoothing the transition, saturating M-1 will not affect the performance in the three

main regions.

2.3.2 Interaction-related Controller

The interaction-related controller has two objectives, to ensure the closed-loop system

stability together with the motion-related controller, and to reduce the conflicts between

human and robot movements. τi is proposed as a function of the human interaction
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force fh, the position error ∆x and the sliding vector s as

τi = Jᵀ(q)Cx( fh,∆x,s), (2.19)

in which Cx is the task-space interaction controller.

Research work on human science [33] has shown that human central nervous system

may use a composite variable [32] consisting of tracking errors and their temporal

derivatives in motion control. This composite variable can serve as either an error

prediction or a criterion to be minimized. In a limb rehabilitative process assisted by

a robot system, when human limb is well functioning and the robot is unactuated, the

interaction force received by the robot should be fully responsible for achieving both

position and speed objectives set for it, i.e., minimizing the composite variable. For

the controller proposed in this article, this composite variable is represented by the task

space sliding vector sx, a combination of the transformed position and velocity errors

as below:
sx = J(q)s = J(q)M-1(x)sq

=



δ ẋ, ||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah], i.e.,H-DR

δ ẋ+αkp(δx)δx, ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ar], i.e.,R-DR

J(q)M-1(x)sq, ||∆x|| ∈ (ar, at ], i.e.,TS-SR

ẋ, ||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞), i.e., SS-SR.

(2.20)

In this case, the direction of resulting force Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh should be aligned with

the opposite of this variable.

In the safety-stop region, since the whole system is supposed to be damped to static

status, fh is directly canceled by the controller. On the other hand, in human-dominant

region, human movements are considered reliable to certain extent, and the controller
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Figure 2.4: Interaction force handling regions determined by the magnitude of directional dif-
ference, γ , between interaction force fh and the opposite of task space sliding vector sx. When
γ ≤ β , β ∈ [0, π/2], system is in Retaining Region (RR); when γ ∈ (β , β+σ ], σ ∈ [0, π/2],
system is in Projecting Region (PR); otherwise, system is in Canceling Region (CR).

is then introduced with three modes based on γ ∈ [0, π], which is the magnitude of

directional difference between vector −sx and fh as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4, to en-

courage active human movements. When fh orientates close enough to -sx with γ ≤ β ,

in which β is a threshold adjustable in [0, π/2], human motion is considered reliable,

and the interaction force is retained. This region is called the retaining region (RR).

Otherwise, if fh direction is out of this area but still maintains an angle difference less

than σ (adjustable in [0, π/2]) with one retaining region edge (denoted by unit vector

either -s′x1 or -s′x2), it is in the projecting region (PR) and is projected to whichever

edge that is closer. Other than these two regions, fh is considered wrongly orientated,

i.e., human movements are not reliable. Interaction is directly canceled and this area

is the canceling region (CR). Finally, robot-dominant region serves as a transition area.

With these discussions, the interaction-related controller is developed such that
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Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh

=


µs(s)cx( fh), ||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah], i.e., H-DR

µs(s)µx(∆x)cx( fh), ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ar], i.e., R-DR

0, ||∆x|| ∈ (ar,+∞), i.e., S-SR

(2.21)

where

cx( fh) =


fh, γ ∈ [0, β ], i.e.,RR

−s′x|| fh||cos2
[
(γ−β )·π

2σ

]
, γ ∈ (β ,β+σ ], i.e.,PR

0, γ ∈ (β+σ ,π], i.e.,CR

(2.22)

with s′x equals to s′x1 or s′x2, whichever has a closer direction with fh. The term

µx(∆x) = sin2[
(ar−||∆x||) ·π

2(ar−ah)
], ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ar] only, (2.23)

is a position-based coefficient to ensure smooth transition between human-dominant

and safety-stop regions; the saturation function

µs(s) =

 1, ||sx|| ≥ ws

sin2( ||sx||π
2ws

), ||sx||< ws

is added as a second coefficient of cx( fh) to assert force-dominant controller when s has

a norm bigger than a small positive constant ws, and sliding-vector-dominant controller

otherwise, so that the controller is smoothed at s = 0. Without µs(s), the resulting force

magnitude ||Cx+ fh|| is discontinuous at sx = 0, while it is smooth and continuous with

µs(s). Instead of direct projection to -s′x direction, a second order projection cos2(•) is

used in the controller to ensure its differentiability.

With definitions above, the control result Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh is uniformly continuous
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on s, ∆x and also fh, and the term

sᵀJᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh] = sᵀx [Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh] =
µs(s)s

ᵀ
x cx( fh), ||∆x|| ∈ [0, ah], i.e., H-DR

µs(s)µx(∆x)sᵀx cx( fh), ||∆x|| ∈ (ah, ar], i.e., R-DR

0, ||∆x|| ∈ (ar,+∞), i.e., S-SR

,
(2.24)

where
sᵀx cx( fh) =

−||sx|||| fs||cos(γ),
γ ∈ [0, β ]

i.e., RR

−||sx|||| fs||cos(β )cos2
[
(γ−β )·π

2σ

]
,

γ ∈ (β ,β+σ ]

i.e., PR

0,
γ ∈ (β+σ ,π]

i.e., CR

. (2.25)

Since β ≤ π/2, Eq. (2.24) is never greater than zero.

When m = 3, all mathematical descriptions of the controller still hold while the

shapes of various regions change from two to three dimensional. For motion-related

controller, human-dominant region changes from a disk to a ball; robot-dominant re-

gion changes from a ring to a hollow ball. For interaction-related part, regions change

from circular sectors into cones.
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2.4 Passivity and Stability of the System

In this section, passivity of the closed-loop system with the proposed controller and

convergence of various state variables in different operation modes are analyzed using

Lyapunov method. It is shown that system passivity can be ensured and the position of

the end-effector either converges to the human-dominant region, or stops in safety-stop

region depending on the interactions between the human and robot.

2.4.1 System Passivity

By using Eq. (2.8) and substituting Eq. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.19) into Eq. (2.1), the

closed-loop system dynamic equation becomes:

M(q)ṡ+[12Ṁ(q)+S(q, q̇)]s+Mᵀ(x)Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx

+Kss+Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r)∆θ = Jᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh],
(2.26)

where ∆θ = θ − θ̂ . With no interaction-related controller asserted, i.e., Cx( fh,∆x,s) =

0, the time integral of the inner product between an output y = s and Eq. (3.38) yields

∫ t
0 sᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς) fh(ς)dς

=
∫ t
0{s
ᵀ(ς)M(q(ς))ṡ(ς)+ sᵀ(ς)[12Ṁ(ς)+S(ς)]s(ς)

+[q̇(ς)− J+(ς)ẋd(ς))]
ᵀ[M-1(ς)]ᵀMᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)

+[M-1(ς)αJ+(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)]ᵀMᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)

+sᵀ(ς)Kss(ς)+ sᵀ(ς)Yd(ς)∆θ(ς)}dς .

(2.27)
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By using the skew symmetric property of S(q, q̇), the first two terms on the right hand

side of Eq. (2.27) can be expressed as

∫ t
0{s
ᵀ(ς)M(q(ς))ṡ(ς)+ sᵀ(ς)[12Ṁ(ς)+S(ς)]s(ς)}dς

= 1
2sᵀ(t)M(q(t))s(t)− 1

2sᵀ(0)M(q(0))s(0).
(2.28)

The third term of Eq. (2.27) can be simplified as

∫ t
0{[q̇(ς)− J+(ς)ẋd(ς))]

ᵀ[M-1(ς)]ᵀ

Mᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)}dς

=
∫ t
0{[J(ς)(q̇(ς)− J+(ς)ẋd(ς))]

ᵀkp(ς)δx(ς)}dς

=
∫ t
0{[ẋ(ς)− ẋd(ς)]

ᵀkp(ς)δx(ς)}dς

=
∫ t
0{δ ẋᵀ(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)}dς

=
∫

δx
0 {d(δxᵀ)kp(δx)δx}|t0

= Pt(δx(t))−Pt(δx(0)),

(2.29)

where the pseudo-potential function Pt(δx) is expressed as

Pt(δx) =
1

6a
k1[max(0, fp(δx))]3.

The last step of Eq. (2.29) comes from the fact that

∂Pt(δx)
∂δx

= 1
6a · k1 ·3 · [max(0, fp(δx))]2 exp[−a(||δx||2−a2

h)]a ·2 ·δx

= kp(δx)δx,

and thus ∫
δx

0
{d(δxᵀ)kp(δx)δx}= Pt(δx).
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Next, the fourth term can be written as

∫ t
0{[M

-1(ς)αJ+(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)]ᵀ

Mᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς)kp(ς)δx(ς)}dς

=
∫ t
0 α[δx(ς)]ᵀkp(ς)2δx(ς)dς .

(2.30)

Then, based on the system parameter estimate update law Eq. (3.20), the final term of

Eq. (2.27) can be expressed as

∫ t
0{s
ᵀ(ς)Yd(ς)∆θ(ς)}dς

=
∫ t
0{∆θ̇(ς)L-1∆θ(ς)}dς

= 1
2∆θ(t)ᵀL-1∆θ(t)− 1

2∆θ(0)ᵀL-1∆θ(0).

(2.31)

Combining Eq. (2.28), (2.29), (2.30) and (2.31), we have

∫ t
0 sᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς) fh(ς)dς

= V (t)−V (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stored Energy

+
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dissipated Energy

, (2.32)

where

V =
1
2

sᵀM(q)s+Pt(δx)+
1
2

∆θL-1
∆θ , (2.33)

and

W = sᵀKss+αδxᵀk2
p(δx)δx. (2.34)

The pseudo-potential Pt(δx), as illustrated in Fig. 2.5, has no local minimum and only

global minimum inside human-dominant region, and has

Pt(δx)≥ 0.
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the pseudo-energy versus the weighted position error δx for
m = 2: ah = 1,a = 0.3,k1 = 2. For ||δx|| ∈ [0, ah], i.e., human-dominant region, Pt(δx) = 0;
For ||δx|| ∈ (ar, +∞), i.e., safety-stop region, Pt(δx) is saturated. For ||δx|| ∈ (ah, ar] in the
robot-dominant region, Pt(δx) smoothly changes from 0 to its maximum.

Then, since instant stored energy V (t) in the system is composed of quadratic forms

1
2∆θL-1∆θ , sᵀM(q)s and the non-negative Pt(δx), it is thus clear that

V (t)≥ 0. (2.35)

Next, the energy dissipation rate W (s, q̇) is non-negative from Eq. (2.34). Therefore,

we can prove the theorem below:

Theorem 1. The input Jᵀ(q) fh and output y = s of the closed loop system described

by Eq. (3.38) and (3.20) satisfy the passivity property.

Proof. Eq. (2.32) can be written as

∫ t
0 sᵀ(ς)Jᵀ(ς) fh(ς)dς

= V (t)−V (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stored Energy

+
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dissipated Energy

≥−V (0) =−k2
0,
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in which k2
0 is a non-negative value denoting the initial system energy. Therefore, the

input Jᵀ(q) fh and output y = s have passive relationship.

In practical rehabilitative robotic systems, due to the existence of human-robot in-

teraction, the term sᵀJᵀ(q) fh will not be zero, which may result in increase of errors

and storage energy. This problem is solved by the interaction-related controller τi that

leads to sᵀJᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh] ≤ 0 as in Eq. (2.24). Therefore, it is established

that

V̇ =−W ′ =−W + sᵀJᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh]≤ 0, (2.36)

in which W ′ is the net energy dissipation rate.

2.4.2 Convergence

Different from the traditional control problem in which there are no external forces

involved, the human-robot interaction may push the system end-effector into various

regions. Therefore, the convergence of the state variables needs to be investigated

depending on the robot end-effector position that the system starts in or enters. With

the passivity conclusion, we can prove the following theory:

Theorem 2. The closed-loop system described by Eq. (3.38) and (3.20) guarantees

the convergence of the position of end effector to the human-dominant region if it is

in human or robot-dominant regions. If position of the end-effector enters the stable

safety-stop region, then it stops in this region.

Proof. For all cases, the function V represents a Lyapunov-like function, with V ≥ 0

and V̇ = −W ′ ≤ 0 from Eq. (2.35) and (2.36). Hence, it is clear that V (t) ≤ V (0),
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i.e., it is upper bounded. Since V is positive-definite in s & ∆θ , and V̇ is negative

semi-definite, we have that s and ∆θ are bounded.

� Human-dominant & Robot-dominant Regions

When robot end-effector enters or starts in these regions, it is known that

w(∆x) = 1, A(x) = 0m×m, M-1(x) = In,

V = 1
2sᵀM(q)s+Pt(δx)+∆θᵀL-1∆θ ,

V̇ = −sᵀKss−αδxᵀkp(δx)2δx

+sᵀJᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh],

s = [q̇− J+(q)ẋdes+αJ+(q)kp(δx)δx],

and the closed-loop dynamics is

M(q)ṡ+[12Ṁ(q)+S(q, q̇)]s+Kss+ Jᵀ(q)kp(δx)δx

+Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r)∆θ − Jᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh] = 0.
(2.37)

First, the boundedness of s and ∆θ is already established. Next, kp(δx)δx is

bounded by definition. q̇r = J+(q)[ẋ f −αkp(δx)δx] is bounded if ẋ f =w(∆x)ẋdes−

A(x)ẋdes is bounded, which is true if ẋdes is bounded. Then, according to

Eq. (2.8), q̇ is also bounded. Since q̇ is bounded and J(q) is composed of

trigonometric functions of q, ẋ = J(q)q̇ is bounded. By using M(x), q̈r has been

released from the dependence on ẍ. Therefore, the boundedness of ẋ, w(∆x),

ẇ(∆x), ẍdes, M(x) and kp(δx)δx suggests the boundedness of q̈r. Thus, regres-
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sor Yd(q, q̇, q̇r, q̈r) is bounded. Next,

V̈ =−2sᵀKsṡ−2αk2
p(δx)δxᵀδ ẋ−

2αδxᵀkp(δx)δx
∂kp(δx)

∂δx δ ẋ+ ṡᵀJᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh]

+sᵀJ̇ᵀ(q)[Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh]+ sᵀJᵀ(q)[Ċx( fh,∆x,s)+ ḟh]

is bounded due to the boundedness of ṡ, δx, δ ẋ, kp(δx),
∂kp(δx)

∂δx , Ċx( fh,∆x,s)

which is ensured by the definition of Cx( fh,∆x,s), and ḟh due to the human

motion capability limitation. According to Barbalat Lemma [32], V̇ → 0 as t →

∞, which implies s → 0 and kp(δx)δx → 0 as t → ∞. Thus, it is clear that

q̇− J+(q)ẋdes→ 0 as t→ ∞. We then have, ẋ→ ẋdes, and x→ H-DR.

Therefore, velocities of the robot inside human-dominant or robot-dominant re-

gions converge to the desired ones ẋdes(t) and its end-effector goes to human-

dominant region with radius ah unless some strong external interference force it

into the safety-stop region, in which case the analysis will be detailed in the next

section.

� Safety-stop Region

If the robot end-effector enters this region accidentally or starts within it, it is

known that Cx( fh,∆x,s)+ fh = 0, kp(δx)δx = 0, and Pt(δx) = Pt,sat with Pt,sat

representing the Pt(δx) value in its saturation region, which yields

s =M-1(x)[q̇− J+(q)ẋd ], ||∆x|| ∈ (ar, at ], i.e.,TS-SR

q̇, ||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞), i.e.,SS-SR
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Figure 2.6: Three-dimensional RRR-robot simulation results. (a): The desired and simulated
trajectories in space; (b): The desired and simulated position trajectories of all three axes in
time domain; (c): The instant distance of robot end-effector and desired central trajectory ∆x in
time. From (a) and (b), it is seen that the system end-effector started at a location far away from
the initial desired position xdes(0) by design, which resulted in controller running safety-stop
(S-S) mode at the beginning. As the desired trajectory xdes approached the end-effector later
(intentionally by trajectory planning), controller entered robot-dominant (R-D) mode at tr. At th,
the system first entered human-dominant region and started H-D Mode. R-D mode occasionally
was still activated in this period to ensure that the system stayed in human-dominant region.

and
V̇ =−[q̇− J+(q)ẋd ]

ᵀKs[q̇− J+(q)ẋd ], ||∆x|| ∈ (ar, at ]

−q̇ᵀKsq̇, ||∆x|| ∈ (at ,+∞).

(2.38)

Similar to the analysis of human and robot-dominant regions, with the assump-

tion of bounded human input, it can be proved that V̇ → 0 as t → ∞ based on

the definition of the controller. Therefore, in stable safety-stop region, q̇→ 0 as

t → ∞, i.e., ẋ→ 0 as t → ∞, due to the quadratic property of V̇ on q̇. It means

that damping is realized in stable safety-stop region. On the other hand, in transi-

tional sub-region, as t→∞, [q̇−J+(q)ẋd ]→ 0, i.e., ẋ→ ẋd . This means velocity

tracking towards ẋd in the transitional region is realized.

Therefore, when the system is inside the stable stop region, the velocities con-

verge to zero rapidly and the system stops inside this region unless it hits the

transitional region first. If by any means, system enters the narrow transitional
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region, the system end-effector velocity converges to the weighted desired ve-

locity, which leads the system into either robot-dominant or stable safety-stop

regions. Since w(∆x) reduces to zero, the weighted desired velocity also reduces

to zero when system approaches the stable stop region.

2.5 Simulation and Experiments

Simulation and experiments were performed to demonstrate the functionality and per-

formance of the proposed controller, . Simulation was based on a 3-DOF RRR-robot

to demonstrate the controller capability in three-dimensional space, i.e. m = 3, and on

curved trajectory (Section V.A). Experiments were conducted on a system consisting

of 2-DOF planar robot connected in series with a supported human arm to demonstrate

the system capability in two-dimensional space (Section V.B), i.e., m = 2. Results and

discussions are also given.

2.5.1 Simulation

A 3-link RRR manipulator with end-effector subjected to external force to emulate

human-robot interaction was used for simulation. The three links have lengths l1 =

l2 = l3 = 0.5 m, distances between their joints and respective center of masses lc1 =

lc2 = lc3 = 0.25 m, moments of inertia I1 = I2 = I3 = I3 kg·m2, and masses m1 =

m2 = m3 = 2 kg. θ1, θ2 and θ3 denote the angular positions of the three joints.
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A circular desired trajectory, centered at [x1c x2c x3c]
ᵀ = [0.5 0.5 0.5]ᵀ m, with ori-

entation vectors [x1a x2a x3a]
ᵀ= [1/

√
3 1/
√

3 1/
√

3]ᵀ, [x1b x2b x3b]
ᵀ= [1/

√
6 -2/
√

6 1/
√

6]ᵀ

and radius r = 0.3 m, as described below was used for simulation:

xdes,i(t) = xic+ r cos[2πξ (t)]xia+ r sin[2πξ (t)]xib, (i = 1,2,3)

in which the speed distribution function ξ (t) was specified as

ξ (t) =


2t2

T 2 , t ∈ [0, T
2 ]

1− 2(T−t)2

T 2 , t ∈ (T
2 , T ]

to ensure zero start and end velocities. T = 15 s is the total simulation duration. The

time-invariant trajectory reference point was chosen as xi = [0 0 0]ᵀ.

The control parameters used were ah = 0.05 m, ht = 0.01, k1 = 5e4, a = 200,

α = 0.5, Ks = 50 · I3, L = 04×4, β = 0 rad, σ = 0.5π rad and ws = 0.01. A con-

stant force fh = [10 10 10]ᵀ N was applied to demonstrate the controller capabil-

ity under human interference. The outer radius of robot-dominant region was cal-

culated as ar ≈ 0.322 m at p = 0.1 with the parameters provided. The initial joint

position q0 was set as [2.3 2.7 1.2]ᵀ rad, which meant an initial end-effector position

x0 = [0.5430 0.3698 0.6078]ᵀ m by forward kinematics. These initial position and de-

sired trajectory were chosen such that the initial position error, ∆x0 = 0.3366 m, was

larger than ar, i.e., the system started in safety-stop region, as the path later approached

x0 and the system entered robot-dominant mode. Results of simulation, which include

the desired and actual trajectories, velocities and position errors in time, are shown in

Fig. 2.6.

At the beginning, being in safety-stop region, the device end-effector did not move
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(Fig. 2.6.b), i.e., safety-stop control mode functioned correctly. Later, the device en-

tered robot-dominant region. Robot-dominant mode was then activated and the end-

effector started to follow the desired human-dominant region. The region error with

respect to the human-dominant region defined as er(t)=max(||∆x(t)||−ah,0), is avail-

able in Fig. 2.6.c.

Robot Arm

Force Sensor

Human Arm

Arm Support

Figure 2.7: Experimental testbed: An upper-limb rehabilitative robotics composed of a 2-DOF
planar robot, force sensor and a 2-DOF passive arm support.

From the simulation, the controller is able to work with three dimensional, highly-

curved desired trajectory in different operation modes with force interference. Note

that due to the smooth transition between different operation regions of the controller,

the behavior of the closed-loop system is not hard-switched at boundaries of various

regions. Therefore, the end-effector did not start to move towards the human-dominant

region immediately after it enters the robot-dominant region (Fig. 2.6.c, t = 3.31 s). In-

stead, it started to move when ∆x is smaller. After the system entered human-dominant

region for the first time, er was not always exactly zero, but sometimes slightly bigger

due to force interference, in which cases the system entered robot-dominant mode and

was again pulled back to human region. From t = 6.025 s, when the system stabilized

in human-dominant mode, the root mean square of region error er was about 8.86e-4 m.
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Figure 2.8: Experimental results for assistive performance test, i.e., ah = 0. (a): Desired
and actual trajectories in space; (b): Position tracking errors of both x and y directions in time
domain; (c): Desired and actual velocities of both directions in time domain, in which v1 denotes
velocity on x1 axis and v2 is velocity on x2 axis.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental results for rehabilitative performance test with ah = 0.05 m. (a):
Desired and actual trajectories in space; (b): Region errors er = max(||∆x||−ah,0) versus time;
(c): Desired and actual velocities in time domain.

2.5.2 Experiments

The proposed controller was implemented on an upper-limb rehabilitative robot that

consisted of a 2-DOF planar robot manipulator connected to an un-actuated planar arm

support in series (Fig. 2.7). A 6-axis force sensor was installed between the robot end-

effector and support to measure interaction forces.
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The purpose of the experiments was to test the functionality of the controller and it

was not a clinical or medical trial to test the biological response of patients. Thus only

one healthy subject (21 years, 1.72 m, 68 kg, male) was involved. Experimental meth-

ods employed were approved by the university and corresponding informed consent

was provided by the subject.

In all experiments with data reported, the following parameters were used: k1 =

0.5, a = 0.3, Ks = 0.5 · I2, α = 1, L = 1e-3 · I3, initial system parameter estimate

θ̂(0) = [0,0,0]ᵀ, p = 1e-3, β = π/6 rad, σ = π/2 rad, ws = 0.01 and ht = 0.01 m. A

straight desired trajectory with zero initial and final velocities and accelerations, from

[0.4 0.3] m to [-0.1 0.3] m, between time t = 0 s and t = 50 s, was set as

 xdes,1(t)

xdes,2(t)

=

 0.4−4e-5∆t3+1.2e-6∆t4−9.6e-9∆t5

0.3

 ,
with the fixed trajectory reference xi = [0 0]ᵀ and ∆t = t− t0.

Three sets of tests were conducted. Test I investigated the assistive performance of

the controller by its trajectory tracking ability starting within the robot-dominant region

when human region radius was set as ah = 0 m. Outer radii of increasing and decreasing

robot-dominant regions were computed as ai = 0.0191 m and ar = 0.0494 m. Test II

investigated the rehabilitative performance by human-dominant region following and

human action encouragement in human region. The human-dominant region radius

was set as ah = 0.05 m, which meant ai = 0.0525 m and ar ≈ 0.0703 m accordingly.

The system started within human-dominant region and was intentionally pushed by

the subject towards -x2 direction (sideways) in this test. Trajectories, positional errors

and velocities of Test I and II are shown in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 respectively. The
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Table 2.1: RMS values for region error, er = max(||∆x||− ah, 0), and velocity tracking error,
which is defined as ev = ||ẋ− ẋdes||, in 2D experiments.

Test I Test II
RMS er 0.01305 m 0.00147 m
RMS ev 0.0102 m/s 0.0035 m/s

root-mean-squared region and velocity errors are given in Table 3.5. In both cases,

the actual trajectories tracked the desired trajectory (I) or human-dominant region (II)

closely. Region and velocity tracking errors were both smaller in Test II compared to

I. Test III demonstrated the safety-stop capability of the controller using ah = 0.05 m.

The end-effector started in human-dominant region and was intentionally pushed into

the safety-stop region by a large human force. The system stopped in the safety-stop

region after forced into this area (Fig 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Experimental results for safety-stop performance test with ah = 0.05 m and ar =
0.0703 m. (a): The force spike applied at the handle by the subject in time domain; (b): The
desired and actual spatial trajectories.

High oscillations and errors in the data were due to slow response and high frictions

of the testbed, which had a control delay of 0.05 s. Part of the velocity errors also came

from the differentiation of position data. Test I & II demonstrated the system capa-

bilities of trajectory-tracking and region-recovery in assistive and rehabilitative modes

and showed that the system possessed the ability to interact with the human in a stable
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manner. Test III confirmed the safety-stop capability of the controller. In Test I, ve-

locity errors were relatively larger since the system operated in robot-dominant region

where velocity tracking was less dominant. In contrast, due to the existence of human-

dominant region and large amount of time in it, where velocity control was dominant,

Test II had smaller velocity errors. System performance is expected to improve using a

faster hardware with less sensory and actuation delays.

In actual rehabilitation, one therapy does not fit the conditions of different patients

at different stages. The system should thus provide flexibility for therapists to adjust

and fine tune. The proposed controller, while possessing all the properties described,

allows parameter adjustment. When implementing this controller on a specific device,

the parameter tuning process should start with the therapist’s assessment of the pa-

tient’s conditions. If the patient is at early stage of the therapy and has minimal motion

control, the radius of human-dominant region, ah, should be set very small to ensure

maximum robot assistance. Then, along the training process, with the improvement

of patient’s motion control ability, ah should be progressively set larger to encourage

patient’s active movements. With ah fixed, the size of robot-dominant region, denoted

by ar, should be determined to avoid injuries from large input torque or excessive hu-

man joint movements. Similarly, in interaction-related controller, β and σ should be

made smaller when the patient has less motion control and then adjusted to a larger

value when the patient improves. Based on the region sizes determined by the ther-

apist above, location of the end-effector and direction of the human interaction then

define the “correct” and “incorrect” movements. For example, an end-effector position

in human-dominant region is considered correct and deviation from it is considered in-

correct; an interaction force directed to -sx is correct while a force opposite to -sx is

incorrect. These clinically chosen parameters are then fed into the controller system to
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be realized by our control framework.

Other parameters, k1, Ks, L, α , ht , ws, are control performance related that should

be tuned by control engineers before the start-up of the device and then fixed or limited

to a small fine-tuning zone for the clinical training. Choice of k1 should be balanced

between maximum human bearable torque and the region tracking performance. Then

Ks and α are fine tuned together to achieve desired region-tracking, velocity-tracking

and steady-state error performance of the controller. Short region restoration rise time

can be achieved by tuning k1 up and better velocity tracking can be done by tuning

Ks up. Smaller steady-state error can be achieved by higher α . Finally, the parameter

adaptation gain L should start with very small values and be tuned up when faster

adaptation is desired.

The capabilities of adjustability, customizability, safety and stability of the con-

troller provide a dependable control platform for clinical upper-limb rehabilitative train-

ing using robotic systems. This controller is motion-dominant with the compensation

of interaction-handling. Motion-dominant robot-assisted rehabilitation training is an

intuitive imitation of traditional therapies, which is still used in a lot of upper-limb

rehabilitative devices [5, 1, 34]. It has been shown to be an effective substitute for tra-

ditional therapist-based training [35] with comparable training results and reduced hu-

man labor-intensity. Other alternative methods start to show promises in rehabilitation,

for example the manipulation of joint energy input [36], which is especially popular for

lower-limb applications [6] in stance phase of walking due to the high-power-density

nature of human locomotion.
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2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, a controller infrastructure for upper-limb rehabilitative robotics used

in reaching and tracking training, which realizes three control modes, namely human-

dominant mode, robot-dominant mode and safety-stop mode, has been developed. With

the employment of position-dependent stiffness and position-dependent desired trajec-

tory, the proposed controller possesses the capability of automatic smooth transition

between different operation modes to realize “assist-as-needed” strategy. By this con-

troller, the passivity of upper-limb rehabilitative robotic system has been established;

the stability of the closed-loop system has also been solved with system non-linearities,

uncertainties and varying human-robot interactions; besides, the conflicts between the

movements of robot and human user have been reduced by the proposed controller in

a stable manner. With this controller, the human-robot interactive rehabilitative sys-

tem moves mostly inside human-dominant region to ensure human exercise of proper

amount and will be pulled back if entering robot-dominant region. Built-in safety-stop

functionality is realized and triggered in case of over-sized position errors to avoid

damage to human limbs. While guaranteeing all the properties described, the proposed

controller allows parameter adjustment, which provides the therapists with the freedom

to design patient-specific training processes. Computer simulation and pilot tests on

hardware have illustrated the performances of the above-mentioned capabilities of the

proposed controller.

Although this study focuses on rehabilitation robotics, the proposed controller with

the safety-stop scheme can be applied to robotic devices that involve physical human-

robot interaction to ensure safety.



Chapter 3

Lower-limb Exoskeletons Torque

Control

Abstract

Many torque control approaches have been proposed for lower-limb exoskeletons, but

few comparisons have been performed across controllers in the same system. In this

study, we compared the torque-tracking performance of nine control strategies, includ-

ing variations on classical feedback control, model-based control, adaptive control and

iterative learning. To account for interactions between patterns in desired torque and

tracking performance, we tested each in combination with four high-level exoskeleton

controllers that determined desired torque based on time, joint angle, a neuromuscular

model, or electromyographic measurements. Controllers were implemented on an ankle

Materials in this chapter appeared in [37]: J. Zhang, C. C. Cheah, and S. H. Collins, “Experimental
comparison of torque control methods on an ankle exoskeleton during human walking,” in Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, Seattle, WA, 2015. and [38]: J.
Zhang, C. C. Cheah, and S. H. Colins, “Torque control in legged locomotion,” in Book Bio-inspired
Legged Locomotion, M. A. Sharbafi and A. Seyfarth, Eds. Elsevier, Aug. 2016.
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exoskeleton with series elastic actuation driven by an off-board motor through a uni-

directional Bowden cable. The exoskeleton was worn by one human subject walking

on a treadmill at 1.25 m·s-1 for one hundred steady-state steps under each condition.

We found that the combination of proportional control, damping injection and itera-

tive learning resulted in substantially lower root-mean-squared error than other torque

control approaches for all high-level controllers. With time-based torque commands,

rms errors were 0.6 Nm (1.3% of peak torque) step by step, and 0.1 Nm (0.2%) on aver-

age, while with electromyography-based torque commands, errors were 2.1 Nm (5.9%

of peak torque) step by step and 0.2 Nm (0.6%) on average. Model-free, integration-

free feedback control seems to be well suited to the uncertain, changing dynamics of

the human-robot system, while iterative learning is advantageous in the cyclic task of

walking.

3.1 Introduction

The development of exoskeletons for performance enhancement [39, 40] or restoration

[41, 42] has been an area of active research for more than fifty years. Most early

exoskeletons used kinematic trajectory control, an approach that persists today [43–

46]. However, position control strategies tend to result in less safe and less comfortable

human-robot interactions, since they can cause large forces to develop when human

and robot motions differ [47, 48]. Position-controlled exoskeletons can also be less

effective in rehabilitation compared to traditional human-based therapies [49].
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Increasingly, exoskeleton control has shifted from kinematic methods to strategies

that respond more fluidly to actions of the user. One reason for this shift is the concern

for human safety and comfort. Another driver is our improved understanding of the

natural dynamics of human motion [50–54], which suggests a more dynamic approach

to human-robot interactions than afforded by position control.

One method for improved interaction between humans and exoskeletons is impedance

manipulation [55], in which the reaction of a robot to external forces is regulated rather

than the resulting position trajectory [19]. Whereas position control strategies typically

impose high impedance to improve trajectory tracking performance, this method allows

lower impedance at the robot interface and a greater influence of human actions on the

resulting motions.

Direct control of interaction forces or torques can also be used to reduce human-

robot interface impedance [48, 56]. Torque control provides a simple means of ma-

nipulating the flow of energy from the exoskeleton to the human, which can be useful

in biomechanics studies [57, 6, 36, 58, 59]. Torque control can also be used to exploit

passive dynamics or render virtual systems with alternate dynamics in humanoid robots

[60], active prostheses [61–63], and exoskeletons [64–66, 7]. In exoskeletons, the qual-

ity of torque control is a limiting factor in precision of the applied intervention and can

be the limiting factor in human-exoskeleton system performance.

Series elastic actuation can improve torque control in exoskeletons, which often in-

clude unknown, changing human-exoskeleton interaction dynamics. Elasticity in the

actuator transmission decouples motor inertia from the exoskeleton frame [67], phys-

ically reducing interface impedance and resulting in smaller torques when human and

exoskeleton motions unexpectedly diverge. Series elastic actuation can thereby provide
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improved human safety [68] and improve torque tracking performance in the face of

complex, dynamic user movements [69]. Unlike direct-drive actuators, torque output in

a series elastic actuator is usually not directly related to motor torque, but instead to the

position of the motor relative to the joint. Motor position is therefore better correlated

to load torque, especially in the presence of transmission friction. For these reasons, se-

ries elastic actuators with a motor drive running in velocity mode typically have lower

actuation impedance and smoother torque tracking with lower error [70, 71].

Flexible Bowden cable transmissions are often used in exoskeletons to further re-

duce physical impedance through drive relocation. Bowden cables allow massive mo-

tor and gearbox elements to be placed in more desirable locations than the joint they

actuate, resulting in reduced exoskeleton inertia. Motors can be moved proximally on

the limb or body [52, 72–74] or off the body altogether [75, 63, 7]. Bowden cables

are flexible, producing little interference with joint motions [76], but have complex

stick-slip transmission dynamics that pose additional torque control challenges [72].

Unidirectional Bowden cables can completely physically isolate the human from

motor inertia when desired. The capacity to become transparent, or produce zero

impedance, is desirable in exoskeletons, as it is frequently useful to apply precisely

zero torque to the human [57, 77–79]. Uni-directional Bowden cables can be kept

slack, preventing any torque from being transmitted regardless of human dynamics

[80, 7, 59]. However, allowing the transmission to become slack introduces complex

dynamics and uncertainty during re-engagement, as in other systems with intermittent

contact, which can make torque control more difficult.

The human ankle produces more than half of the mechanical work of the lower limbs

during walking [81] and has been a frequent target for exoskeleton assistance [82]. In
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fact, ankle joint assistance has led to the first systems that reduce the energy cost of

walking for humans [58], including one device that does so passively [83]. Improved

torque control at exoskeleton ankle joints would provide immediate benefits for such

systems, and could also be beneficial at exoskeleton knee and hip joints.

Torque control is typically found at a low level in exoskeleton control hierarchies,

with higher level controllers determining behaviors and commanding desired torques.

In such schemes, desired torque is not a control objective selected in advance, but rather

a mid-level signal, often with complex dynamics that reflect interactions with the hu-

man user. In this manuscript, we will refer to the class of control elements that generate

desired torque as high-level controllers, and to the elements that enforce desired torque,

the torque controllers that are the primary focus of the study, as low-level controllers.

Since the dynamics of the desired torque signal depend on the high-level control type,

we expect interactions with low-level controllers that will affect torque tracking perfor-

mance.

Many potential low-level control elements have been proposed for tracking torque

and position in exoskeletons and series elastic actuators. Prominent categories of torque

control include classical feedback, model-based control, adaptive control and iterative

learning.

Classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) feedback control, and simple varia-

tions thereon, have been widely employed in exoskeletons due to their simplicity and

ease of tuning. Integral control elements are used to reduce steady state errors in se-

ries elastic actuators with consistent dynamics and low impedance [70, 71, 84, 85, 79,

86, 66]. Integration-free proportional-derivative (PD) control is often used in high-

impedance exoskeletons [25, 87, 88] and in series elastic actuators with more modeling
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uncertainties [77, 76]. In cases where the derivative of the error signal is noisy, damp-

ing injection, or negative feedback on a less noisy velocity in the system, can be used

instead to provide similar stabilizing effects [15, 89]. Gain scheduling is sometimes

used in the control of robots that interact with humans for improved safety or training

efficiency [27, 90, 9].

Model-based control elements are often used in robots and exoskeletons to improve

torque-tracking performance. Approaches typically include feed-forward terms that

use inverted plant dynamics to shape impedance or torque [70, 19, 91, 44, 79, 86]. This

approach works best with an accurate model of the system.

One example of adaptive control that has been applied to human-robot interaction

is passivity-based control. These controllers manipulate the energy balance of the sys-

tem using a system model and adaptive control elements, and can improve tracking

performance with provable closed-loop stability [92]. Passivity-based control has been

proposed for series elastic actuators [93] and used during human-robot interactions

[10].

Variations on iterative learning derived from industrial robots have also been applied

to lower-limb exoskeletons during walking [94, 79]. This approach improves tracking

performance by exploiting the cyclic nature of gait; tracking errors from past walking

steps are used to predict errors in the ensuing step, and feed-forward corrections are

applied. Since corrections are based on an accumulation of past errors, this approach

bears some resemblance to classical integral control, with errors integrated over discrete

walking steps rather than continuously in time.

High-level controllers intended to assist human walking include schemes that com-

mand desired torque based on time, joint angle, neuromuscular models, and elec-
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Testbed: A) High speed stand-alone real-time controller reads sen-
sory information, computes desired torques using high-level controller, computes desired motor
velocity using low level controller, and outputs desired motor velocity to the motor drive. B)
Dedicated motor drive. C) Powerful off-board geared motor and pulley. D) Bowden cable
transmission. E) Lightweight instrumented ankle exoskeleton. F) Enlarged schematic of the
exoskeleton. G) Photograph of the exoskeleton.

tromyographic measurements. Perhaps the simplest way to generate desired torques

is as a function of time, which can be used to regulate the relative timing of human

and exoskeleton actions [58, 95, 59]. Another common method is to imitate observed

relationships between human joint angles and joint torques [96, 61, 97], which can

be especially useful in regulating net joint work [76]. Virtual neuromuscular systems

with complex internal dynamics have also been used to generate desired joint torques

in assistive devices [98–105]. This method has demonstrated benefits in the control of

adaptive prosthetic limbs [106]. Direct neuromuscular interfaces, such as through elec-

tromyographic measurement of muscle activity, promise more intuitive control of ex-

oskeletons by users [91, 82, 64, 107–109]. Each of these high-level control approaches

may be advantageous in some assistance paradigm, and each results in desired torque

signals with different dynamics.
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Many approaches to exoskeleton torque control have been established, but a more

complete comparison would be helpful when designing controllers for new lower-limb

exoskeleton systems. The classical feedback, model-based, adaptive and iterative learn-

ing control approaches reviewed in this section all have strengths for human-robot in-

teraction. Several of these controllers have been tested in lower-limb exoskeletons and

shown good performance [110, 75, 111, 78, 79, 66]. Comparisons across studies are

made difficult, however, due to differences in protocol, performance metrics, hardware,

and high-level controllers. Some results are reported for benchtop tests [112–114],

which may provide more positive results than during complex interactions with hu-

mans. Some results are not reported quantitatively [110], which makes comparisons

difficult. In some cases a small number of controllers have been tested on the same

hardware [79], but in most cases torque tracking results are provided for a single con-

troller working with a single system. This makes comparisons across studies difficult,

since some portion of the differences in performance may be due to differences in the

capability of the hardware used. Similarly, comparisons have been performed with dif-

ferent high-level controllers, which could interact with low-level controllers and con-

tribute to differences in performance across studies. Studies comparing a wide range of

torque controllers in human-interaction protocols with quantitative performance met-

rics, consistent hardware setups and consistent high-level controllers would help estab-

lish guidelines for selecting and tuning controllers for new lower-limb exoskeletons.

The aim of this study was to compare the tracking performance of prominent torque

control methods, with multiple high-level desired torque conditions, in a single lower-

limb exoskeleton platform, during human walking. Promising methods using classical

feedback, model-based, adaptive and iterative learning control elements were used. Al-

though it was impractical to test all possible control strategies, the chosen controllers
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span the set of candidate methods and provide a more comprehensive test than previ-

ously available. A diverse sample of high-level controllers were used to test for in-

teractions with low-level control dynamics and provide insights into the generality of

tracking results. A single exoskeleton system was used, experimentally controlling for

hardware capabilities. It was not practical to test multiple exoskeletons, however, and

so results might be specific to hardware systems with similar properties. Tests were

conducted while a human wore the exoskeleton and walked on a treadmill, making re-

sults relevant to conditions with complex human-robot interactions. We anticipate these

results to help guide the selection and tuning of torque control elements, particularly in

lower-limb exoskeletons for locomotion assistance.

3.2 Methods

We compared torque tracking performance for nine common torque control methods

that used combinations of classical feedback control, model-based control, adaptive

control and iterative learning. These included examples of model-free and model-based

feedback and feedforward control. Each low-level torque controller was tested with

four high-level walking controllers that set desired torque based on time, ankle angle,

a neuromuscular model, or electromyographic measurements. All controllers were im-

plemented on a tethered ankle-foot exoskeleton with series-elastic actuation driven by a

uni-directional Bowden cable, and each was tuned to minimize error. The exoskeleton

was then worn by one subject who walked on a treadmill for one hundred strides at

steady state under each condition, and the root mean squared errors between desired

and measured torque were calculated for each stride and for an averaged stride.
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3.2.1 Exoskeleton system

We tested controllers on a tethered ankle exoskeleton comprised of an off-board real-

time control module and geared electric motor, a uni-directional Bowden cable trans-

mission with a series spring, and an exoskeleton frame that interfaced with the human

foot and shank (Fig. 6.1).

We used a dedicated real-time control system (ACE1103, dSPACE Inc.) to sam-

ple sensors at 5000 Hz, filter sensor data at 200 Hz, and generate desired motor ve-

locity commands at 500 Hz. The motor unit was composed of a low-inertia 1.6 kW

AC servo motor and a 5:1 planetary gear, with input voltage regulated by a motor

driver running in velocity control mode (BSM90N-175AD, GBSM90-MRP120-5 and

MFE460A010B, Baldor Electric Co.). A digital optical encoder (E4, US Digital Corp.)

measured motor position. As an indication of motor module performance, the 100%

rise time to peak motor velocity was 0.013 s.

A flexible uni-directional Bowden cable transmitted forces from the motor to the

exoskeleton frame while minimally restricting leg motions. The cable was composed

of a coiled-steel outer conduit (415310-00, Lexco Cable Mfg.) and a 0.003 m diameter

Vectranr inner rope, and was 2 m in length. A series spring (DWC-148M-12, Dia-

mond Wire Spring Co.) with an effective stiffness of 190 N·m·rad−1 (in terms of ankle

rotation) was attached at the end of the rope to provide increased compliance.

The exoskeleton frame applied forces on the front of the human shank below the

knee, beneath the heel, and beneath the toe, so as to generate an ankle plantarflexion

torque in proportion to transmission force. Torque was measured using strain gauges

(MMF003129, Micro-Measurements) applied in a full Wheatstone bridge on the heel
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lever, with 1000 Hz signal conditioning (CSG110, Futek Inc.). Joint angle was mea-

sured using a digital optical encoder (E5, US Digital Corp.). For one of the high-level

controllers, we measured gastrocnemius muscle activity using a wired electromyogra-

phy system (Bagnoli 4 EMG System, Delsys Inc.).

The high-level and low-level controllers, motor, transmission, exoskeleton frame

and human interacted as shown in Fig. 3.2. The high-level controller used time, t, ex-

oskeleton joint angle, θe, or electromyography, EMG, to determine desired torque. The

low-level controller regulated torque, using desired torque, τdes, measured torque, τ ,

motor angle, θm, and/or exoskeleton angle to command desired motor velocity, θ̇m,des.

A hardware motor driver regulated motor velocity. Motor rotations were transmitted

through a Bowden cable to one end of a series spring. Together with exoskeleton ro-

tation, this determined spring deflection, which in turn generated exoskeleton torque.

Both the human and the series spring exerted torques on the exoskeleton frame, the

balance of which led to exoskeleton rotation.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the control system. High Level Control and Low Level Control are
the two blocks to be varied in this study.
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3.2.2 System Modeling

We used the following simplified models of system components to aid in our under-

standing of the system, make reasonable choices for model-free control elements, and

design model-based control elements.

� Motor Dynamics

Assuming armature inductance dynamics occur at a substantially higher fre-

quency than rotor dynamics, and therefore have negligible effects, the dynamics

of the motor can be written as Ka · ia = Ie ·N · θ̈p+ fe ·N · θ̇p+
1
N
· τo,

Va(t) = Ra · ia(t)+Kb ·N · θ̇p(t)
, (3.1)

in which Ka is the motor-torque constant, ia is the armature current, Ie is the

effective moment of inertia of the motor and gear referred to the motor shaft,

N = θ̇m/θ̇p is the gear ratio, θm is the angular position of the motor shaft, θp is

the angular position of the gear output shaft, fe is the effective viscous friction

coefficient of the combined motor and gear referred to the motor shaft, τo is

output torque at the gear output pulley, Va is the armature voltage, Ra is the

armature resistance, and Kb is the motor voltage constant.

� Bowden Cable Model

The pulley transmits load to the Bowden cable as

τo = F · rp (3.2)

in which rp is the radius of the pulley attached to the gear output and F is the
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tension in the cable on the motor side of the conduit. Making the simplifying

assumption that there is no friction in the Bowden cable, the torque at the ex-

oskeleton side of the transmission is

τ = F · ra, (3.3)

in which ra is the lever arm at the ankle joint. We further assume that the an-

gular excursion of the ankle joint is small, and that the lever arm is therefore

approximately constant.

� Force-Position Relationship

Making the simplifying assumption that the Bowden cable has either spring-like

compliance or negligible compliance compared to the series spring, we have

F = Kc · (rp ·θp− ra ·θe) (3.4)

in which Kc is the total effective stiffness of the Bowden cable transmission and

series spring and θp and θe are the pulley and exoskeleton joint angles relative

to a position at which the Bowden cable begins to go slack.

� Torque-Angle Relationship

Defining the gear ratio of the transmission, R, as

R =
ra
rp

(3.5)
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the torque applied by the exoskeleton can be written as

τ = F · ra

= rp · ra ·Kc[θp−
ra
rp

θe]

= Kt(θp−θeR)

(3.6)

with transmission stiffness, Kt , defined as

Kt = rp · ra ·Kc (3.7)

relating torque at the exoskeleton to the angles of the motor output pulley and

exoskeleton joint.

� Device Joint Dynamics

Applying Newton’s Second Law to the exoskeleton, we have

τ− τh−Be · θ̇e = Ie · θ̈e (3.8)

where τh is the torque applied to the exoskeleton by human body, Be is the ex-

oskeleton joint damping coefficient, and Ie is the moment of inertia of the ex-

oskeleton.

� Motor Velocity Control Dynamics

We operated the motor and commercial motor driver in velocity control mode,

which tends to result in lower actuation impedance and better torque tracking

[70, 71] in series elastic actuators. However, we did not have access to the pro-

prietary controller used by the motor driver. The precise relationship between

desired motor velocity, θ̇m,des, and input voltage to the motor, Va, was therefore
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unknown. From Eq. (3.1), we can derive the relationship between input voltage

and actual motor velocity as

Va =
RaIeN

Ka
θ̈p+(

Ra feN
Ka

+KbN)θ̇p+
Ra
Ka

τo

=
RaIe
Ka

θ̈m+(
Ra fe
Ka

+Kb)θ̇m+
Ra
Ka

τo
(3.9)

When the angular acceleration is zero, this reduces to

Va = (
Ra fe
Ka

+Kb)θ̇m+
Ra
Ka

τo. (3.10)

For most motors, the contribution of armature resistance to voltage drop is small

at moderate speeds. Neglecting this term, we have

Va = (
Ra fe
Ka

+Kb)θ̇m, (3.11)

and input voltage and motor velocity are linearly related at moderate, steady

speed.

3.2.3 Control Issues

While the dynamic models described by Eq. (3.1)-(3.8) capture the basic properties of

the system, they do not address its full complexity. There are still uncertain or changing

dynamics that are difficult to model, which contribute to most of the challenges of the

control problem we are addressing.

� Bowden Cable Nonlinearities and Stiction

For simplicity, we modeled the Bowden cable as a frictionless linear spring, but
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its stiffness is actually nonlinear and there are substantial frictional effects. The

cable is stiffening, exhibiting greater local stiffness at high loads. This can be

seen in the torque versus ankle angle curves generated by fixing the motor and

passively flexing the exoskeleton during walking (Fig. 5.4). The cable warms

over the course of a many strides, which decreases its overall stiffness. It exhibits

creep, which increases the slack length. If the cable is allowed to go slack, the

state corresponding to re-engagement is uncertain. There is substantial friction in

the cable, including dissipation with characteristics of Coloumb friction, viscous

damping, and stiction, some of which are visible in Fig. 5.4. The cable heats

over the course of many strides, which increases overall friction. Stiction leads

to sudden changes in cable force, and propagation of the slipping point along

the cable makes these changes unpredictable. These transmission properties are

complex, nonlinear and time varying.
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Figure 3.3: Complex torque versus exoskeleton ankle joint angle relationship when motor
position was fixed and the exoskeleton was passively flexed for one hundred strides.

� Human-Robot Interaction and Human Adaptation

The exoskeleton frame contacts the soft tissues and muscles of the human body
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Figure 3.4: Variability in exoskeleton ankle joint angle trajectory during one hundred strides
of walking with the motor fixed and the exoskeleton passively flexing.

using flexible straps. This interface is complex and nonlinear, with low overall

impedance. For example, muscle activity beneath the straps substantially affects

stiffness and damping at the interface. Straps may also shift on the limb, altering

lever arms and engaging different tissues. Human kinematics, kinetics and un-

derlying neural and muscular activity also vary in time and across steps. This can

be seen in the variations in ankle joint angle curves over many steps, even when

the motor is fixed (Fig. 3.4).

� Communication and Motor Delays

Delays in generating desired motor position also pose a control challenge. A

portion of these delays can come from communication between subsystems. For

example, in the hardware used in this study there was a 6 ms closed-loop com-

munication delay. Another effective delay comes from accelerating the motor

rotor. For the hardware used in this study the motor velocity rise time was about

7 ms. These delays cause feedback controllers to become unstable as gains are

increased, limiting closed-loop performance.
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An effective low-level torque controller must accommodate these complex, nonlinear,

time-varying system features.

3.2.4 Controllers

We tested torque tracking performance with nine prominent low-level torque control

methods. Low-level controllers were selected based on prominence in the literature,

expected performance based on system modeling, and the results of pilot testing. They

included model-free and model-based feedback and feedforward elements. Desired

torque was set with each of four high-level exoskeleton control strategies, chosen based

on prominence in the literature. High-level controllers set desired torque based on time,

joint angle, a neuromuscular model or electromyography.

Low-Level Torque Controllers

Motor Velocity Control

All torque controllers investigated in this study included motor velocity control

performed by a dedicated hardware motor controller. Series elastic actuators with

a drive running in velocity mode typically have lower actuation impedance and

smoother torque tracking with lower error [70, 71] than when torque is com-

manded to the drive. With series elastic actuation, controlling motor velocity is

similar to controlling the rate of change of exoskeleton torque, since torque is

approximated by the product of series stiffness and the difference between motor

angle and exoskeleton joint angle (Eq. 5.3). Desired motor velocity was calcu-
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lated as:

θ̇m,des =
1
T
·∆θm,des

=
N
T
·∆θp,des

(3.12)

where θ̇m,des is commanded motor velocity, T is a gain related to rise time,

∆θm,des is desired change in motor position, N is the motor gear ratio, and

∆θp,des is desired change in pulley position, determined by one of the low-level

torque controllers described below. The value of T was tuned so as to minimize

motor position rise time without causing oscillations during torque tracking.

Model-Free Feedback Control

The first group of torque controllers used model-free feedback control, comprising vari-

ations on classical proportional-integral-derivative control. Gains were tuned systemat-

ically using model-free procedures. Following tuning and pilot testing, four low-level

controllers were experimentally compared, L1–L4.

L1: Proportional Control with Damping Injection (PD∗)

This controller was analogous to classical proportional-derivative control of torque,

with damping injection [15, 89] on motor velocity taking the place of the deriva-

tive term:

∆θp,des = −Kp · eτ − Kd · θ̇p (3.13)

where Kp is a proportional gain, eτ = τ− τdes is torque error, τ is measured ex-

oskeleton torque, τdes is desired exoskeleton torque, Kd is a damping gain, and

θ̇p is measured velocity of the motor pulley. In pilot testing, we found the damp-

ing term more effective than a term with the derivative of torque error; torque was
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measured with analog strain gauges, which included substantial noise, while pul-

ley position was measured with a digital encoder. Damping was placed on motor

pulley velocity alone rather than the relative velocity between the motor pulley

and the exoskeleton joint. In pilot tests, using relative velocity was less effective,

likely due to the irregular effects of stiction in the Bowden cable transmission on

ankle joint velocity.

L2: Proportional Control with Damping Injection and Error-Dependent Gains (PD∗+EDG)

This controller was identical to L1, with the exception that the proportional gain

was error-dependent [9, 10], and increased with torque error:

K∗p = min
(⌈ |eτ |

hτ

⌉
·hk, Kmax

)
∆θp,des =−K∗p · eτ − Kd · θ̇p

(3.14)

where the symbol d�e denotes the ceiling operation, K∗p is the error-dependent

proportional gain, hτ and hk are torque error and proportional gain step sizes, and

Kmax is the maximum allowable gain. This is similar to performing proportional

control on the square of the torque error, with a sign and gain adjustment. This

type of gain scheduling is expected to result in slower corrections, and fewer

oscillations, when torque tracking errors are small.

L3: Proportional Control with Damping Injection and Previous-Error Compensation

(PD∗+PEC)

This controller was identical to L1, except that desired torque was altered based
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on torque error from the previous instant in time [115, 116] as:

τ ′des = τdes − eτ,prev

∆θp,des =−Kpec · (τ − τ ′des) − Kd · θ̇p

(3.15)

where τ ′des is the compensated torque error and eτ,prev is the torque error from

the previous time step. Kpec is a proportional gain. This approach is expected to

increase the control response to large errors. It bears some similarity to integral

control, in that it includes a term on prior error, but differs in that only the prior

error at the previous sampling time is used rather than the entire time history. In

cases where torque error changes slowly, this approach equates to doubling the

proportional gain.

L4: Proportional-Integral Control with Damping Injection (PID∗)

This controller was analogous to classical proportional-integral-derivative con-

trol, with damping injection substituted for the derivative term:

∆θp,des = −Kp · eτ −Ki ·
∫ t

t0
eτdt −Kd · θ̇p (3.16)

where Ki is the gain on the integral of torque error, t0 is the time at which the

stride began, and t is the present time. Integral control is expected to eliminate

steady-state error by accumulation of control input [70, 71, 84].

Model-Based Feed-Forward Control
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Many systems with series elastic actuators use an inverse dynamics model of the se-

ries spring as a feed-forward control element, typically added to a model-free feedback

component. We implemented one such model-based controller in this study, L5.

L5: Proportional Control with Damping Injection and Model-based Compensation

(PD∗+M)

This controller included both the classical feedback controller of L1 and a model-

based feedforward term, which was intended to anticipate changes in desired

motor position due to either changes in exoskeleton joint angle or changes in

desired joint torque:

∆θp,des =−Kp · eτ − Kd · θ̇p + (θmdl−θp)

θmdl = θe · R̃ − τdes · K̃
−1
t

(3.17)

where θmdl is a model-based motor position compensation generated from Eq. (5.3),

θp is measured motor pulley position, θe is measured exoskeleton ankle joint an-

gle, R̃ is the estimate of R as defined in Eq. (5.4), or the ratio of the exoskeleton

lever arm to the motor pulley radius, and K̃t is an estimate of Kt , which is the

total stiffness of the tether, series spring, and other structures between the motor

pulley and exoskeleton joint as defined by Eq. (5.5). This is an inverse dynam-

ics approach similar to computed torque and feedback linearization in nonlinear

control. If desired torque remains constant but the exoskeleton joint moves, we

expect the motor to need to move in proportion. If the joint is stationary but de-

sired torque changes, we expect we know how much to move the motor to obtain

the desired change in torque.

We also performed pilot tests with a version of this controller in which change
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in pulley angle, rather than absolute pulley angle, was anticipated based on the

rate of change in exoskeleton angle and the rate of change in desired torque.

This approach was less stable, owing to the effects of Bowden cable stiction

on exoskeleton joint angle and the interplay between user behavior and desired

torque through the high-level controller.

Model-Based Feedback Control

Adaptive control approaches [16, 32] using more complete system models have also

been applied to exoskeletons. Such regimes have the capacity to exploit additional

knowledge of system dynamics and allow theoretical tests of stability and performance.

We developed a new adaptive controller for this system using a passivity-based ap-

proach, L6.

L6: Passivity-Based Adaptive Control (PAS)

Combining the dynamics of the subsystems described by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.8) and

eliminating F and ia, we have following dynamics of the system:

τ̈ +K1τ̇ +K2τ +Sθ θ̇e = KVVa+Khτh (3.18)

in which τ denotes the torque transmitted to the exoskeleton from the motor, θe

denotes the exoskeleton joint angle, Va is the voltage applied to the armature of

the motor, and τh denotes the torque applied to exoskeleton by human body. KV ,
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K1, K2 and Kh are positive gains expressed as

KV =
rarpKaKc

IeNRa

K1 =
1
Ie
(
KaKb

Ra
+ fe)

K2 =
r2
pKc

N2Ie
+

r2
aKc
Ie

Kh =
r2
aKc
Ie

,

and Sθ is a gain expressed as

Sθ = [
r2
aKc
Ie

(
KaKb

Ra
+ fe)−

r2
aKcBe

Ie
]

with definitions of constants provided in Section 4.2.1. Based on the system

model in Eq. (3.18), we developed a new, provably stable, adaptive controller for

the system.

We define a controller as:

Va = −Kp · eτ −Ks · s

+Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e) · Γ̃

−Ksw · sign(s)

(3.19)

where Kp and eτ are as defined in L1, Ks is the sliding control gain, s is the

sliding vector, defined below, Yd is a regressor, defined below, Γ and Γ̃ are the

system parameter vector and its estimate, defined below, and Ksw is the switching

term gain. The sliding vector s is defined as:

s = τ̇ − τ̇des + λ · eτ = τ̇ − τ̇r
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where λ is a positive scalar and τr is a virtual reference torque. The regressor,

Yd , is defined as:

Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e) = [ τ τ̇r τ̈r θ̇e ],

and is used to express the dynamics as linear combination of system parameters

as:

Yd ·Γ =
1

Kv
· τ̈r +

K1
Kv
· τ̇r +

K2
Kv
· τ +

Sθ

Kv
· θ̇e

The system parameter, Γ, is defined as:

Γ = K−1
v · [1 K1 K2 Sθ ]

ᵀ.

With full knowledge of system parameters, or Γ̃ = Γ, Eq. (3.19) describes a

model-based computed torque controller. For practical reasons, however, it is

difficult to identify the value of Γ. Therefore, an update law is added to estimate

the system parameters, Γ̃, as follows:

˙̃
Γ = −LYᵀd s. (3.20)

where L is a symmetric positive definite parameter adaptation gain matrix. This

parameter updating process reduces the model-dependency of controller in Eq. (3.19),

because only the structure of the dynamic model is used in the construction of

controller.

The closed-loop system with the model-based adaptive controller described by

Eqs. (3.19)–(3.20) and dynamics described by Eq. (3.18) is stable and the ex-

oskeleton torque trajectory τ converges to the desired value of τdes, provided

that the human input torque, τh, the desired torque trajectory, τdes, and their time

derivatives, τ̇h, τ̇des, and τ̈des, are bounded. A proof is provided in Appendix A.
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In pilot tests, we found that better performance was obtained with this controller

by setting the time rate of change in desired torque to zero. In practice, for

most high-level controllers, the time derivative of desired torque, τ̇des, could

not be calculated in advance and contained substantial noise when approximated

numerically. Noise on this signal arose from the human measurements used by

the high-level controllers to calculate desired torque. We also found that the

time derivative of torque error, ėτ , contained substantial noise, in part due to

noise on the analog strain gauge signal and in part due to complex Bowden cable

transmission dynamics. Better performance was obtained using motor output

pulley velocity, θ̇p, in its place. This substitution is equivalent to assuming that

the characteristic time of exoskeleton joint dynamics was much larger than the

characteristic time of motor dynamics (Eq. 5.3). It is also analogous to the use

of damping injection in place of derivative control in the other controllers tested.

The sliding vector and regressor are therefore approximated as:

s ≈ θ̇p + λ · eτ

Yd ≈ [ τ −λ · eτ −λ · θ̇p θ̇e ]

Additionally, in pilot tests we found that it was more effective to operate the

dedicated motor drive in velocity control mode, rather than voltage control mode.

This difference in performance is likely due to the faster control loop in the motor

driver, which allowed voltage to be changed more frequently and with less delay

than for the control system as a whole. Motor velocity is strongly related to

applied voltage, since the two are linearly related for a given torque at steady state
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(Eq. 3.11). This led to a similar formulation as for all other low-level controllers:

∆θp,des = −Kp · eτ − Ks · s

+ Yd(τ,eτ , θ̇p, θ̇e) · Γ̃

−Ksw · sign(s)

(3.21)

Model-Free Feed-Forward Control

We also tested a group of controllers that use iterative learning as a feed-forward

component, which were expected to improve performance by exploiting the cyclic na-

ture of human gait.

L7: Iterative Learning of Desired Motor Position (LRN)

This controller used torque error at each instant of one stride to update a feed-

forward trajectory of desired motor position for each instant of the next stride.

This is a variation on iterative learning, which, more generally, exploits the cyclic

nature of a task to compensate complex system dynamics without an explicit

model [117–120]. While walking is not as consistent as the operations of most

industrial robots, it is cyclic, which was expected to afford some improvement in

torque errors that occurred consistently from stride to stride.

The feed-forward trajectory of desired motor position, θp,des, was calculated as:

θp,des(i,n+1) = θp,des(i,n) − Kl · eτ (i,n) (3.22)

where i is the time index or number of control cycles elapsed within this stride,

n is this stride and n+ 1 is the next stride, and Kl is the iterative learning gain.
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Desired motor position was then enforced as:

∆θp,des(i,n) = θp,des(i+D,n) − θp(i,n) (3.23)

where D is an estimate of the delay between commanding and achieving a change

in motor position. During tuning, both Kl and D were adjusted.

Current torque error thereby updates desired motor position for the same time

index on the next stride, while commanded motor velocity at this time index

is based on a preview of desired motor position later in the same stride. Since

the learned trajectory used in the present step has no dependence on the present

torque, this method is feed-forward. However, present motor pulley position

measurements were used in generating present motor velocity commands. This

method can therefore be viewed as a feed-forward iterative learning control of

torque combined with proportional feedback control of motor position.

Forgetting during Learning

To avoid divergence due to excessive accumulation of ripples during the learning

process, a ‘forgetting’ constant was introduced to Eq. (3.22) as:

θp,des(i,n+1) = β ·θp,des(i,n)−Kl · eτ (i,n) (3.24)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is a weight on the learned trajectory. For β = 1, all learning

is retained, zero steady-state offset is expected, but ripples can form if the value

of D is incorrect. For β < 1, torque errors from strides before the last stride have

a reduced effect on controller behavior, reducing likelihood of ripple formation,

but leading to some steady-state torque offset. For β = 0, iterative learning is

disabled. L7 then becomes proportional control based on the torque error delayed
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by one step, and poor torque tracking performance is expected.

Learning from Filtered Errors

Noise in the error signal leads to inappropriate updates on the learned trajectory,

which can excite unstable ripple formation. This excitation can be reduced by

filtering the error signal across strides:

e f lt(i,n) = (1−µ) · e f lt(i,n−1) + µ · eτ (i,n)
(3.25)

where e f lt is the filtered torque error trajectory, initially an array of zeros, used

in place of eτ in Eq. (3.22) and (3.24), and µ ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting term on the

learned error. For µ = 1, only the error from the last stride is used to update the

motor trajectory, resulting in faster convergence but larger effects of sensor noise.

For µ < 1, errors at this time increment from all prior strides have some effect

on the motor trajectory update, resulting in slower but more stable convergence.

For µ = 0, torque error is not updated, and iterative learning is disabled.

L8: Iterative Learning of Desired Motor Position + Proportional-Damping Compen-

sation (LRN+PD∗)

This controller combined iterative learning with proportional-damping feedback

control to compensate remaining torque errors. It is a direct superposition of

controllers L1 and L7, in which the absolute desired motor position was learned
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as in L7 and feedback control was applied as in L1:

θLRN
p,des(i,n+1) = β ·θLRN

p,des(i,n)−Kl · e f lt(i,n)

θp,des(i,n) = θLRN
p,des(i+D,n)

−Kp · eτ (i,n)−Kd · θ̇p(i,n)

∆θp,des(i,n) = θp,des(i,n) − θp(i,n)

(3.26)

Combining iterative learning with feedback control is thought to result in im-

proved performance compared to either component used in isolation [79]. Itera-

tive learning is expected to generate a feed-forward trajectory that tracks torque

for an average stride with zero stead-state error regardless of the complexity of

the command signal required, but to be susceptible to step-by-step variability.

Proportional-damping control is expected to quickly compensate for small torque

errors, but to be susceptible to rapid changes in desired or measured torque.

L9: Proportional Control with Damping Injection + Iterative Learning Compensation

(PD∗+∆LRN)

This controller is another combination of proportional-damping feedback and

iterative learning feed-forward control elements. Unlike controllers L7 and L8,

the values to be learned are desired changes in motor position instead of absolute

desired positions:

∆θLRN
p,des(i,n+1) = β ·∆θLRN

p,des(i,n) − Kl · e f lt(i,n)

∆θp,des(i,n) =−Kp · eτ (i,n) − Kd θ̇p(i,n)

+∆θLRN
p,des(i+D,n)

(3.27)

This controller is very similar to L8, and is expected to have similar strengths

and weaknesses. Differences in motor position are learned rather than absolute
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positions, however, which eliminates measured motor pulley position, θp, from

the formulation. It is therefore a velocity control approach rather than a position

control approach. This may affect stability, drift and the level and source of noise

in the learned trajectory, which may in turn affect the allowable gains and speed

of convergence. Learning desired changes in position also affects interactions be-

tween the feedback and feed-forward elements of the controller in the presence of

step-by-step variability; learned changes in position add the same way regardless

of present position and error, while the contribution of learned absolute positions

depends upon the present motor position. Either approach can oppose feedback

contributions under some conditions, but in different ways. A detailed mathe-

matical comparison of these two approaches is provided in Appendix C.

Additional Feedback Control Terms Piloted

Several control elements that seemed likely to improve performance in theory did

not fare well in pilot tests. This may be due to the unique features of the control

problem at hand, in particular the noisy sensory information and the complex, changing

dynamics of both the Bowden cable transmission and the human. These approaches

were not included in the final data collection.

One such example is the traditional derivative control element

−Kd(τ̇− τ̇des)

which involves the derivative of torque error. Analog noise in the derivative of mea-

sured torque limited the magnitude of the derivative gain that could be applied without

causing oscillations. This limited the capacity of the derivative term to stabilize the
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system, in turn limiting the magnitude of the proportional gains that could be applied.

Using the model described by Eq. (5.3), we next approximated the derivative term

as:

−Kd
[
(θ̇p− θ̇eR)− τ̇des · K̃t

]
where the relative velocity between the motor and exoskeleton was substituted for the

noisy measured torque derivative. The derivative of desired torque is also problematic,

however, because it generally cannot be calculated in advance and its numerical approx-

imation online is subject to noise from the human measurements used by the high-level

controller to calculate desired torque, for example electromyographic measurements.

We next tried using just the relative velocity between the motor pulley and exoskele-

ton joint:

−Kd(θ̇p− θ̇eR)

which is equivalent to making the additional approximation that the derivative of de-

sired torque, τ̇des, is negligible. However, this control element was also found to be

ineffective in pilot tests due to noise on the derivative of the exoskeleton joint angle,

which seems to primarily arise from stiction in the Bowden cable transmission.

Finally, we arrived at the simple damping term

−Kd θ̇p

which relied only upon the derivative of motor pulley position, which had little noise

to amplify, and provided sufficient damping to improve stability.
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We also pilot tested proportional control without a damping term, which was effec-

tive. However, the addition of some damping always allowed for higher proportional

gains and improved tracking performance. Therefore, proportional control was always

used together with damping injection in our tests.

High-Level Assistance Controllers

Stance Torque Control

During the stance period, desired exoskeleton joint torque was set according to one

of four high-level assistance controllers, H1-H4, described below.

H1: Time Based Desired Torque Trajectory (TIME)
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Figure 3.5: High-level control based on a trajectory in time

This high-level controller set desired torque as a function of time. Time-based

control elements are simple and easily understood, and have been incorporated

into many exoskeleton systems [96, 121, 58, 95]. We used a curve that resembled
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a scaled-down version of the human ankle moment during unassisted walking,

calculated as:

τdes =

0< t < 0.15ξ : 0,

0.15ξ < t < 0.30ξ :
τp
2

sin(
t−0.15ξ

0.3ξ
π),

0.30ξ < t < 0.45ξ :
−τp

4
cos(

t−0.3ξ

0.15ξ
π)+

3τp
4

,

0.45ξ < t < 0.60ξ :
τp
2

cos(
t−0.45ξ

0.15ξ
π)+

τp
2
,

0.60ξ ≤ t : 0,

(3.28)

where t is the time since the current stride began, ξ is stride period and τp is peak

torque. We used ξ = 1.1 s and τp = 45 N·m in this experiment, which produced

the desired torque profile shown in Fig. 3.5.

H2: Joint Angle Based Desired Torque (ANGLE)
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Figure 3.6: High-level control based on ankle joint angle

This high-level controller set desired torque as a function of exoskeleton ankle

joint angle and phase of the gait cycle. This approach is a subset of impedance
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control, and is similar to setting desired torque based on a phase variable rather

than clock time. Variations have been employed in many assistive devices [122,

62, 76]. We used a piece-wise linear curve that resembled a scaled-down version

of the human ankle moment during unassisted walking, calculated as:

τdes =
τi− τi−1

θe,i−θe,i−1
(θe−θe,i−1), i = {1,2,3,4}, (3.29)

with curve parameter values as listed in Table 5.2.

Table 3.1: Angle-based control parameter values

Param Value Param Value
[θ0,τ0] [0.018, 0.00] [θ3,τ3] [0.00, 11.3]
[θ1,τ1] [-0.122, 18.1] [θ4,τ4] [0.140, 0.00]
[θ2,τ2] [-0.209, 45.2]

Here, (θi,τi) defines a node in torque-angle space (Fig. 5.2). The node (θ2,τ2)

marked the transition from the dorsiflexion phase, in which ankle velocity was

negative, to the plantarflexion phase, in which ankle velocity was positive. Since

the exact transition point varied on each stride, we used the angle and torque at

the moment of transition, (θ ′2,τ
′
2), when calculating desired torque in the first

portion of Plantarflexion.

H3: Neuromuscular Model Based Desired Torque (NMM)

This high-level controller set desired exoskeleton torque based on a Hill-type

muscle model and a positive force feedback reflex model. The resulting dy-

namics produce human-like motions and muscle activation patterns in simulation

[123] and are thought to interact well with the human neuromuscular system

[101–105]. Virtual muscle-tendon-unit length and velocity were set by measured

exoskeleton joint angle and angular velocity. Virtual fiber length, velocity and
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Figure 3.7: Neuromuscular model control schematic

activation were then used to determine muscle-tendon-unit force, Fmtu, which,

after conditioning, was used to set desired exoskeleton torque. We conditioned

the force signal by applying a low-pass filter with frequency ωq, adding a small

negative offset of τnmm
o , and applying a gain of Knmm. Virtual muscle force was

also used to drive a positive force feedback loop in which increased force led to

increased muscle activation. The virtual neural system multiplied muscle force

by a reflex gain, KR, applied a time delay of DR, added a small positive offset,

PreStim, then applied a threshold, yielding the virtual muscle stimulation. Vir-

tual muscle activation was driven by stimulation through first-order dynamics. A

high-level schematic is provided in Fig. 3.7, high-level parameters are found in

Table 3.2, and a full set of equations and parameters are available in Appendix B.

Table 3.2: NMM parameter values

Param Value Param Value
KR 0.002 ωq 50 Hz

DR 0.020 s τnmm
o − 20

PreStim 0.05 Knmm 0.057 N·m

H4: Electromyography Based Desired Torque (EMG)
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Figure 3.8: Proportional electromyography control schematic

This high-level controller set desired torque in proportion to electromyographic

measurements from the human gastrocnemius muscle. This approach gives the

user direct neural control of the device, which is intended to make interactions

more intuitive [82, 108, 109], but can result in more complex desired torque dy-

namics. Electrical activity in the gastrocnemius was measured using surface elec-

trodes and a commercial electromyography system. The signal was then high-

pass filtered at a frequency of ωhp, rectified, and low-pass filtered at a frequency

of ωl p. A small negative offset, τ
emg
o , was applied, which prevented desired

torque generation at low levels of muscle activity. The signal was then amplified

by a gain, Kemg, yielding desired torque. A high-level schematic is provided in

Fig. 3.8, and the parameters used in this experiment can be found in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: EMG parameter values

Param Value Param Value
Fhp 20 Hz Fl p 6 Hz

Kemg 283 τ
emg
o -0.008

Swing Control

When the foot was off the ground, motor position control was employed to allow
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free motion of the human ankle and maintain a small amount of slack in the cable:

θp,des = θe · R̃,

∆θp,des = θp,des − θp
(3.30)

where θe is exoskeleton joint angle and R̃ is the estimated total gear ratio from motor

to exoskeleton joint. Maintaining low slack in the Bowden cable reduced the time

required for cable winding at the beginning of stance.

3.2.5 Experimental Methods

All experiments were conducted with one (N = 1) healthy adult participant (30 yrs,

56 kg, 1.65 m tall, female). Multiple participants were not warranted, as the aim of the

study was to examine torque tracking performance by the exoskeleton, not biomechan-

ical response of the human. The participant walked on a treadmill at 1.25 m·s−1 with

a self-selected stride period of 1.08 ± 0.06 s while wearing the exoskeleton on one leg.

The participant provided written informed consent prior to participation in the study,

which was conducted in accordance with a protocol approved by the Carnegie Mellon

University Institutional Review Board.

Before collecting data, we tuned parameters for each combination of high- and low-

level controller as the participant walked with the exoskeleton. High-level control pa-

rameters listed in the prior section were selected so as to result in peak instantaneous

desired torques of approximately 45 N·m during the course of one hundred steps of

walking. Low-level control parameters listed in Table 3.4 were systematically tuned

with the aim of minimizing torque error. Feedback, model and adaptive control gains

in L1−L 6 and L8−L 9 were tuned using a variant of the Ziegler-Nichols method [124],
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in which:

1. All gains (proportional, damping, integral, model, sliding, and/or adaptive) were

set to zero.

2. The proportional gain was increased until significant oscillations were observed.

3. Gain value and oscillation period were then recorded and used to estimate optimal

values for proportional and damping gains.

4. Fine tuning of gains for all control elements, other than iterative learning, was

then performed by the experimenter.

The iterative learning gain in L7 was tuned such that steady state was reached at ap-

proximately 10 strides, which led to a value of Kl that was about one tenth the tuned

value of Kp. The same gains were used for iterative learning elements in controllers

L7−L 9. During tuning we found very similar optimal low-level control parameters

across high-level controllers, and so used identical values within each low-level con-

troller for consistency. Tuning was performed on a separate day from data collection.

For model-based compensation, the value of R̃ was based on measurements of the mo-

tor output pulley radius, motor gear ratio, and exoskeleton lever arm. K̃c was estimated

based on measurement of the passive relationship between exoskeleton torque and ex-

oskeleton joint angle measured during walking experiments (Fig. 5.4).

For each high-level controller, all low-level control conditions were tested on the

same day, without removal of the exoskeleton between trials. A table of condition

order is presented in Supporting Materials Table SI.

For each combination of low-level torque control and high-level assistance control,

we collected data from 100 steady-state strides. Steady state was verified by visual
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Table 3.4: Low-level torque control parameter values
(Note: I3 denotes a 3×3 identity matrix)

Param Value Param Value Param Value
Kp 0.093 R̃ 2.90 Kl 0.0077
Kd 0.010 K̃c 195 N·m·rad−1 D 0.022 s
Kmax 0.15 Ks 0.005 β 1
Kpec 0.046 λ 0.077 µ 1
Ki 7.7e-5 L 1.0e-9I3 T 0.250 s
hτ 11.3 N·m hk 0.039 Ksw 0

inspection, and was typically reached after about 20 strides. The subsequent 100 strides

were then decomposed into individual strides, each beginning at heel strike as detected

by a shoe-embedded switch. Data for an average stride were then calculated by taking

the mean across all strides at each instant in time.

For each condition, we calculated torque error both for the set of all steady-state

strides and for the average stride. We quantified torque error as the root mean squared

error of the difference between measured and desired torque. For the set of all steady-

state strides, we calculated root mean squared error for each stride individually, then

calculated the mean and standard deviation. For the set of all steady-state strides, we

compared means within high-level controllers and across low-level controllers using

unpaired t-tests, with a significance level of α = 0.05.

3.3 Results

Means and standard deviations of stride-wise root-mean-squared torque error (RMS-

E) and average-stride root-mean-squared error (RMS-E AVG) of all low- and high-

level controller combinations are shown in Fig. 3.9. A complete table of p values
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Figure 3.9: Root-mean-squared torque error calculated for all strides (RMS-E) and for an av-
erage stride (RMS-E AVG) across all high- and low-level control combinations.

for statistical comparisons between the RMS-E of all torque controllers are provided

as Supporting Materials (Tables SII-SV). Overlapped time trajectories of desired and

measured joint torques across all one hundred steady-state strides in each condition are

shown in Fig. 3.10. Ankle angle trajectories in time and torque trajectories in ankle

angle space are also provided for all conditions as Supporting Materials (Figs. S1-

S2). Convergence plots for controllers that involved iterative learning are provided as

Supporting Materials (Fig. S4).

The combination of proportional control and damping injection with iterative learn-

ing (PD∗+∆LRN or LRN+PD∗) resulted in the lowest torque tracking errors for all

high-level controllers, both in real-time and for average trajectories (Fig. 3.9). Of these

two combinations with comparable performance, feedback control with learning com-
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pensation (PD∗+∆LRN) was simpler and converged faster. Stride-wise torque errors

with PD∗+∆LRN were between 38% and 84% lower than with PD∗ alone (p < 1.9·10−43),

while average-stride torque errors were between 91% and 97% lower, depending on

high-level controller. Iterative learning control alone tended to result in low errors for

average trajectories, but higher real-time errors than when combined with feedback

control. Other additions to feedback control had minor effects on performance, except

for model-based compensation, which increased torque error substantially. When de-

sired torque was based on EMG, torque tracking error and variability were higher for

almost all torque controllers. Values for the PD∗+∆LRN controller, including errors as

a percentage of the maximum of the average desired torque, are provided in Table 3.5.

The contributions of each component of the PD∗+∆LRN controller to desired motor

displacement, and their evolution in time, are depicted in Fig. 3.11.

There were some interactions between high-level control type and low-level torque

control performance. With Angle and EMG based high-level controllers, pure feedback

control was more effective than pure iterative learning control, while for Time and

NMM based controllers this trend was reversed. With Time-based desired torque, all

controllers that did not have a learning component had poor tracking at the onset of

desired torque, including a delay and overshoot, that comprised a large portion of the

total torque error (Fig. 3.10). The addition of iterative learning to PD∗ control led to the

greatest reductions in torque errors when desired torque was based on Time. An integral

term (PID∗) provided a small improvement in performance over PD∗ control for Time

and Angle based controllers. With Time-based high-level controllers, passivity (PAS)

and previous-error compensation (PD∗+PEC) provided a small benefit as well.
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Figure 3.10: Time trajectories of desired torque (pink dots) and measured torque (gray dots)
for 100 strides of walking, and average-stride desired torque (red line) and measured torque
(gray line), for all combinations of controllers.

3.4 Discussion

In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of several prominent torque control tech-

niques, implemented on a tethered ankle exoskeleton, with unidirectional series-elastic

actuation, during human walking, with a variety of high-level assistance controllers.

We found that model-free proportional control with damping injection compensated

by iterative learning (Fig. 3.12) resulted in the lowest torque errors for all high-level

controllers, both in real-time and for an averaged trajectory. This controller resulted

in improved normalized torque tracking errors compared to prior exoskeleton torque

control techniques.
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Table 3.5: Tracking errors with PD∗+∆LRN torque control

RMSE %τmax RMSE-A %τmax

Time 0.57 ± 0.18 Nm 1.3% 0.10 Nm 0.2%
Angle 0.99 ± 0.23 Nm 2.5% 0.11 Nm 0.3%
NMM 0.93 ± 0.32 Nm 2.3% 0.12 Nm 0.3%
EMG 2.14 ± 0.77 Nm 5.9% 0.22 Nm 0.6%

3.4.1 Proportional-learning-damping control

The most successful controller identified in this study has features that are analogous

to those of classical proportional-integral-derivative control: a proportional term pro-

vides tracking during transients, iterative learning eliminates steady-state cyclic er-

rors, and damping injection provides stability. We might therefore label the approach

’proportional-learning-damping’ control.

Each component of the proportional-learning-damping controller contributes to over-

all commands in different ways across the learning process. During the first few walk-

ing steps, proportional control is the primary contributor, moderated by damping injec-

tion, while the learned trajectory remains near its initial value (Fig. 3.11, steps 1-10). At

steady state, inputs are primarily the result of learned trajectories, which anticipate and

override damping injection, while proportional control compensates for step-by-step

variations in required input (Fig. 3.11, steps 91-100). This results in strong perfor-

mance during transients and exceptional performance at steady state.

Designing and tuning the proportional-learning-damping controller is straightfor-

ward. First, the proportional gain on torque error is slowly increased until some over-

shoot and oscillations are observed. Next, the damping gain on motor velocity is in-

creased until high-frequency motor oscillations are observed, and the gain is backed

off of this limit. The proportional gain is then re-tuned such that it is as high as possi-
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Figure 3.11: The contributions of each component of the PD∗+∆LRN controller at steps 1-
10, steps 51-60 and steps 101-110. In the first step proportional control dominates, and at
steady state the learned component dominates. Data shown are from the Time-based high-level
controller. Plots for all high-level conditions are available as Supplementary Materials (Fig. S5).

ble without resulting in oscillations in torque error. Next, the learning gain is set to a

value of one tenth that of the proportional gain and fine-tuned until convergence occurs

within the desired time, in this case ten strides. Finally, a parameter sweep is performed

on the delay parameter used to preview learned desired motor position. The effects of

learning are sensitive to this choice; without a value very close to optimal, ripples in the

learned desired motor position will form and grow. In those cases, non-unity values of

the forgetting and error filtering terms are required to stabilize the system. With the cor-

rect choice of delay, however, ripples did not form during at least one thousand strides

in our experiments, even without forgetting or error filtering terms. We expect that a
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Figure 3.12: A block diagram of controller L9, PD∗+∆LRN

similar tuning process would be effective for a wide variety of lower-limb exoskeleton

systems.

This approach builds on the strengths of torque control techniques implemented in

prior lower-limb exoskeletons. Feedback control terms similar to those tested in this

study have been used in Bowden-cable driven hip-knee exoskeletons [75], hip-knee

exoskeletons with collocated drives [78] and mobile hip exoskeletons [66]. Effec-

tive joint position tracking has been achieved in a knee exoskeleton using an iterative

learning approach analogous to that tested in this study [94]. Improvements in torque

tracking have been achieved in a Bowden-cable driven hip-knee exoskeleton using a

lower-dimensional ’kernel-based’ version of the iterative learning approach tested in

this study [79]. The proportional-learning-damping controller identified in this study

incorporates the most effective permutations of these previously-identified control con-

cepts for the present system.

Comparisons to prior torque tracking results are complicated by differences in hard-

ware. For example, the present system has higher-power off-board motors than most

exoskeletons, and the unidirectional Bowden cable can go slack during the swing phase,

eliminating the need for active control to achieve transparency. On the other hand,

some prior exoskeletons have estimated joint torques using simplified system models
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rather than direct measurement, which can result in the appearance of low-error torque

tracking despite substantial unmeasured torque errors. Nevertheless, the proportional-

learning-damping controller identified in this study achieved the lowest torque errors

as a percentage of desired torque of any exoskeleton to date.

It is likely that iterative learning, of the form used here or in other studies, would

improve torque tracking during most human locomotor activities, since even irregu-

lar gaits exhibit some degree of repeatability. The case of the EMG-based high-level

controller provides an insight into such scenarios, because the EMG signal contains

substantial noise and is highly variable from step to step (Fig. 3.10; Fig. S2). Despite

these irregularities, the addition of a learning component reduced torque tracking errors

by 45% compared to feedback control alone in the EMG condition.

Further improvements in torque tracking for some high-level controllers might have

been possible with alternate phase variables. Iterative learning resulted in the greatest

improvements in torque tracking for the Time-based high-level controller, presumably

because motor position adjustments were also learned in time. Learning as a func-

tion of ankle angle in the Angle condition, for example, might have resulted in greater

improvements. On the other hand, time provides a unique and monotonically increas-

ing phase variable, with consistent indexing across steps, capable of capturing control

inputs with very high levels of complexity. This topic merits further exploration.

3.4.2 Benefits of additional control elements

There appeared to be some interactions between high-level and low-level control el-

ements, which might provide insights into strategies for circumstances that were not
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tested in this experiment.

Continuous-time integration:

When proportional-damping control was augmented by an integral term (PID∗), previous-

error compensation (PD∗+PEC), or passivity-based adaptation (PAS), torque error with

Time-based high-level control was slightly improved. However, these continuous-time

integral components showed no effect or negative effects in tracking performance for

other high-level controllers. We can identify two factors that may explain the inef-

fectiveness of integral control in these cases. One factor is integral windup; the rapid

changes in set point over the course of the stride could lead to either excessive or insuf-

ficient error accumulation. Another factor is the nonlinear, changing, delayed dynamics

of the system; the Bowden cable has nonlinear stiffness, both the transmission and hu-

man change in time, and there are delays in the control loop and in motor actuation.

All of these factors are known to limit integral control performance due to the linear

accumulation of torque errors that are not linearly comparable [125]. In the case of the

Time-based high-level controller, continuous-time integration may have been more ef-

fective due to the consistency of the desired torque in time, which may have translated

into more constant torque errors than with other high-level controllers.

The apparent success of integral terms in other lower-limb exoskeletons with Bowden-

cable transmissions may be due to differences in torque sensing, cable composition or

activities tested. For example, controllers of the Lopes system have typically included

an integral term on torque error [75, 84, 79]. Differences might relate to torque sensing.

In the present study, torque was measured at the joint using strain gauges. In Lopes,

torque has been estimated from relative angle of the motor and joint or from series
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spring deflection, which might result in a more linear relationship between motor angle

input and apparent joint torque. Differences might also relate to hardware. The Bow-

den cables in Lopes have features that could make them more consistent with a simple

spring model, such as stiffer, pre-stretched steel cables and bidirectional drives that do

not allow slack. Differences might also relate to the characteristic behavior of the joint

being assisted. Lopes assists the hip and knee, which have relatively smooth, continu-

ous patterns of joint torque. In this study, we assisted the ankle joint, which typically

involves sharper changes in dynamics. For example, the foot intermittently contacts

the ground, discontinuously changing both the impedance of the ankle joint and the

magnitude of desired torques. These changes connote rapid changes in set point for the

controller, which leads to windup of integral control elements, among other challenges.

Model-based control elements:

Although model-based control elements show promise in simulation and in theory,

these generally worsened or had no effect on tracking performance in our experiment.

One might expect that better performance could have been obtained with a more accu-

rate estimate of model parameters in the PD∗+M controller. However, in exploratory

tests we found that the best performance was obtained by driving model-based contri-

butions to zero. One reason for the ineffectiveness of model-based compensation may

have been the nonlinear stiffness of the Bowden cable, which we modeled as a linear

spring, and slow changes in cable stiffness and length due to heating over the course

of each trial. Another reason may have been the exclusion of friction and stiction.

However, in pilot tests using model-based compensation that included these elements,

we found them to make the controller less robust; in each case the effects were highly

sensitive to choice of parameter value and torque tracking error was not reduced. Sen-
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sitivity to model errors seems to be a fundamental issue in implementing this type of

inverse-model control in exoskeletons with Bowden cable transmissions.

The passivity-based controller (PAS) fared slightly better, perhaps due to its adaptive

nature, but still did not yield substantial benefits. One factor that may have limited

its effectiveness is input mismatch; the controller was designed with motor voltage

as input (Eq. 3.18), but implemented using motor velocity commands instead. While

these terms are closely related (Eq 3.11), it is possible that an alternate mode of motor

control, or an alternate formulation, could have led to improved results. Another factor

that may have limited performance was the inclusion of a term akin to continuous-time

integration, which is subject to windup as discussed above. The primary limitations

likely stem from the reliance on any explicit model, however, since the dynamics of

this human-exoskeleton system are highly complex and time-varying.

Some prior exoskeleton controllers have used model-based control elements, appar-

ently to good effect. For example, [78] used continuous-time integration and model-

based terms that were not found to improve performance in the present study. This may

be because the Bowden cable transmission used here relocated heavy actuators off of

the leg, making gravity compensation unnecessary, but had more unmodeled dynamics

than a gear train, making friction compensation less effective.

Gain scheduling, optimal control, and learning:

Error-dependent gains (PD∗+EDG) did not provide benefits for any high-level con-

troller. Lower gains when torque errors were low seem to have led to larger errors at

other times, since the set point changed rapidly and there were substantial execution de-

lays. Gain scheduling methods that instead use optimal control might improve torque
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tracking for this system, but such feedback control techniques would still be limited by

communication and actuation delays. By contrast, iterative learning realizes another

form of optimal control, but uses a feed-forward approach to overcome delays. The

iterative learning controller developed here is a variation on one-dimensional root find-

ing using Newton’s method. The problem is to find the desired motor position (L7 and

L8) or displacement (L9) for zero torque error, i.e., to solve the function:

eτ (∆θm,des) = 0
(3.31)

The solutions are approximated in an iterative manner by

∆θm,des(n+1) = ∆θm,des(n)−Kl · eτ (n)
(3.32)

which can be rewritten as

∆θm,des(n+1) = ∆θm,des(n)−
eτ (∆θm,des(n))

K−1
l

(3.33)

This demonstrates a variation of Newton’s method to solve eτ = 0 with the estimate

for the derivative of eτ fixed as e′τ = K−1
l . Unlike gain scheduling in feedback control,

this optimal control approach addresses control delays through the combination of a

feed-forward term and a delay-compensating prediction term. Therefore, even with an

optimized gain schedule, PD∗+EDG probably would not out-perform PD∗+∆LRN.
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3.4.3 Factors Limiting Interpretation

High-level controllers:

It is difficult to make comparisons across high-level controllers for the same low-level

torque controller, because tracking difficulty may vary with desired torque pattern. For

example, we can imagine a Time-based trajectory with step changes in desired torque

for which precise tracking would be infeasible. Similarly, the ease of tracking Angle-

based desired torques likely depends on the similarities between the target torque-angle

curve and the passive relationship arising from series elasticity. EMG-based desired

torques generally seem to be difficult to track, given the unpredictable signals that di-

rectly drive desired torque, but increasing filter frequency could make this task easier.

We did not test multiple values for high-level parameters in this experiment, which is

an area for future work.

Interactions with human response:

We designed this experiment with the implicit expectation that low-level torque con-

trol would not significantly affect human response to high-level assistance modes, but

this does not appear to have been the case. Changes in the patterns of desired torque

(Fig. 3.10) and joint kinematics (Supporting Materials, Section II) across torque con-

trollers within the same high-level controller reveal an interaction effect. For example,

we found more variability in joint kinematics with PD∗ torque control than with LRN

torque control when desired torque was generated on the basis of Time. In this case, dif-

ferences seem to be related to the smoothness of the measured torque generated by the

two controllers; the subject reported that the PD∗ controller had uncomfortable oscil-
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lations, leading to compensatory activity, while the LRN controller did not. As another

example, we found more variability in desired torque with NMM-based assistance than

Angle-based assistance using PD∗ torque control, but an opposite trend using LRN

torque control. This appears to be the result of complex, multi-time-scale, dynamic

interactions between continuous behavior of the torque controller, within-stride varia-

tions by the human, high-level control responses, and human adaptation over multiple

strides. These effects may also be important in selecting and tuning an exoskeleton

torque controller.

Hardware dependence:

Exoskeleton hardware, particularly series compliance, also interacted with the quality

of torque tracking. We performed pilot tests with no series spring, other than the Bow-

den cable, and found significant increases in torque error and subject discomfort for all

control combinations. We also tried more compliant series springs, and found small

increases in torque tracking error. When series stiffness is too high, we expect small

position changes by the human to result in large, undesirable, changes in torque, and

when it is too low we expect motor dynamics to limit performance [67]. Interactions

between series elasticity, low-level torque control, high-level assistance, and assisted

task could be explored in the future.

Some of the control elements found to be ineffective in this system might be more

effective in exoskeletons with different hardware or task characteristics. For example,

there are many examples of exoskeleton controllers incorporating model-based terms,

often accompanied by hardware that lends itself more readily to modeling [e.g. 78]. Ex-

perimental comparisons of torque tracking performance with and without model-based
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terms in these systems would lend further insights into their potential contributions

to effective torque tracking in exoskeletons, and might provide a useful point of con-

trast to the present work. Future work could also address the effects of exoskeleton

hardware changes as an additional dimension in the space sampled here. Measuring

performance for each combination of a set of high-level controllers, low-level con-

trollers and exoskeleton hardware setups would provide the best insights into interac-

tions between these features. As the dynamical contributions of nonlinear time-varying

elements, intermittent contact or forceful human interactions increase, continuous-time

integral terms, gain scheduling, and model-based compensations are expected to be-

come less effective, as observed with the unidirectional Bowden-cable-driven ankle-

foot exoskeleton used in this study. The present system therefore represents a more

challenging case for torque control, suggesting that the proportional-learning-damping

controller identified here would perform even better in a system with simpler, more

consistent dynamics.

The unidirectional Bowden cable used in this study made torque control more chal-

lenging, but is not the dominant factor in the observed patterns of torque error. The

onset of applied torque tended to lag that of desired torque, particularly with feedback

controllers and TIME based desired torque. This pattern might suggest that slack in

the Bowden cable as the primary cause of torque error, but this is not the case. All

high-level controllers set desired torque to zero during the beginning of stance, from

about 0 to 0.25 s, consistent with typical human ankle torque patterns. All low-level

controllers acted to track desired torque throughout stance, quickly eliminating slack

from the previous swing phase early in the period of zero desired torque. The Bowden

cable was therefore not slack upon the onset of desired torque. This is evident from the

pattern of torque with feedback control and ANGLE based desired torque, which led
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desired torque beginning at about 0.10 s. Patterns in torque error across controllers are

better-explained by a combination of rapid changes in desired torque, rapid movements

of the human, and electromechanical delays in applying desired changes in motor po-

sition. These issues are common to most lower-limb exoskeletons, especially systems

using series-elastic actuation.

3.4.4 Implications for control of future systems

The insights gained from this study are expected to help guide the design of torque

controllers for systems with similar traits, particularly complex, changing dynamics

and cyclic motions, such as lower-limb exoskeletons, active lower-limb prostheses and

walking robots. Based on the present results, there is reason to expect that the combina-

tion of feedback control and feed-forward iterative learning, without continuous-time

integration or model-based compensation, will provide strong torque tracking perfor-

mance in any such system. Other control elements might further improve performance

for some systems and control objectives. For example, if system dynamics are rela-

tively constant and easy to identify, model-based compensation might be useful. If the

measured and desired torque both change slowly, continuous-time integral control may

also lead to some improvements. In any case, proportional-learning-damping control is

expected to provide good baseline torque tracking.

3.5 Conclusions

We performed a systematic comparison of exoskeleton torque control techniques un-

der realistic operating conditions, and found that proportional control with damping
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injection compensated by iterative learning resulted in smaller torque errors relative

to peak torque than any other approach tested or previously demonstrated. Designing

this proportional-learning-damping controller was straightforward, requiring sequential

tuning of only four parameters. Our results generally support such an approach for any

torque-controlled exoskeleton used during locomotion. The complex interactions be-

tween exoskeleton hardware, torque control, assistance control, task goals and human

behavior remain a rich area for future research.

3.6 Appendices

Appendix A. Stability and Convergence of the Passivity

Based Controller

Passivity

Substituting Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.18), we have the closed-loop equation:

1
Kv

ṡ+
K1
Kv

s+Kpeτ +Kss+Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e)∆Γ =
Kh
Kv

τh. (3.34)

in which ∆Γ = Γ− Γ̃.

Let the output be y = s, multiplying both side of Eq. (3.34) by the output and then
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integrating it, we have

∫ t

0

Kh
Kv

s(ς)τh(ς)dς

=
∫ t

0
[

1
Kv

s(ς)ṡ(ς)+
K1
Kv

s2(ς)

+Kpėτ (ς)eτ (ς)+Kpλe2
τ (ς)

+Kss2(ς)+ s(ς)Yd(ς)∆Γ(ς)]dς

= P(t)−P(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stored Energy Change

+
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dissipated Energy

in which the stored system energy is

P =
1

2Kv
s2+

1
2

Kpe2
τ +

1
2

∆Γ>L−1∆Γ≥ 0,
(3.35)

and the energy dissipating rate is

W = (
K1
Kv

+Ks)s2+Kpλe2
τ ≥ 0.

(3.36)

Since both V and W are non-negative, we can conclude the passivity of output y for the

system (3.34).

With no disturbance from human, i.e., τh = 0, we have

Ṗ =−W.
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Convergence

To compensate for non-zero human loading, τh 6= 0, an additional switching term is

added to the controller

Va =−Kpeτ −Kss+Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e)Γ̃−Kswsign(s) (3.37)

where Ksw is the compensation gain. With Eq. (3.37), the closed loop system equation

becomes

1
Kv

ṡ+
K1
Kv

s+Kpeτ +Kss+Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e)∆Γ

−
Kh
Kv

τh+Kswsign(s) = 0.

(3.38)

The integral of the product of y = s with the above equation is

∫ t

0
[

1
Kv

s(ς)ṡ(ς)+
K1
Kv

s2(ς)

+Kpėτ (ς)eτ (ς)+Kpλe2
τ (ς)

+Kss2(ς)+ s(ς)Yd(ς)∆Γ(ς)

−s
Kh
Kv

τh+ sKswsign(s)]dς

= P(t)−P(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stored Energy Change

+
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dissipated Energy

+
∫ t

0
[−s

Kh
Kv

τh+ sKswsign(s)]dς

= 0,

i.e.,

Ṗ = −W + s
Kh
Kv

τh− sKswsign(s). (3.39)
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Note that

s
Kh
Kv

τh− sKswsign(s) = s
Kh
Kv

τh−Ksw|s|

≤
Kh
Kv
|s|k0−Ksw|s|

where k0 is a finite non-negative number defined by the boundedness of the human

loading:

|τh| ≤ k0.

By choosing a Ksw such that

Ksw ≥
Kh
Kv

k0,

we have

s
Kh
Kv

τh− sKswsign(s)≤ 0. (3.40)

It is already established that

W ≥ 0,

therefore, it is proved that

Ṗ≤ 0.

Based on the non-negativeness of P and non-positiveness of Ṗ, we have

P(t)≤ P(0),

i.e., P(t) is bounded. Since P is quadratic on s, eτ and ∆Γ, these three terms are

bounded.
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Eq. (3.39) means

P(t)−P(0)

=−
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς +

∫ t

0

[
s(ς)

Kh
Kv

τh(ς)−Ksw|s(ς)|
]

dς .

(3.41)

Combining Eq. (3.41) with Eq. (3.40) and (3.36), we have

P(t)−P(0)≤−
∫ t

0
W (ς)dς ≤ 0. (3.42)

By definition, Eq. (3.36) and (3.42) lead to

s, eτ ∈ L2(0,∞). (3.43)

Based on the definition of s, ėτ is also bounded, and hence so is τ̇ since τ̇des is bounded.

The boundedness of ėτ proves the uniform continuity of eτ .

Now due to the boundedness of τ̇des and τ̈des, τ̇r and τ̈r are also bounded, which

then lead to the boundedness of Yd(τ, τ̇r, τ̈r, θ̇e). Based on Eq. (3.38), ṡ is then bounded,

which then proves the uniform continuity of s.

Combining the conclusions of uniform continuity, boundedness and Eq. (3.43), we

have [126, 17]:

s→ 0,as t→ ∞,

eτ → 0,as t→ ∞.

By the definition of s and eτ , we then can conclude

τ → τdes,as t→ ∞,

τ̇ → τ̇des,as t→ ∞.
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i.e., both the actual ankle torque and its changing rate converge to the desired values.

Appendix B. Neuromuscular Reflex Model

PE

SE

CE

lce lse

lmtu

Figure 3.13: The Hill-type muscle-tendon-unit model includes a contractile element (CE), a
parallel elastic element (PE) and series elastic element (SE).

The neuromuscular model included a Hill-type muscle-tendon-unit (MTU) (Fig. 3.13),

with total length, lmtu, equal to the length of the series elastic element, lse, plus that of

the contractile element, lce. The length of the parallel elastic element, lpe, was identical

to lce. The total force produced by the MTU, Fmtu, was equal to the force on the series

elastic element, Fse, and also equal to the sum of the contractile element force, Fce,

and the parallel elastic element force, Fpe (which was usually zero). The contractile

element force was expressed as:

Fce = fL(lce) · fV (l̇ce) ·Act ·Fmax

in which fL(lce) and fV (l̇ce) are force scaling factors that reflect the force-length and

force-velocity properties of muscle, Act is the muscle activation state, and Fmax is

the maximum force that can be produced by the muscle. The force-length and force-

velocity relationships were:

fL(lce) = exp[−
(lce− lce,opt)2

(W · lce,opt)2
],
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and

fV (l̇ce) =
A

vmax +Fmax
v · l̇ce

vmax ·A+ l̇ce
, l̇ce < 0

vmax ·A + Fmax
v · (A + 1) · (Fmax

v − 1)
vmax ·A + l̇ce · (A + 1) · (Fmax

v − 1)
, l̇ce ≥ 0.

in which lce,opt is the optimal contractile element length, W is a force-length constant,

l̇ce is the contractile element velocity, A is a force-velocity constant, vmax is the max-

imum contraction velocity, and Fmax
v is the maximum eccentric (lengthening) muscle

scaling factor.

Series and parallel elastic element forces were determined as:

Fse = Fmax ·
1

(umax · lse,sl)
2 ·max(δ lse,0)2,

and

Fpe =


k1 ·δ lpe + Fmax ·

kpe

l2ce,opt
·δ l2pe, δ lpe > 0,

k1 ·δ lpe, δ lpe ≤ 0.

where δ lpe = lce−1.5 · lce,opt and δ lse = lse − lse,sl , and lse,sl is the slack length

of the series elastic element, umax is an elastic element curve parameter and k1 is the

sub-slack elastic element stiffness of the parallel elastic element.

The virtual muscle had activation dynamics as:

Act(t = 0) = PreAct,

˙Act = (Stim−Act) ·
(

Stim
ta
− 1−Stim

td

)

where Stim is neural stimulation from the positive reflex mechanism of the virtual neu-
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ral system, ta and td are muscle activation and deactivation time constants respectively,

and the initial activation value A(t = 0) is defined by PreAct.

The parameter values used in this study are listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Muscle model parameter values used in NMM

Param Value Param Value
lce,opt 0.055 m lse,sl 0.245 m
lmtu,0 0.284 m Fmax 1000 N
A 0.25 W 0.56
Fv,max 1.8 umax 0.04
vmax 0.55 m/s k1 1
ta 0.02 s td 0.05 s
PreAct 0.05

Appendix C. PD∗+∆LRN versus LRN+PD∗

For controller L9, i.e., PD∗+∆LRN, as described in Eq. (3.27), the total desired motor

displacement at a certain time stamp t within step n, with a forgetting factor β = 1 and

a filtering factor µ = 1, is

∆θp,des(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
= ∆θ

LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Step-wise Integral Control

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Proportional Control

−Kd θ̇p(n)
∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Damping Injection

(3.44)

in which the operator

∗(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
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denotes the variable ∗ at time t within step n, i.e., time lapsed from the latest heel strike.

The term

∆θ
LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t

denotes the initial value of the desired motor displacement to be learned. Iterative learn-

ing of desired motor displacement realizes a step-wise integral control action. Consid-

ering Eq. (3.44), it can be seen that L9 is analogous to traditional PID control; damping

injection improves system stability in the manner of derivative control, and iterative

learning takes eliminates steady-state errors across steps similar to integral control.

For controller L8, LRN+PD∗, combining Eqs. (3.26) and (3.12), we have

θ̇p,des(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
=

1
T

∆θp,des(n)
∣∣∣∣
t

=
1
T

[
θLRN

p,des(0)
∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t
−θp(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
t
−Kd θ̇p(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

] (3.45)

when β = 1 and µ = 1.

Assuming perfect motor velocity tracking:

θ̇p(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
= θ̇p,des(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

(3.46)

then Eq. (3.26) becomes

θ̇p(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
=

1
T

[
θLRN

p,des(0)
∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t
−θp(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
t
−Kd θ̇p(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

] (3.47)
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which can be written as

θ̇p(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
= − 1

T +Kd
θp(n)

∣∣∣∣
t

+
1

T +Kd

[
θLRN

p,des(0)
∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
t

] (3.48)

Assuming the same ankle kinematics for each step and the same motor position at each

heel strike:

θp(n)
∣∣∣∣
0
= θp

∣∣∣∣
0
,

the dynamics described in Eq. (3.48) can be treated as a linear-time-invariant system

starting from the latest heel strike in the format of

ẋ = Ax+Bu (3.49)

where x is θp(n), A is − 1
T +Kd

, and Bu is

1
T +Kd

[
θ

LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kpeτ (n)

∣∣∣∣
t

]
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Therefore, the solution of LTI system as described in Eq. (3.48) is

θp(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
= θp

∣∣∣∣
0

exp(− t
T +Kd

)

+
1

T +Kd

∫ t

0
exp(− t− ς

T +Kd
)

[
θ

LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t

−Kl
n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
ς

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
ς

]
dς

(3.50)

in which t denotes the time lapsed since the last heel strike and ς ∈ [0, t] is a variable

tracing t.

Therefore, the control input of L8 can be expressed as in Eq. (3.51). It can be

seen that the LRN+PD∗ controller differs from the PD∗+∆LRN controller in that it

has additional exponential and low-pass filtered continuous-time integral terms. These

arise from the presence of −θp(n) in the control input.

∆θp,des(n)
∣∣∣∣
t
= θ

LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1

∑
m=1

eτ(m)

∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Step-wise Integral Control

−Kpeτ(n)
∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Proportional Control

−Kd θ̇p(n)
∣∣∣∣
t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Damping Injection

−θp

∣∣∣∣
0

exp(− t
T +Kd

)− 1
T +Kd

∫ t

0
exp(− t-ς

T +Kd
)

[
θ

LRN
p,des(0)−Kl

n−1

∑
m=1

eτ(m)

∣∣∣∣
ς

−Kpeτ(n)
∣∣∣∣
ς

]
dς

(3.51)
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This difference can also be illustrated in the frequency domain. The convolution term

∫ t

0
exp(− t− ς

T +Kd
)

[
θ

LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t

−Kl
n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
ς

−Kpeτ (n)
∣∣∣∣
ς

]
dς

(3.44)

translates to

1

s+
1

T +Kd

[
θLRN

p,des(0)
∣∣∣∣
s
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
s
−Kpeτ (n)

∣∣∣∣
s

]
(3.45)

in frequency domain. The low-pass filter term

1

s+
1

T +Kd

realizes constant scaling at low frequency and integration at high frequency. Each

evaluation of the term to be filtered,

θ
LRN
p,des(0)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kl

n−1
∑

m=1
eτ (m)

∣∣∣∣
t
−Kpeτ (n)

∣∣∣∣
t

is generated independently at the sampling frequency. Therefore, the term is expected

to have high frequency. A continuous-time integration effect is therefore included in

the control input with the LRN+PD∗ controller.

In our experimental comparison, we found that continuous-time integral action is
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not desirable due to the linear accumulation of terms that are not linearly correlated.

Therefore, PD∗+∆LRN is preferred due to its simplicity and lack of continuous-time

integration.

3.7 Supporting Materials

S1. Sequence of experimental conditions

Experiments were conducted over the course of 3 days, with all data for each high-

level assistance controller collected on the same day. Low-level torque controllers were

collected in the same order for each high-level controller, except for a change in the

order of the PAS controller for the Time-based desired torque (which was accidentally

skipped, then caught at the end of the collection). The exact sequence is shown in

Table SI.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3
Sequence Afternoon Morning Afternoon Afternoon

TIME NMM ANGLE EMG

PD∗ PD∗ PD∗ PD∗

↓ PD∗+M PD∗+M PD∗+M PD∗+M
PID∗ PID∗ PID∗ PID∗

PD∗+EDG PD∗+EDG PD∗+EDG PD∗+EDG

↓ PD∗+PEC PD∗+PEC PE+PEC PD∗+PEC
LRN PAS PAS PAS

LRN+PD∗ LRN LRN LRN

↓ PD∗+∆LRN LRN+PD∗ LRN+PD∗ LRN+PD∗

PAS PR+LRN PD∗+∆LRN PD∗+∆LRN

Table SI: Data collection timeline
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S2. Ankle Angle versus Time

Fig. S1 shows trajectories of exoskeleton ankle joint angles in time for 100 strides,

and a time-averaged trajectory, for each combination of high- and low-level controller.

With Ankle-based and NMM-based desired torque, trajectories were similar to those of

the biological ankle joint during normal human walking. With Time-based and EMG-

based desired torque, less ankle excursion occurred on an average step. Variability in

joint angle was highest when desired torque was based on Time.

S3. Torque versus Ankle Angle

Fig. S2 shows ankle torque versus ankle angle for 100 strides, and the time-averaged

torque versus time-averaged joint angle, for each combination of high- and low-level

controller. With Ankle-based and NMM-based desired torque, trajectories were sim-

ilar to those of the biological ankle joint during normal human walking. With EMG-

based desired torque, torque-angle curves have consistent shape across torque con-

trollers, characterized by very steep slopes in angle space with approximately infinite

impedance in places. With Time-based desired torque, torque-angle curves were com-

plex and nonlinear. Changes in torque-angle relationships across low-level torque con-

trollers within the same high-level controller (within the same column) suggest either

interactions between torque control mode and human coordination pattern, or subject

adaptations over time. Curves tend to move in a clockwise direction, indicating positive

work production by the exoskeleton.

Fig. S3 shows the ankle torque versus ankle angle curve for 100 strides, and the time-
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averaged torque versus time-averaged joint angle, for the case when motor position was

held constant. This passive relationship between joint angle and joint torque seemed to

be related to the difficulty of tracking desired torques generated by different high-level

controllers; desired curves that were closer to the passive curve seemed easier for, e.g.,

PD∗ control, while LRN control made larger improvements when the two curves were

dissimilar.

S4. T-Test Results for Controller RMS-E Values

Table SII-SV shows the t-test mean comparison p value of every two low level torque

controllers within each high level controller. We used a significance level of α = 0.05.

P-values that are beyond the threshold are shown in red. Almost all comparisons were

highly statistically significant. Please see main text for effect size information.

PD∗ PD∗+EDG PD∗+PEC PID∗ PD∗+M PAS LRN LRN+PD∗

PD∗+EDG 1.1e-22 · · · · · · ·
PD∗+PEC 1.4e-20 4.2e-42 · · · · · ·

PID∗ 6.1e-34 1.5e-52 2.9e-08 · · · · ·
PD∗+M 2.1e-169 4.2e-140 1.2e-174 4.0e-182 · · · ·

PAS 1.3e-06 3.5e-32 2.8e-05 7.5e-17 1.1e-175 · · ·
LRN 1.9e-94 7.1e-113 1.0e-84 8.9e-81 4.6e-178 6.1e-93 · ·

LRN+PD∗ 6.3e-153 2.1e-107 2.7e-144 5.2e-114 7.9e-182 7.5e-126 3.7e-08 ·
PD∗+∆LRN 8.4e-157 9.8e-110 8.0e-149 2.7e-118 1.1e-182 1.7e-129 1.5e-15 5.6e-10

Table SII: Time-based desired torque RMS-E t-test p values.
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PD∗ PD∗+EDG PD∗+PEC PID∗ PD∗+M PAS LRN LRN+PD∗

PD∗+EDG 4.3e-143 · · · · · · ·
PD∗+PEC 9.3e-01 5.0e-145 · · · · · ·

PID∗ 1.3e-06 7.2e-151 6.1e-07 · · · · ·
PD∗+M 3.4e-164 6.7e-130 2.8e-162 6.1e-164 · · · ·

PAS 4.1e-01 1.3e-129 4.5e-01 1.8e-07 6.1e-173 · · ·
LRN 8.3e-06 7.5e-15 8.8e-06 1.2e-07 2.6e-60 1.8e-05 · ·

LRN+PD∗ 7.2e-58 7.0e-130 4.9e-58 1.0e-48 4.3e-195 1.0e-58 2.8e-19 ·
PD∗+∆LRN 1.5e-52 4.1e-130 8.4e-53 1.1e-42 1.4e-193 4.1e-53 1.1e-17 2.1e-02

Table SIII: Angle-based desired torque RMS-E t-test p values.

PD∗ PD∗+EDG PD∗+PEC PID∗ PD∗+M PAS LRN LRN+PD∗

PD∗+EDG 4.4e-113 · · · · · · ·
PD∗+PEC 3.0e-11 1.1e-86 · · · · · ·

PID∗ 3.2e-08 3.2e-104 2.5e-02 · · · · ·
PD∗+M 1.3e-238 3.1e-175 6.3e-172 2.5e-213 · · · ·

PAS 1.2e-11 9.3e-85 8.1e-01 1.4e-02 8.3e-169 · · ·
LRN 7.5e-38 7.1e-91 5.7e-49 4.2e-45 9.4e-131 2.3e-49 · ·

LRN+PD∗ 2.6e-119 1.3e-166 1.4e-104 2.1e-121 1.6e-241 4.1e-103 4.1e-19 ·
PD∗+∆LRN 8.2e-72 1.5e-133 8.9e-84 1.2e-81 3.0e-174 1.0e-83 8.4e-07 1.3e-09

Table SIV: NMM-based desired torque RMS-E t-test p values.

S5. Convergence Time for Controllers with Iterative Learn-

ing Components

Fig. S4 shows convergence of RMS-E and RMS-E AVG tracking errors over time for

the three torque controllers that involved iterative learning. Each dot denotes the RMS-

E or RMS-E AVG for a 20-step period starting from the stride number on the x-axis.

Solid lines are the exponential fits to the error trends. Convergence was slowest and

the reduction in error greatest when desired torque was based on Time. Improvements

were more modest with Angle- and NMM-based desired torque. When desired torque

was based on EMG, learning resulted in large initial improvements in torque error, but

high errors remained at steady state.
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PD∗ PD∗+EDG PD∗+PEC PID∗ PD∗+M PAS LRN LRN+PD∗

PD∗+EDG 1.9e-41 · · · · · · ·
PD∗+PEC 9.9e-15 4.5e-20 · · · · · ·

PID∗ 1.7e-01 3.0e-41 1.4e-12 · · · · ·
PD∗+M 6.9e-52 1.4e-06 1.2e-32 2.2e-51 · · · ·

PAS 1.4e-10 1.5e-26 4.5e-02 2.5e-08 1.9e-38 · · ·
LRN 3.1e-04 3.8e-10 2.5e-01 3.6e-03 4.0e-17 9.1e-01 · ·

LRN+PD∗ 7.5e-37 1.0e-87 4.0e-67 3.8e-45 4.6e-91 1.5e-63 1.5e-26 ·
PD∗+∆LRN 1.9e-34 2.7e-84 2.5e-63 4.8e-42 5.2e-89 1.5e-59 7.8e-26 6.8e-01

Table SV: EMG-based desired torque RMS-E t-test p values.

S6. Relative contributions of the desired motor displace-

ments of various components of PD∗+∆LRN for all four

high level controllers

Fig. S5 shows convergence of RMS-E and RMS-E AVG tracking errors over time for

the three torque controllers that involved iterative learning. Each dot denotes the RMS-

E or RMS-E AVG for a 20-step period starting from the stride number on the x-axis.

Solid lines are the exponential fits to the error trends. Convergence was slowest and

the reduction in error greatest when desired torque was based on Time. Improvements

were more modest with Angle- and NMM-based desired torque. When desired torque

was based on EMG, learning resulted in large initial improvements in torque error, but

high errors remained at steady state.
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TIME ANGLE NMM EMG
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Fig. S1: Overlapped trajectories of measured ankle angle in time for 100 steady-state strides.
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Fig. S2: Overlapped trajectories of measured ankle torque versus measured ankle angle for 100
steady-state strides.
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displacements, of PD∗+∆LRN controller for four different high level controllers.
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Chapter 4

Iterative Learning Gain Optimization

Abstract

Use of feed-forward iterative learning as a compensation for feedback control has

been shown to be effective and beneficial for torque tracking in robotic legged loco-

motion systems driven by series elastic actuators. Since iterative learning is used as

a feed-forward term and its effectiveness depends on the periodicity of the operation

and control objectives, its main purpose is to help improve control tracking of the nom-

inal desired trajectories under nominal system behavior. However, experiments from

prior study suggest a potential optimal learning gain that benefits real-time tracking

under step-to-step gait variations after stabilization of the learning process. This pa-

per investigates the existence and value of an optimal learning gain for motor position

command for torque tracking in robotic legged locomotion by means of both theory and

experiments. Theoretical analysis predicts the optimal iterative learning gain for one

such system is the inverse of passive stiffness of the series elastic actuator relative to

motor position. Experiments were conducted with one subject walking on a treadmill

129
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while wearing an ankle exoskeleton on the right leg. Three different passive stiffness

configurations were tested in combination of three different desired torque profiles. Ten

iterative learning gains, which span the range from 0.1 to 10 times the predicted op-

timal gain, were tested for each of the combination. Results showed that the optimal

gain that minimized root-mean-squared tracking errors after stabilization of learning

process for all combinations is 0.99 ± 0.38 times the predicted optimum, which sup-

ported the hypothesis. This study identifies the optimal iterative learning gain of motor

position command in robotic legged locomotion on top of the best control architecture

of model-free, integral-action-free feedback with iterative learning.

4.1 Introduction

Direct manipulation of interaction forces or torques has been used in physical human-

robot interaction to reduce interface impedance, increase reactiveness of the robotic

devices and thus improves human safety and comfort [48, 56]. Torque control also

provides a simple means of manipulating the flow of energy from the exoskeleton to

the human, which can be useful in biomechanics studies [57, 6, 36, 58, 59]. It can also

be used to exploit passive dynamics or render virtual systems with alternate dynamics

in humanoid robots [60], active prostheses [61–63], and exoskeletons [64–66, 7]. In

exoskeletons and prostheses, quality of torque control is a limiting factor in precision

of the applied intervention or assistance and can be the limiting factor in human-robot

system performance. Therefore, there are always motivations to improve torque control

performance in these systems.

Various efforts have been made towards accurate torque tracking of lower-limb
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wearable robotic devices by means of controller design [79, 78, 37, 38]. This type

of systems have complicated, changing and uncertain dynamics due to human-robot

interactions and possible transmission frictions. Inter-subject and inter-step variations

of human gait also introduce hard-to-quantify noise and disturbances. Such character-

istics result in the effectiveness of a torque tracking structure made of the combination

of model-free, integration-free feedback control and iterative learning [79, 37, 38]. In

this control architecture, the iterative learning part ignores the complicated and chang-

ing system dynamics caused by human-robot interaction and transmission friction. It

focuses on the transmission subsystem which was modeled as a linear system with rel-

ative degree of one. A P-type learning algorithm was used [117]. Iterative learning

serves as a step-wise integral control and reduces steady-state errors by exploiting the

cyclic behavior of walking. Due to its lagged response due to feed-forward characteris-

tic and its dependence of effectiveness on the cyclicality of walking, iterative learning

was expected to eliminate only errors nominal to stabilized gait. However, previous

experiments show interactions of iterative learning gain with real-time tracking per-

formance after stabilization of learning. This paper explores the possibility to further

improve real-time torque control performance in lower-limb exoskeletons, with limited

knowledge of the complete system dynamics, by minimizing tracking errors causes by

step-to-step gait variations using iterative learning gain of motor position command.

Since the proposal of the basic iterative learning control concept in the 1980s [127,

117], various techniques have been developed to optimize the learning gain. One ap-

proach was to enforce system convergence to follow some gradient of an objective

function defined by the quadratic cost of tracking errors [128–130], or a weighted

combination of tracking errors and change in control inputs [131]. Other works define

learning gains by maximize convergence speed of control inputs [132, 133, 118, 134].
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These early algorithms dealt with invariant and deterministic system dynamics. More

recent work has discussed algorithms to compute optimal and sub-optimal iterative

learning gains under measurement noises for time-varying linear [135] and nonlinear

systems [136].

These previous works mainly optimized learning gains by expediting the conver-

gence process of learning. In addition, fairly good knowledge of the system dynamics

and noise level were known. However, in the problem of exoskeleton assisted-walking,

there exist step-to-step gait variation and gait adaptation which makes walking not ex-

actly periodical and results in tracking errors after stabilization of learning. The control

architecture combining feedback and iterative learning depends mainly on the feedback

part to contain these errors, which can be further improved by tuning the gain of the

iterative learning part.

This study explores the possibility of optimize the post-stabilization real-time con-

trol performance of Arimoto’s P-type learning control of motor position on lower-limb

walking-related robots driven by series elastic actuators. Under the presence of com-

plicated, varying and uncertain human-robot interaction and transmission friction dy-

namics, step-variance of human gait, this study investigates whether and how one can

maximize real-time control performance by tuning the iterative learning gain with only

a simplified partial model of the system and limited knowledge of gait variation dis-

tribution. Purpose of this study is to further improve torque tracking performance of

control architecture in [37, 38] in lower-limb exoskeletons and other robotic locomo-

tion systems.
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4.2 Methods

The effects of iterative learning gain on the torque tracking performance of lower-limb

exoskeletons are investigated on a tethered ankle-foot exoskeleton driven by a uni-

directional Bowden cable [7, 37, 38]. Hypothesis for the optimal value iterative learning

gain is made based on theoretical analysis and tested separately.

In testing the hypothesis, multiple desired quasi-stiffnesses, i.e., torque versus an-

kle angle relationship were implemented, each tested with multiple actuator passive

stiffnesses. For each of the desired stiffness and passive stiffness combination, multi-

ple iterative learning gains were tested. Every experiment session denoted by a unique

combination of learning Gain, desired stiffness and passive stiffness requires the subject

to walk on the treadmill with a fixed speed for at least one hundred strides after stabi-

lization of the learning process. The existence and value of the learning gain are then

investigated by compare the torque tracking errors of different experiment sessions.

4.2.1 Simplified System Model

The system we investigated was a tethered ankle exoskeleton comprised of an off-

board real-time control module and geared electric motor, a uni-directional Bowden

cable transmission with a series spring, and an exoskeleton frame that interfaced with

the human foot and shank (Fig. 4.1).

The following assumptions were made in generating the simplified model used for

theoretical analysis of the system:

� There is no friction in Bowden cable transmission, which means the tension in
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A System Schematic

transmission

exoskeleton

B Device Photo

off-board motor 

Figure 4.1: Tethered ankle exoskeleton system. A: A schematic of the system. B: A photo of
the device on dreadmill.

the cable are the same at the motor output pulley and the ankle exoskeleton sides

at any time. We define this tension as F .

� The transmission system consisting of the Bowden cable and the series spring

behaves like a linear spring, i.e.,

F = Kc · (rp ·θp− ra ·θe)
(4.1)

in which Kc is the total effective stiffness of the Bowden cable transmission and

series spring; θp and θe are the pulley and exoskeleton joint angles relative to a

position at which the Bowden cable begins to go slack; rp and ra are the pulley

radius and the lever arm at the ankle joint.

� The joint movement of the exoskeleton is minor and the lever arm of the cable

tension relative to the device joint is almost constant, i.e., ra is fixed and the
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torque at the exoskeleton side of the transmission is

τ = F · ra.
(4.2)

Denoting the aspect ratio of transmission as

R =
rp
ra

(4.3)

and combining it with Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), we can express the torque applied by the

exoskeleton to the human ankle Therefore, the measured torque is

τ = F · ra

= r2
a ·Kc[θp

rp
ra
−θe]

= Kt(θpR−θe)

(4.4)

Transmission stiffness Kt which relates torque at the exoskeleton to the angles of the

motor output pulley and exoskeleton joint is defined as

Kt = r2
a ·Kc. (4.5)
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4.2.2 Controllers

Low Level Control

Previous work identified model-free, integral-action-free feedback control compen-

sated by iterative learning as the most effective controller for lower-lime exoskele-

tons torque tracking during walking [37, 38]. The final torque tracking performance

of Eq. (4.6) is a combined effect of feedback control and iterative learning. In order

to simplify the process, in analyzing and testing the existence of the optimal learning

gains only iterative learning was used as the lower level controller for torque tracking.

The format of the controller is described as:

θp,des(i,n+1) = θp,des(i,n)−Kl · eτ (i,n)

θ̇p,des(i,n) =
1
T
(θp,des(i,n)−θp)

θ̇m,des(i,n) =
N
T
(θp,des(i,n)−θp)

(4.6)

where i is the time index or number of control cycles elapsed within this stride,

n is this stride and n+ 1 is the next stride. This controller is divided into two parts:

proportional control and damping injection as feedback, and iterative learning as feed-

forward. In this formulation, eτ = τ− τdes is torque error, τ is measured exoskeleton

torque, τdes is desired exoskeleton torque. Damping injection is used instead of deriva-

tive control to reduce the effect of measurement noise. Kl is a iterative learning gain.

The motor runs in velocity mode with the desire motor output pulley velocity θ̇p,des

converted to desired motor velocity θ̇m,des before asserted. T is a constant related to

the rise time of motor position tracking and N is the gear ratio of the motor.
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High Level Control: Linear Desired Quasi-Stiffness
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Figure 4.2: The ankle angle based high-level desired torque curve imposed in experiments to
realize different desired quasi-stiffness profiles. It commands desired torque that is linearly
proportional to exoskeleton joint angle θe defined by anchor point [θe,0 0] and desired quasi-
stiffness Kdes.

The main high-level controller used in this study was a linear torque versus ankle

angle curve, i.e., an equilibrium-controlled stiffness as shown in Fig. 4.2 and expressed

in Eq. (4.7).

τdes =−Kdes(θe−θe,0)

τdes = max(τdes,0)
(4.7)

where θe,0 denotes the maximum ankle position to apply external force and Kdes is

a desired stiffness to be realized.

4.2.3 Theoretical Analysis on Optimal Iterative Learning Gain

In this analysis, we assume perfect motor position tracking, i.e.,

θp(i,n)≡ θp,des(i,n) (4.8)
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for any index i. θp is the measured motor pulley position and θp,des is the desired one.

n denotes the nth step and i denotes the current index counted from the latest step start

time. The iterative learning of desired motor position is expressed as [37, 38]

θp,des(i,n+1) = θp,des(i,n)−Kl · eτ (i,n) (4.9)

Force transmission is modeled in Eq. (5.3) and desired torque is set as Eq. (5.7)

In this study, we are interested in the real-time torque tracking performance un-

der gait variation after stabilization, i.e., disturbance rejection performance of the con-

troller. Therefore, we assume that at step n−1 and time index i, the learning controller

has reached stabilization with perfect torque tracking, i.e.,

τ(i,n−1) = τdes(i,n−1)

eτ (i,n−1) = τ(i,n−1)− τdes(i,n−1) = 0.
(4.10)

The dynamic changes of the desired and generated torque in the next steps due to human

gait changes are then investigated below.

Assuming an ankle kinematics change from step n−1 to n at index i by

∆θe(i,n) = θe(i,n)−θe(i,n−1), (4.11)

the desired torque changes by

∆τdes(i,n) = τdes(i,n)− τdes(i,n−1)

=−Kdes · [θe(i,n)−θe(i,n−1)]

=−Kdes ·∆θe(i,n)
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Due to the assumption of perfect motor position tracking in Eq. (4.8), current de-

sired/actual motor position is

θp,des(i,n) = θp,des(i,n−1)−Kl · eτ (i,n−1)

= θp,des(i,n−1)−Kl ·0

= θp,des(i,n−1)

(4.12)

Therefore, combining Eq. (4.12) with Eq. (4.4), the measured torque at stride n and

index i is

τ(i,n) = τ(i,n−1)−Kt ·∆θe(i,n) (4.13)

and the desired torque is

τdes(i,n) = τdes(i,n−1)+∆τdes(i,n)

= τdes(i,n−1)−Kdes ·∆θe(i,n)
(4.14)

Combining equations (4.13) and (4.14), for step n and index i, the torque error is

eτ (i,n)

= τ(i,n)− τdes(i,n)

= τ(i,n−1)−Kt∆θe(i,n)− [τd(i,n−1)−Kdes∆θe(i,n)]

= eτ (i,n−1)+(Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n)

= 0+(Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n)

= (Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n)

(4.15)

This means with perfect torque tracking in step n− 1, the torque error of step n is

minimized when the desired and passive stiffness match. Next, at index i of step n+1,
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the desired/actual motor position is

θp,des(i,n+1) = θp,des(i,n)−Kl · eτ (i,n)

= θp,des(i,n)−Kl · (Kdes−Kt) ·∆θa(i,n).
(4.16)

In case of no changes in ankle kinematics from step n to n+ 1 at time index i, i.e.,

θe(i,n+1) = θe(i,n), then, τdes(i,n+1) = τdes(i,n). The actual torque at current step

and index is

τ(i,n+1)

= Kt [θp(i,n+1)R−θe(i,n+1)]

= Kt [(θp,des(i,n)−Kl(Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n))R−θe(i,n+1)]

= Kt [(θp,des(i,n)−Kl(Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n))R−θe(i,n)]

= Kt [θp,des(i,n)R−Kl(Kdes−Kt)R∆θe(i,n)−θe(i,n)]

= τ(i,n)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R∆θe(i,n).

(4.17)

Therefore, the latest torque error is

eτ (i,n+1)

= τ(i,n+1)− τdes(i,n+1)

= τ(i,n+1)− τdes(i,n)

= τ(i,n)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R∆θe(i,n)− τdes(i,n)

= (Kdes−Kt)∆θe(i,n)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R∆θe(i,n)

= [(Kdes−Kt)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R]∆θe(i,n)

(4.18)

if Kt ·Kl ·R = 1, i.e., Kl =
1

KtR
, we have

eτ (i,n+1) = 0,
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and balance is restored.

On the other hand, if there is ankle kinematics change from step n to n+1 at index

i, i.e.,

∆θe(i,n+1) = θe(i,n+1)−θe(i,n) 6= 0, (4.19)

we have

τdes(i,n+1) = τdes(i,n)−Kdes ·∆θe(i,n+1), (4.20)

and the actual torque at (i,n+1) is

τ(i,n+1)

= Kt [θp(i,n+1)R−θe(i,n+1)]

= τ(i,n)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R∆θe(i,n)−Kt∆θe(i,n+1).

(4.21)

Combining equations (4.20) and (4.21), the torque error at (i,n+1) is

eτ (i,n+1)

= τ(i,n+1)− τdes(i,n+1)

= [(Kdes−Kt)−KtKl(Kdes−Kt)R]∆θe(i,n)

+(Kdes−Kt)∆θa(i,n+1)

(4.22)

Assuming that the ankle kinematics change is bounded, i.e.,

||∆θe(i,n)|| ≤ ε
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the error at (i,n) is

||eτ (i,n)||= ||(Kdes−Kt) ·∆θa(i,n)||

≤ ||(Kdes−Kt)|| · ||∆θa(i,n)||

= ||(Kdes−Kt)|| · ε

(4.23)

The error at (i,n+1) is then

eτ (i,n+1)

= [(Kdes−Kt)−Kt ·Kl · (Kdes−Kt) ·R] ·∆θe(i,n)

+(Kdes−Kt) ·∆θe(i,n+1)

≤ ||(Kdes−Kt)−Kt ·Kl · (Kdes−Kt) ·R|| · ||∆θe(i,n)||

+||Kdes−Kt || · ||∆θe(i,n+1)||

≤ [||(Kdes−Kt)−Kt ·Kl · (Kd−Kt) ·R||+ ||Kdes−Kt ||] · ε

= [||(Kdes−Kt)(1−Kt ·Kl ·R)||+ ||Kd−Kt ||] · ε

≤ [||Kdes−Kt || · ||1−Kt ·Kl ·R||+ ||Kdes−Kt ||] · ε

= ||Kdes−Kt || · [||1−Kt ·Kl ·R||+1] · ε

It is still in our best interest to assert

1−Kt ·Kl ·R = 0.

Therefore, we make the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. There is an optimal iterative learning gain that benefits real-time torque

tracking performance of iterative learning in exoskeleton assisted walking under a
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spring-like desired torque profile:

Kl,opt =
1

KtR
(4.24)

4.2.4 Testbed System Configurations

We tested the hypothesis on a tethered ankle exoskeleton comprised of an off-board

real-time control module and geared electric motor, a uni-directional Bowden cable

transmission with a series spring, and an exoskeleton frame that interfaced with the

human foot and shank (Fig. 4.1).

In the tethered ankle exoskeleton testbed as shown in Fig. 4.1, a dedicated real-time

control system (ACE1103, dSPACE Inc.) sample sensors at 5000 Hz, filter sensor data

at 200 Hz, and generate control commands at 500 Hz. The motor unit was composed of

a low-inertia 1.6 kW AC servo motor and a 5:1 planetary gear, with input voltage regu-

lated by a motor driver running in velocity control mode (BSM90N-175AD, GBSM90-

MRP120-5 and MFE460A010B, Baldor Electric Co.). A digital optical encoder (E5,

US Digital Corp.) measured motor position.

The exoskeleton frame applied forces on the front of the human shank below the

knee, beneath the heel, and beneath the toe, so as to generate an ankle plantarflexion

torque in proportion to transmission force. Torque was measured using strain gauges

(MMF003129, Micro-Measurements) applied in a full Wheatstone bridge on the heel

lever, with 1000 Hz signal conditioning (CSG110, Futek Inc.). Joint angle was mea-

sured using a digital optical encoder (E5, US Digital Corp.).

A flexible uni-directional Bowden cable transmitted forces from the motor to the
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exoskeleton frame while minimally restricting leg motions. The cable was composed

of a coiled-steel outer conduit (415310-00, Lexco Cable Mfg.) and a 0.003 m diameter

Vectranr inner rope, and was 2 m in length. A series spring was attached at the end of

the rope to provide increased compliance. This spring is switched in tests to investigate

the effects of changing passive stiffness on torque tracking in the device.

4.2.5 Experimental Methods

Since the purpose of experiments in this study was to quantify not the human reaction

but the torque tracking performance of various control conditions, only one healthy

subject (N=1, female, 32 years, 1.65 m, 56 kg) was involved. The subject walked on a

treadmill with a fixed speed of 1.25 m/s with a self-paced step frequency while wearing

the tethered ankle exoskeleton on the right leg in all experiments. All experimental

protocols were approved by Carnegie Mellon University IRB.

For the ease of readability, this chapter uses Newton-meter, degree and meter as the

corresponding units for measurements of torque, angle and distance.

Desired Torque Curves

Three different desired quasi-stiffnesses in the form of Eq. (4.7) were implemented

to test the hypothesis. In all cases, θe,0 = −2 (deg), in which θe = 0 is defined by

neutral standing position. The tested desired stiffness Kdes spans Table 4.1 with a

maximum value that is 4.25 times the minimum. The resulted desired torque-ankle-

angle relationships are demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.
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Table 4.1: List of desired stiffness tested in experiments with assigned ID

Desired Stiffness ID D1 D2 D3

Kdes(Nm/deg) 2 5 8.5
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Figure 4.3: All three tested linear desired torque versus ankle angle curves used in the form of
Eq. (5.7) with θe,0 =−2 (deg) and Kdes values listed in Table 4.1.

Realization of Different Passive Stiffness and Evaluation of Their Values

For each of the desired stiffness profile defined by a torque-angle relationship, three

passive series stiffness values of the transmission system were realized by changing

the series spring of the ankle exoskeleton (Fig. 4.1.A). Two of them were achieved by

attaching different compression springs(Diamond Wire Spring, Glenshaw, PA) at the

end of the series elastic actuators. One was realized by getting rid of the spring in the

structure, in which case the system passive stiffness is solely determined by the stiffness

of the synthetic rope in Bowden cable. The list of springs used and their corresponding

properties are available in Table 4.2.

The effective passive stiffness values of various spring configurations, Kt , are evalu-

ated based on passive walking experiment data. For each of three passive stiffness con-

figurations, the human subject walks on the treadmill for at least one hundred steady

steps wearing the exoskeleton with the motor position fixed at the position where force
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Table 4.2: List of springs used in experiments with assigned ID

Passive Stiffness ID S1 S2 S3

Spring Part No. DWC-148M-13 DWC-187M-12 No Spring

Length (m) 0.0635 0.0508 -

Spring Rate
(N/m×103)

15.1 50.1 -

Max Load (N) 413.7 778.4 -

starts to be generated with the subject standing in neutral position. Such walking ses-

sions were repeated multiple times for the same passive stiffness along the study. For

each session of one hundred steps, the instantaneous value of passive stiffness at each

time stamp was calculated and presented in relation to the measured torque values.

Fig. 4.4 presents such plots of passive walking sessions for different spring configura-

tions, one session for each configuration. Median of the instantaneous passive stiffness

values within the stabilized region was defined as the stabilized passive stiffness value

of the session. For any spring configuration, its stabilized region is defined as a 5.65 Nm

torque range, within which the change of trend for the instantaneous passive stiffness

averaged over all sessions is minimum. The mean of the stabilized passive stiffness val-

ues across multiple experimental sessions for the same passive stiffness configuration

was then used as its effective passive stiffness value.

Experimental Procedures

For each desired stiffness and passive stiffness combination, ten iterative learning gains

that span a range with a 20-times difference between the maximum and minimum.

Therefore, 3×3×10 experiment sessions were conducted in total. During each exper-

iment session defined by a unique combination of learning gain, desired stiffness and

passive stiffness, the subject walked for at least one hundred steps after stabilization of
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Figure 4.4: Instantaneous passive stiffness values of passive walking sessions are plotted
against the measured torques for various spring configurations, one session for each. One ex-
periment session consists of one-hundred steps with motor position fixed. The stablized passive
stiffness value for one session is defined as the median of the values over a stabilized region.
The effective passive stiffness of the one stiffness configuration is defined as the mean of stabi-
lized stiffness values across multiple sessions.

the learning processes.

Four different definitions of torque errors were calculated for each combination as

its performance indicators. The first as we call an ’absolute error’ is defined as the

mean of step-wise root-mean-squared torque errors over the one hundred stable steps.

The second one is a ’relative error’ that was defined by the absolute error divided by the

mean of peak desired torque of the one hundred stable steps. Besides, a ’normalized

absolute error’ is calculated in a similar way compared to the ’absolute error’ except

that all the instant torque error values were divided by the variance of centered ankle

position array of the same time within a step over one hundred steps before used for the

calculation of step-wise root-mean-squared values. The centered ankle position array is

defined as the difference between the original array and filtered array as demonstrated in

Fig. 4.5. The ’normalized relative error’ is then calculated by dividing the ’normalized

absolute error’ by the mean peak desired torque.

For each desired and passive stiffness combination, each of the defined error indexes
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Figure 4.5: Centering process of index-wise ankle positions. a): Ankle position array of the
one hundred steps investigated for an example time stamp within steps. b): Ankle position array
as shown in a) zero-phase filtered with a 1/20 cut-off frequency butter-worth filter. c): Centered
ankle position array achieved by subtracting array in b) from that in a).

Table 4.3: List of passive stiffness values

Desired Stiffness ID S1 S2 S3

KT(Nm/deg) 1.9 3.7 5.9

were plotted against their corresponding logarithm of their learning gains divided by the

optimal gains to test the hypothesis.

4.3 Results

Their actual values of passive stiffness are calculated as the mean stabilized values

across multiple data sets and are listed in Table 4.3. This passive stiffness set span a

range with a 3.5 times difference between the maximum and minimum values.
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Figure 4.6: Mean of step-wise root-mean-squared torque tracking errors of all combinations
of learning gain, desired stiffness and passive stiffness and the relative errors to their peak
desired torques are plotted against the natural logarithms of the learning relative to the predicted
optimum ln(Kl/Kl,opt . A: Values computed with raw torque errors. B: Values computed by
normalizing raw torque errors by position-wise ankle position variance.

The mean of root-mean-squared torque errors of various learning gains are presented

in Fig. 4.6.

From the results, the torque errors normalized to the standard deviation of centered

ankle position trajectories seem to be more aligned with the hypothesis, which states

that the lowest real-time torque errors happens around an gain value Kl = Kl,opt =

1/KtR. However, the slope between the error and learning gain is pretty shallow in

the area around the expected optimal gain for all combinations of desired and passive
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stiffnesses. For each of the combination of passive stiffness and desired torque curve,

the values of ln(
Kl

Kl,opt
) and normalized absolute errors are fitted into a second order

polynomial, and its minimum was used to identify the relative iterative learning,
Kl

Kl,opt

at which the error is minimized. The optimal
Kl

Kl,opt
values of all nine combinations

are then calculated. Results showed that the optimal gain that minimized root-mean-

squared tracking errors after stabilization of learning process for all combinations is

0.9929 ± 0.3846 times the predicted optimum.

Besides, a 100% increase in learning gain only results in a 4.54% increase in nor-

malized torque error on average.

4.4 Discussion

This study examines the possibility of optimizing the real-time torque tracking perfor-

mance of iterative learning control after the stabilization of learning process in series

elastic actuator driven walking robots by theoretical analysis and human walking ex-

periments while wearing an active ankle exoskeleton. Theoretic analysis suggests that

to optimize real-time torque tracking using iterative learning feed-forward control, the

learning gain should be set as the inverse of the actuator passive stiffness with respect to

the motor side. Among the various torque error indices investigated for walking exper-

iments, torque errors normalized by the variance of the centered ankle position array

demonstrate strongest agreement with the hypothesis. The optimal iterative learning

identified through experiment is 0.9929 ± 0.3846 times the predicted optimal gain.

These results show that this optimal learning gain mostly suppresses the torque errors

due to the step-to-step variation of human gait after stabilization, but not those due to
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slow adaptation of human gaits. Besides, the results also suggest a shallow slope of

tracking error increase when the learning deviates from the hypothesized optimum.

Due to the presence of nonlinear, uncertain, highly complex and changing dynam-

ics and the employment of a highly simplified model, a lot of system features were

not captured in the theoretical hypothesis, which led to imperfection in the alignment

between theory and experiment results. One complication that contributed was the

nonlinear property of the system passive stiffness due to the slow stretching property

of the Vectranr cable as demonstrated by Fig. 5.4. Due to the unstructured changes

of passive stiffness between different loads and trials, only one stabilized value was

used for each passive stiffness configuration. Another feature that causes complication

into system dyanmics but was not accounted for in theoretical analysis was the highly

nonlinear, complex and changing frictions in Bowden cable. Besides, we made the as-

sumption of perfect motor position tracking, which is not true in practical cases due to

the limitation of motor velocity.

Regardless of the imperfection of system modeling, the torque tracking errors did

arrive at a minimum at the neighborhood of the hypothesized optimal iterative learning

gain. The shallow slope of changes around the optimum value also suggests a rather

relaxed learning gain tuning process. When the iterative learning gain spans a range of

[50% 200%] relative to the theoretical optimum, the average increase in torque error is

less than 5% of the error at the optimal gain. Considering a relative torque error of only

2%-8% of desired torque at the optimum, a 5% increase on top is rather insignificant.
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4.5 Conclusions

This study investigates the existence of an optimal iterative learning gain of desired

motor position for torque tracking in ankle exoskeleton during walking under velocity

controlled motor operational mode. Theoretical analysis with simplified system model

identifies the optimal gain as the inverse of transmission stiffness relative to the motor

side. Walking experiments supports the hypothesis with a shallow slope of changes in

tracking errors around the neighborhood of the theoretical optimal gain. Results of this

study suggests a recommended iterative learning gain range that is [50% 200%] of the

hypothesized optimum with limited knowledge of the complicated system dynamics.



Chapter 5

Passive Series Stiffness Optimization

Abstract

This study uses theory and experiments to investigate the relationship between the pas-

sive stiffness of series elastic actuators and torque tracking performance in lower-limb

exoskeletons during human walking. Through theoretical analysis with our simplified

system model, we found that the optimal passive stiffness corresponding to the slope

of the desired torque-angle relationship. We also conjectured that a bandwidth limit

resulted in a maximum rate of change in torque error that can be commanded through

control input, which is fixed across desired and passive stiffness conditions. This led to

hypotheses about the interactions among optimal control gains, passive stiffness and

desired quasi-stiffness. Walking experiments were conducted with multiple angle-based

desired torque curves. The observed lowest torque tracking errors identified for each

combination of desired and passive stiffnesses were shown to be linearly proportional

to the magnitude of the difference between the two stiffnesses. The proportional gains

corresponding to the lowest observed errors were seen inversely proportional to pas-

153
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sive stiffness values for the same desired stiffness. These findings supported both of our

hypotheses, and thus provide guidance to application-specific hardware customization

as well as controller design for torque-controlled robotic legged locomotion.

5.1 Introduction

Direct control of interaction forces or torques has been used in physical human-robot

interaction to reduce interface impedance, increase reactiveness of the robotic devices

and thus improves human safety and comfort [48, 56]. Torque control also provides

a simple means of manipulating the flow of energy from the exoskeleton to the hu-

man, which can be useful in biomechanics studies [57, 6, 36, 58, 59]. It can also be

used to exploit passive dynamics or render virtual systems with alternate dynamics in

humanoid robots [60], active prostheses [61–63], and exoskeletons [64–66, 7]. In ex-

oskeletons and prostheses, quality of torque control is a limiting factor in precision of

the applied intervention or assistance and can be the limiting factor in human-robot sys-

tem performance. Therefore, there are always motivations to improve torque control

performance in these systems.

Various efforts have been made towards accurate torque tracking of lower-limb

wearable robotic devices bym means of controller design [79, 78, 37, 38]. This type of

systems have complicated, changing and uncertain dynamics due to human-robot in-

teractions and possible transmission frictions. Inter-subject and inter-step variations of

human gait also introduce hard-to-quantify noise and disturbances. Such characteris-

tics result in the effectiveness of a torque tracking structure made of the combination of

model-free, integration-free feedback control and iterative learning [79, 37, 38]. With
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this control architecture, fairly strong interactions were also observed experimentally in

torque tracking between the device passive stiffness and high-level controller that deter-

mines desired torques, which suggest potential room for torque tracking performance

to be improved. This study explores the possibility to further improve torque control

performance in lower-limb exoskeletons under fixed control objectives, with limited

knowledge of the complete system dynamics, by optimizing the passive stiffness of

actuators.

Traditionally, robot actuation has been made as stiff as possible for improved pre-

cision, stability and bandwidth of position control [137, 67]. Compliant actuators

have been widely used in wearable devices during the past two decades due to its

ability to improve human safety and comfort [68, 47, 48, 56, 138] and reduce shock

loads [67, 60, 138]. In the realization of compliant actuation, passive compliance is

usually involved due to its improved safety, increased interaction control bandwidth and

its ability of energy storage [139, 60, 138]. Series elastic actuators are one type of actu-

ators with passive compliance that have gained great popularity due to their enhanced

force control performance and improved human experience [67, 69, 68, 70, 71, 140].

The stiffness of elastic element is crucial in design of series elastic actuators since

it highly affects the performance of the device in various applications [141]. Multiple

criteria have been employed in the selection of passive compliance. Higher stiffness in

spring increases the open-loop bandwidth of an actuator and is more desirable for the

purpose of increasing force bandwidth [86]. Lower stiffness, however, increases the

capacity of energy storage in actuators [86]. Many devices also select series stiffness

by balancing torque/force requirements, device geometry and device weight [6, 77, 7].

Multiple works discussed the optimization of passive stiffness in series elastic actu-

ators for fixed applications from the perspective of energy consumption [141–143].
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Some aimed to optimize total energy consumption by general analysis [144, 142, 143],

matching the natural frequency of the actuator to the desired motion [145], or match-

ing system source and load impedance [146]. Some tried to optimize application peak

power capacity [141].

There were some previous works that addressed the effects of passive stiffness of

series elastic actuators on torque tracking performance, most of which were by means

of theory [143, 138], simulation or benchtop tests without realistic experimental condi-

tions [146]. [75] briefly discussed the role of series elastic actuator passive stiffness in

torque tracking, which states that too high and too low stiffness both worsen its control

performance. It would be beneficial to investigate thoroughly the existence of the opti-

mum in passive stiffness and its exact value by means of both theoretical analysis and

realistic experiments.

This study attends to the optimization of the passive series stiffness in lower-limb

exoskeletons in the context of torque tracking during human walking, under the popular

impedance based high level controller [6, 63, 7] using both theory and experiments.

This type of high level controller adjusts the torque applied to human body according

to joint position and realizes a desired quasi-stiffness, which is defined as the slope of

the desired torque-angle relationship [147]. It is especially popular among locomotion

related robots due to the high repeatability and ease of energy input manipulation to

human body [6, 63, 7]. The results are expected to guide application-specific hardware

design of lower limb wearable robots used in gait assistance or rehabilitation.
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5.2 Methods

To investigate the influence of passive stiffness on torque tracking performance in series

elastic actuators, we did a case study on a tethered ankle-foot exoskeleton driven by a

uni-directional Bowden cable [7]. We developed a simplified model of the exoskeleton

system, base on which we made hypotheses that relate torque tracking performance,

actuator passive stiffness and control parameters. We then conducted walking exper-

iments while one subject wearing the exoskeleton on the right foot. Eight different

desired torque-angle relationships were implemented. Each was tested in combination

with six passive stiffness configurations by switching the series spring in the trans-

mission sub-system of the device. Every combination of desired and passive stiffness

values, which we denote as one ’stiffness combination’ hereinafter in this chapter, in-

curred multiple walking experiments on treadmill while the subject wore the device

with different control gains. Comparison of the resulting torque tracking errors of these

experiments identifies the best-observed tracking performance and corresponding con-

trol parameters of the current stiffness combination, which serve as the estimates of the

actual optimal performance and control parameters. The observed optima were then

investigated against the values of desired and passive stiffnesses to test and validate the

hypotheses.

5.2.1 Exoskeleton system and simplified model

The exoskeleton testbed system comprised of an off-board real-time control module

and geared electric motor, a uni-directional Bowden cable transmission with a series

spring, and an ankle exoskeleton frame that interfaced with the human foot and shank
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A System Schematic

transmission

exoskeleton

B Device Photo

off-board motor 

series spring

Figure 5.1: Tethered ankle exoskeleton system. (A) A schematic of the system that consists
of an off-board motor system, a Bowden cable transmission ended with a series spring and an
exoskeleton frame. For each desired quasi-stiffness, passive stiffness of the system was varied
by switching the series spring and walking experiments were conducted to identify the optimal
passive stiffness value. (B) A photo of the device worn by a subject standing on treadmill.

(Fig. 5.1).

To facilitate and ease mathematical analysis and make prediction for passive stiff-

ness optimum for a pre-determined desired quasi-stiffness, the following simplifica-

tions were made in modeling the system:

� There is zero friction in Bowden cable transmission, and the tension in the cable

is the same at the motor output pulley and the ankle exoskeleton sides at any time.

We define this tension as F .

� The transmission sub-system consisting of the Bowden cable and the series spring

behaves like a linear spring, i.e.,

F = Kc · (rp ·θp− ra ·θe) (5.1)

in which Kc is the total effective stiffness of the Bowden cable transmission and

series spring; θp and θe are the pulley and exoskeleton joint angles relative to a

position at which the Bowden cable begins to go slack; rp and ra are the pulley
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radius and the lever arm at the ankle joint.

� The range of motion of the exoskeleton joint is relatively small, which is about

± 10 degrees around a nominal position. Therefore, the lever arm of the cable

tension relative to the device joint, ra, is small and can be assumed constant.

The torque at the exoskeleton side of the transmission can thus be expressed as

τ = F · ra. (5.2)

Combining Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), we can express the torque applied by the exoskeleton

to the human ankle joint as

τ = F · ra

= r2
a ·Kc[θp

rp
ra
−θe]

= Kt(θpR−θe).

(5.3)

in which the aspect ratio of transmission is

R =
rp
ra

, (5.4)

and the transmission stiffness Kt which relates torque applied by the exoskeleton to the

device joint angle is defined as

Kt = r2
a ·Kc. (5.5)
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5.2.2 Controllers

Low Level Control: Proportional Control + Damping Injection

Previous work identified model-free, integral-action-free feedback control compen-

sated by iterative learning as the most effective controller for lower-limb exoskeletons

torque tracking during walking [37, 38]. To simplify the testing of tracking perfor-

mance, only the feedback part of the controller was used in theoretical analysis and

experiments of this study:

θ̇p,des = −Kp · eτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proportional Control

+ −Kd · θ̇p︸ ︷︷ ︸
Damping Injection

θ̇m,des = Nθ̇p,des

(5.6)

This controller has two parts: proportional control and damping injection. In this

formulation, eτ = τ − τdes is torque error, τ is measured exoskeleton torque, τdes is

desired exoskeleton torque. Damping injection on motor velocity is used instead of

derivative control over torque errors to reduce the effect of measurement noise, which is

more severe in the latter since torque is measured and transmitted in analog form while

motor position is in digital and nonlinearities is present in Bowden cable transmission.

Kp is a proportional gain and Kd is a damping gain. The motor runs in velocity mode

with the desire motor output pulley velocity θ̇p,des converted to desired motor velocity

θ̇m,des before asserted. N is the gear ratio of the motor.
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High Level Control: Desired Quasi-Stiffness
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[θ₃,p τ₃,p][θe,₁,p τ₁,p]

[θ₄,p τ₄,p]

[θ’₂,p τ’₂,p]
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Plantarflexion

torque

θe

Figure 5.2: The two types of ankle angle based high-level desired torque curves imposed in
experiments to realize different desired quasi-stiffness profiles. (A) High-level controller I
commands desired torque that is linearly proportional to exoskeleton joint angle θe defined by
anchor point [θ0,l τ0,l] and desired quasi-stiffness Kdes. (B) High-level controller II commands
desired torque that is piece-wise linearly proportional to joint angle θe with four phases defined
by anchor points [θ0,p τ0,p], [θ1,p τ1,p], [θ2,p τ2,p], [θ3,p τ3,p] and [θ4,p τ4,p]. In both cases, desired
torque is lower-bounded at zero.

Two types of ankle angle based desired torque curves were used to realize different

desired quasi-stiffnesses. One was a linear torque versus ankle angle curve as shown in

Fig. 5.2.A and expressed in Eq. (5.7).

τdes = S ·Kdes,0 · (θe−θ0,l)

=−Kdes · (θe−θ0,l)

τdes = max(τdes, 0)

(5.7)

where (θ0,l ,τ0,l) is an anchor node in torque-angle space and Kdes is the resulted

desired stiffness. S is a scaling factor on the unit curve with desired quasi-stiffness of

Kdes,0 to get different values of desired quasi-stiffness.

Another type of curve tested was a piece-wise linear torque-angle curve with the
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format of Eq. (5.8) as shown in Fig. 5.2.B.

τdes = S ·
τi,p− τi−1,p
θi,p−θi−1,p

· (θe−θi−1,p)

τdes = max(τdes, 0)

for i = {1,2,3,4},

(5.8)

Here, (θi,p,τi,p) defines a node in torque-angle space (Fig. 5.2.B). i denotes the

phase number on the curve the gait is currently in. The node (θ2,p,τ2,p) marked the

transition from the dorsiflexion phase, in which ankle velocity was negative, to the

plantarflexion phase, in which ankle velocity was positive. Since the exact transition

point varied on each stride, we used the angle and torque at the moment of transition,

(θ ′2,p,τ
′
2,p), when calculating desired torque in the first portion of Plantarflexion, i.e.,

phase 3 of the curve.

5.2.3 Theoretical Analysis and Hypotheses

We conducted theoretical analysis based on the analytic expressions of the testbed sys-

tem dynamics, desired torque, and torque controller and made hypotheses about the

optimum of passive stiffness of series elastic actuators in lower-limb ankle exoskele-

tons and the interactions between optimal gains, desired stiffness and passive stiffness.

Optimal Passive Stiffness

To further ease the theoretical analysis for the prediction of passive stiffness optimum

in series elastic actuators, we modeled the assisted walking with the ankle exoskele-
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ton as an oscillator. Oscillators are efficient modeling tools in biological and physical

sciences due to their capability to synchronize with other oscillators or with external

driving signals [148, 149]. Multiple efforts have been made towards improving the syn-

chronization capabilities of nonlinear oscillators by adapting their frequencies [149].

The concept has been introduced and employed in locomotion to either improve the

identification of central pattern generator parameters [150, 148, 151–153], to better es-

timate state measurements [154, 155, 79], or to help with controller design [156, 157]

by exploiting the cyclic behavior of walking. Therefore, we model various states of

walking as synchronized oscillations. This method disburden our analysis from deal-

ing with complicated human-robot interactive dynamics, focus on the resulting states

like ankle kinematic profile and required motor position profile that are close to be pe-

riodical, and significantly simplified our analysis. However, neglecting of step-to-step

variations in practical cases does cause potential deviation of experimental results from

theoretical hypotheses.

With proportional control and damping injection in Eq. (5.6) used for torque track-

ing,

θ̇p,des =−Kpeτ −Kd θ̇p

=−Kp[Kt(θpR−θe)+Kdes(θe−θ0)]−Kd θ̇p
(5.9)

Due to the employment of a high-speed real-time controller and a high-acceleration

servo motor, desired motor velocity is enforced rapidly, based on which we make the

simplification of immediate motor velocity enforcement, i.e.,

θ̇p = θ̇p,des. (5.10)

Combining Eq. (5.10) with a linear approximation of desired torque curves, including
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those expressed by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), in the form of

τdes =−Kdes(θe−θ0), (5.11)

we have

(1+Kd)θ̇p =−Kp[Kt(θpR−θe)+Kdes(θe−θ0)]. (5.12)

in which θ0 is maximum joint position for the device to exert torque on the human

ankle, i.e., the intersection of torque-angle relationship with the angle axis.

Modeling exoskeleton-assisted walking after stabilization as an oscillation process

made of N sinusoidal waves of the same frequency F , we get a profile of the ankle

angle in the form of

θe = c+
N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +βn), (5.13)

where c is an constant denoting the offset of the profile on torque axis, dn and βn are the

magnitude and phase shift of the nth sinusoidal wave, and t represents the time elapsed

within one stride since heel strike. The corresponding stabilized motor position should

also oscillate with the same frequency. We can therefore construct a stabilized motor

position by equal number of sinusoidal waves with the same phase shifts in the form of

θp = e+
N
∑

n=1
fn · exp( j2πFt +βn), (5.14)

in which e is a constant and fn is a complex number. Substituting Eq. (5.13) and (5.14)
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into Eq. (5.12), we get Eq. (5.15).

[
(1+Kd) j2πF +KpKtR

] N
∑

n=1
fn · exp( j2πFt +βn)

=−KpKtRe−Kp(Kdes−Kt)c+KpKdesθ0

−Kp(Kdes−Kt)
N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +βn)

(5.15)

Equating the coefficients of the various sinusoidal waves and the offset, we have

fn =
−Kp(Kdes−Kt)

(1+Kd) j2πF +KpKtR
dn (5.16)

and

e =−
Kdes−Kt

KtR
c+

Kdes
KtR

θ0. (5.17)

Motor position profile in Eq. (5.14) can thus be expressed in terms of the ankle position

profile and the controller as

θp =−
Kdes−Kt

KtR
c+

Kdes
KtR

θ0

+
−Kp(Kdes−Kt)

(1+Kd) j2πF +KpKtR

N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +βn).

(5.18)

Combining the oscillator assumption with Eq. (5.12), we get the expression of the

torque error as

eτ

= τ− τdes

= Kt(θpR−θe)+Kdes(θe−θ0)

= KtRθp+(Kdes−Kt)θe−Kdesθ0

= (Kdes−Kt)
(1+Kd) j2πF

(1+Kd) j2πF +KpKtR

N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +βn).

(5.19)
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It is clear that without considering the control gains, asserting

Kdes−Kt = 0

will minimize torque tracking error. Therefore, we make the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. In lower-limb exoskeletons, the optimal passive stiffness of the series

elastic actuator for torque tracking is

Kt,opt = Kdes (5.20)

Relationship between Torque Tracking Performance and the Difference of Desired

and Passive Stiffnesses

Another factor that limits torque tracking performance is the inability of the propor-

tional gain to increase indefinitely.

Reformatting Eq. (5.19), we get

eτ =

j2πF
Kp

1+Kd
KtR+ j2πF

(Kdes−Kt)
N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +βn).

(5.21)

It is clear that when the passive stiffness is fixed but does not match the desired one, i.e.,

Kt −Kdes 6= 0, with the same step frequency F and angle profile
N
∑

n=1
dn · exp( j2πFt +

βn), torque tracking error eτ is inversely proportional to
Kp

1+Kd
.

Meanwhile, combining the controller in Eq. (5.9) and the assumption of perfect
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motor velocity tracking in Eq. (5.10), we have

θ̇p =−
Kp

1+Kd
eτ (5.22)

Differentiating the expression of applied torque in Eq. (5.3), we get

τ̇ = Kt(θ̇pR− θ̇e) (5.23)

Therefore, the time derivative of torque error is

ėτ = τ̇− τ̇des

= Kt(θ̇pR− θ̇e)+Kdesθ̇e

=−KtR
Kp

1+Kd
eτ −Kt θ̇e+Kdesθ̇e

(5.24)

which is a first order dynamics created by feedback control with an effective propor-

tional gain of
Kt ·R ·Kp

1+Kd

and a time constant of

ς =
1+Kd

Kt ·R ·Kp
.

However, this dynamics does not exist independently but interacts with the human

body in parallel. Therefore, in practical cases, oscillations increase when effective pro-

portional gain increases, which impairs torque tracking performances eventually and

causes discomfort or injury to the human body. In our study, motor speed limit was

never hit. Thus we suspected that there is a fixed torque tracking bandwidth limit that

is dependent on the combined interactive dynamics of motor, motor drive, transmission

and human body. This bandwidth limit results in a fixed maximum commanded change
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rate of torque error, ėτ,max, which corresponding to the best tracking performance re-

gardless of the passive stiffness of the system. We therefore proposed the following

conjecture:

Conjecture 1. Assisted human walking with a lower-limb exoskeleton experiences a

fixed maximum commanded tracking rate of torque error, ėτ,max, which limits the track-

ing performance of the system.

In practical cases, Eq. (5.24) can be further simplified. First, to realize real-time

torque tracking, the motor velocity should be a lot faster than device joint velocity, i.e.,

θ̇p� θ̇e, which combines with the fact that R = 2.5 results in the following fact about

Eq. (5.23):

τ̇ ≈ KtRθ̇p. (5.25)

Successful torque tracking also means a fast changing rate of actual torque compared to

the desired torque, τ̇� τ̇des, which leads to the results of dominance of applied torque

changing rate in torque error changing rate, i.e.,

ėτ ≈ τ̇ (5.26)

Therefore, Eq. (5.24) can be estimated as:

ėτ ≈−KtR
Kp

1+Kd
eτ (5.27)

This is equivalent to say that λ in Eq. (5.30) is small and neglectable and
Kp

1+Kd
and Kt are inversely proportional to each other. The application of Conjecture 1 in this

case results in a fixed time constant
1+Kd
KtRKp

at optimal control conditions. Together
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with the assumption of a rather constant step frequency F and a constant angle profile
N
∑

n=1
dn ·exp( j2πFt +βn), torque error as expressed by Eq. (5.21) is proportional to the

difference between passive and desired stiffness values, i.e.,

eτ,opt ∝ Kdes−Kt ,

which then leads to the hypothesis below.

Hypothesis 2. The root-mean-squared torque tracking errors under optimal feedback

control conditions are proportional to the absolute difference between the desired and

passive stiffness values, i.e.,

||eτ,opt,RMS|| ∝ ||Kdes−Kt ||. (5.28)

Interactions between Optimal Control Gains and Passive Stiffness

Dynamics in Eq. (5.24) directly leads to a relationship between Kp and Kt :

Kp =
(Kdesθ̇e− ėτ )(1+Kd)R

−1e−1
τ

Kt
− θ̇e(1+Kd)R

−1e−1
τ .

(5.29)

which can be simplified under the same desired torque-angle relationship, i.e., Kdes.

Previous study shows an root-mean-squared tracking error of < 8% the peak desired

torque under proportional control and damping injection [37, 38], which is expected to

be improvable with better control parameters and different curve types. This suggests

that under optimal torque tracking conditions, the actual applied torque profiles with
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the same Kdes, are expected to be fairly constant regardless of the value of passive

stiffness Kt . Meanwhile, although the exact exoskeleton-human interactive dynamics

is difficult to identify, we expect the relationship between applies torque and resulting

human ankle kinematics to obey of Newton’s law. Therefore, a fairly constant torque

profile from the exoskeleton, when applied to the same subject under the same walking

speed and step frequencies with low variance, should produce rather constant human

and device joint kinematics, θe and θ̇e. Therefore, the extreme device joint velocity

that would produce the highest torque error rate with fixed control gains and push the

controlled system to its bandwidth limit, θe,ext , does not vary significantly across dif-

ferent passive stiffness conditions. Similar assumptions can be made about the extreme

torque error eτ,ext . On the other hand, gain of the less dominant damping injection

control part, Kd , have been observed to be upper-bounded by the appearance of mo-

tor juddering in our experiments at Kd,max = 0.6 for various stiffness combinations.

The approximated invariance of θe,ext and Kd,max, combined with a fixed ėτ,max as

assumed by Conjecture 1, lead to the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3. With the same desired torque-angle curve, thus the same Kdes, the opti-

mal proportional gain Kp,opt is related to the passive stiffness Kt by

Kp,opt =
σ

Kt
+λ , (5.30)

in which σ is dependent on the desired stiffness Kdes and can be expressed as

σ = (Kdesθ̇e,ext − ėτ,max)(1+Kd,max)R
−1e−1

τ,ext
(5.31)
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and the constant λ is

λ =−θ̇e,ext(1+Kd,max)R
−1e−1

τ,ext
(5.32)

To ease later presentation, we label the value σ here as Kp−Kt coefficient here-

inafter.

On the other hand, to realize torque tracking, proportional control is always domi-

nant over damping injection. Therefore, Eq. (5.22) can be simplified as

θ̇p,des ≈ Kpeτ

(5.33)

and accordingly, Eq. (5.27) becomes

ėτ ≈−KtRKpeτ

(5.34)

which suggests that we can further simplify Hypothesis 3 with an approximated

inverse proportional relationship between the optimal Kp and Kt . Therefore, the fol-

lowing corollary can be made.

Corollary 1. For a fixed desired torque-angle relationship, i.e, Kdes, when the passive

stiffness of the series elastic actuator of the device is changed from Kt,old to Kt,new, an
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estimate of the new optimal proportional control, Kp,new, can be achieved by

Kp,new ≈
Kp,old ·Kt,old

Kt,new
.

(5.35)

in which Kp,old is the optimal proportional control gain at Kt,old .

Although multiple approximations have been made in the derivation of this corol-

lary, which causes inaccuracies in this estimation, it can be used to set a starting point

of proportional control gain tuning when system passive stiffness is changed with only

the knowledge of the old and new passive stiffness values.

Relationship between Kp−Kt Coefficient and Desired Stiffness

Furthermore, combining Eq. (5.24), (5.30) and (5.32) at optimal control conditions,

we have

ėτ,max =−σR(1+Kd,max)
−1eτ +Kdesθ̇e

=−σR(1+Kd,max)
−1[τ +Kdes(θe−θ0)]+Kdesθ̇e

(5.36)

which means

σ =
(1+Kd,max)Kdesθ̇e− ėτ,max

R[Kdes(θe,ext −θ0)+ τ]
(5.37)
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With relatively invariant extreme ankle velocity values, θe,ext(t), and torque error val-

ues ėτ,max, across different desired stiffness, at a time of similar measured torque τ ,

the following hypothesis can then be drawn.

Hypothesis 4. The Kd −Kt coefficient in Eq. (5.30) is related to the desired quasi-

stiffness Kdes by

σ =
ς ·Kdes+δ

Kdes+ξ
,

(5.38)

in which ς , δ and ξ are constant parameters, and

δ =
(1+Kd,max)

R(θe,max−θ0)
ėτ,max,

(5.39)

is linearly related to the hypothesized maximum commanded torque change rate eτ,max.

5.2.4 Dynamic Complications not Featured

Multiple assumptions and approximations of the system dynamics were made to sim-

plify our theoretical analysis in forming the hypotheses. Complications of the system

that were not captured by the models we used are listed below.

� There are frictions and stictions in the Bowden cable transmission, which are also

time-varying depending on the shape of the cable, conditions of the inner rope

and conduit, tension in the rope and also velocity of the relative motion between

the rope and conduit.

� The transmission stiffness is nonlinear due to the existence of synthetic rope in

Bowden cable, which is stretchy under a small tension and stiffer under larger.
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This stiffness is also subject to changes due to the slow-stretching of the rope and

step-to-step gait variation.

� The lever arm of series spring force with respect to the device joint is not a

constant.

� There is a communication delay and rise time during enforcement of the desired

velocity. Therefore, there can never be perfect tracking.

� Due to step-to-step variation, even after stabilization, the assisted walking is not

an exactly periodical oscillatory process as assumed.

All these unfeatured complications in system dynamics can cause reality to deviate

from the theoretical analysis to some extent. To ensure the guidance for hardware

and controller design we provide to be meaningful practically, we conducted walking

experiments to test and validate our hypotheses.

5.2.5 Testbed System Configurations

We tested the hypotheses with different springs on a tethered ankle exoskeleton com-

prised of an off-board real-time control module and geared electric motor, a uni-directional

Bowden cable transmission with a series spring, and an exoskeleton frame that inter-

faced with the human foot and shank (Fig. 6.1).

In the tethered ankle exoskeleton testbed as shown in Fig. 6.1, a dedicated real-time

control system (ACE1103, dSPACE Inc.) sample sensors at 5000 Hz, filter sensor data

at 200 Hz, and generate control commands at 500 Hz. The motor unit was composed of

a low-inertia 1.6 kW AC servo motor and a 5:1 planetary gear, with input voltage regu-
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lated by a motor driver running in velocity control mode (BSM90N-175AD, GBSM90-

MRP120-5 and MFE460A010B, Baldor Electric Co.). A digital optical encoder (E5,

US Digital Corp.) measured motor position.

The exoskeleton frame applied forces on the front of the human shank below the

knee, beneath the heel, and beneath the toe, so as to generate an ankle plantarflexion

torque in proportion to transmission force. Torque was measured using strain gauges

(MMF003129, Micro-Measurements) applied in a full Wheatstone bridge on the heel

lever, with 1000 Hz signal conditioning (CSG110, Futek Inc.). Joint angle was mea-

sured using a digital optical encoder (E5, US Digital Corp.).

A flexible uni-directional Bowden cable transmitted forces from the motor to the

exoskeleton frame while minimally restricting leg motions. The cable was composed

of a coiled-steel outer conduit (415310-00, Lexco Cable Mfg.) and a 0.003 m diameter

Vectranr inner rope, and was 2 m in length. A series spring was attached at the end of

the rope to provide increased compliance. This spring is switched in tests to investigate

the effects of changing passive stiffness on torque tracking in the device.

5.2.6 Experimental Methods

Since the purpose of experiments in this study was to quantify not the human reaction

but the torque tracking performance of various hardware and control conditions, only

one healthy subject (N=1, female, 32 years, 1.65 m, 56 kg) was involved. The subject

walked on a treadmill with a fixed speed of 1.25 m/s with a self-paced step frequency

while wearing the tethered ankle exoskeleton on the right leg in all experiments. All

experimental protocols were approved by Carnegie Mellon University IRB.
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For the ease of readability, this paper uses Newton-meter, degree and meter as the

corresponding units for measurements of torque, angle and distance.

Desired Torque-Angle Curves and Evaluation of Their Desired Stiffness Values

To test the hypotheses, eight desired quasi-stiffnesses, i.e., torque versus ankle angle re-

lationship, were implemented, including three linear and five piece-wise linear curves.

A unit linear curve (S = 1 in Eq. 5.7) was defined by parameter values in Table 5.1.

The three linear curves, L1, L2 and L3, were achieved by scaling the unit curve on the

desired torque axis with factors of 0.4, 1 and 1.7 respectively. On the other hand, a unit

piece-wise linear curve (S = 1 in Eq. 5.8) was defined by the parameter values listed in

Table 5.2. Five piece-wise linear curves, P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5, were then achieved by

scaling the unit curve with factors 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.3 and 1.7. The resulting desired torque

versus ankle angle curves are shown in Fig. 5.3.

Table 5.1: Linear unit curve parameter values

Param Value Param Value
[θ0,lτ0,l] [-2, 0] Kdes,0 5

Table 5.2: Piece-wise linear unit curve parameter values

Param Value Param Value
[θ0,pτ0,p] [-2, 0] [θ1,p,τ1,p] [-8, 20]
[θ2,p,τ2,p] [-12, 50] [θ3,p,τ3,p] [0, 12.5]
[θ4,p,τ4,p] [8, 0]

Calculation of desired quasi-stiffness values are different for linear and piece-wise

cases. For linear curves, the values of L1, L2 and L3 can be easily evaluated as 2, 5

and 8.5 Nm/deg respectively. This set spans a range of 6.5 Nm/deg with a maximum
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Figure 5.3: All eight tested desired torque versus ankle angle curves used to realize different
desired quasi-stiffness values. (A) Three linear curves achieved by scaling unit curve defined by
Table 5.1 with scaling factors of 0.4, 1 and 1.7. (B) Five piece-wise linear curves by achieved
by scaling unit curve defined by Table 5.2 with scaling factors of 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.3 and 1.7.

that is 4.25 times the minimum. For the case of piece-wise linear curves, we primarily

used the desired stiffness values of each of the four phases and investigated different

phases separately. The desired quasi-stiffness values in this case ranges from 0.625 to

12.75 Nm/deg.

Realization of Different Passive Stiffness and Evaluation of Their Values

For each of the desired stiffness profile defined by a torque-angle relationship, six pas-

sive series stiffness values of the transmission system were realized by changing the

series spring of the ankle exoskeleton (Fig. 5.1.A). Five of them were achieved by at-

taching different compression springs (Diamond Wire Spring, Glenshaw, PA) at the end

of the series elastic actuators. One was realized by getting rid of the spring in the struc-

ture, in which case the system passive stiffness is solely determined by the stiffness of

the synthetic rope in Bowden cable. The list of springs used and their corresponding

properties are available in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: List of springs used in experiments with assigned ID

Passive Stiffness
ID

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Spring Part No. DWC-148M-13 DWC-162M-12 DWC-187M-12 DWC-225M-13 DWC-250M-12 No Spring

Length (m) 0.0635 0.0508 0.0508 0.0635 0.0508 -

Spring Rate
(N/m×103)

15.1 27.5 50.1 103.1 235.7 -

Max Load (N) 413.7 578.3 778.4 1641.4 2246.4 -

The effective passive stiffness values of various spring configurations, Kt , are evalu-

ated based on passive walking experiment data. For each of six passive stiffness config-

urations, the human subject walks on the treadmill for at least one hundred steady steps

wearing the exoskeleton with the motor position fixed at the position where force starts

to be generated with the subject standing in neutral position. Such walking sessions

were repeated multiple times for the same passive stiffness along the study. For each

session of one hundred steps, the instantaneous value of passive stiffness at each time

stamp was calculated and presented in relation to the measured torque values. Fig. 5.4

presents such plots of passive walking sessions for different spring configurations, one

session for each configuration. Median of the instantaneous passive stiffness values

within the stabilized region was defined as the stabilized passive stiffness value of the

session. For any spring configuration, its stabilized region is defined as a 5.65 Nm

torque range, within which the change of trend for the instantaneous passive stiffness

averaged over all sessions is minimum. The mean of the stabilized passive stiffness val-

ues across multiple experimental sessions for the same passive stiffness configuration

was then used as its effective passive stiffness value.
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Figure 5.4: Instantaneous passive stiffness values of passive walking sessions are plotted
against the measured torques for various spring configurations, one session for each. One ex-
periment session consists of one-hundred steps with motor position fixed. The stablized passive
stiffness value for one session is defined as the median of the values over a stabilized region.
The effective passive stiffness of the one stiffness configuration is defined as the mean of stabi-
lized stiffness values across multiple sessions.

Definition of Difference in Desired and Passive Stiffness Values

The difference between the desired and passive stiffnesses is an important index since

Hypotheses 1 and 2 state that the optimal passive stiffness for torque tracking equals the

desired quasi-stiffness and torque errors are closely related to the difference between

the two. In analyzing our experimental results, this value is defined as the algebraic

difference between the desired and passive values, i.e., Kt −Kdes.

Experiment Procedures

The key to be able to compare the influence of passive stiffness on torque tracking

performance under a fixed desired quasi-stiffness is to evaluate the ’best’ tracking per-

formance under each passive stiffness configuration. We did so by experimentally eval-

uate the tracking errors of multiple experimental sessions, each with different feedback
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control gains. The lowest error across these trials was then assigned as the estimate of

the actual optimal performance with this passive stiffness.

For each combination of desired and passive stiffnesses, the initial session had fairly

low proportional and damping gains. The gains were gradually increased across trials

until perceptible oscillations were detected with maximum damping gain. Depending

on the initial gains and step sizes of gain tuning, number of trials varies for each stiff-

ness combination. Sometimes, the gains are lowered in the final sessions to achieve

better gain tuning resolution. On average, around ten trials were conducted for each

stiffness combination.

Identification of the best torque tracking performance for a specific desired and pas-

sive stiffness combination is crucial. The step-wise root-mean-squared (RMS) torque

tracking errors averaged over the one hundred steady steps for each experimental trial

was calculated as its performance indicator. For each combination of desired and pas-

sive stiffnesses, the RMS error values of all trials with different gains were compared.

The lowest of them was recorded as the estimate of optimal torque error for the corre-

sponding stiffness combination. The control gains of the corresponding data set were

recorded as the estimates of optimal control gains.

Then, the lowest torque tracking errors and the control gains of corresponding exper-

imental sessions for all stiffness combinations were investigated against the difference

between desired and passive stiffness values to test the hypotheses. This process is

demonstrated in Fig. 5.5, which presents the control gains, experimental sequence, re-

sulting RMS torque errors and the corresponding oscillation levels of measured torques

for each data set with one combination of desired and passive stiffness.
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Figure 5.5: Demonstration of the experimental procedure for one example combination of de-
sired and passive stiffness. For stiffness combination, the first experiment session starts with a
moderate set of proportional and damping injection gains. For the subsequent sessions, each of
which includes at least one-hundred steady strides, the proportional gain was firstly increased
until oscillations became noticeable. Then, damping injection gain was increased until oscil-
lations were reduced to be imperceptible. Proportional and damping injection were then in-
creased alternatively until perceptible oscillations seen with maximum damping injection gain.
The root-mean-squared torque tracking errors of each session was then calculated and com-
pared against one another. The best-performed session was identified with the lowest error
and its tracking error and control gains are then registered as the estimates of optimal tracking
performance and optimal control gains for this specific stiffness combination. The level of os-
cillation for each session is also displayed. It is seen that with the increase of control gains,
torque tracking errors first drop, but later increase due to increasing oscillations.

Level of Oscillation

The level of oscillation included in Fig. 5.5 is an indicator defined to show the amount

of oscillations in the control results of each experiment session. As exemplified in
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Figure 5.6: Demonstration of signal level of oscillation definition. A signal within one stance
period in time domain, s(t), is firstly high-pass filtered at 10 Hz. The filtered signal, x(t), is
converted to frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform. The resulting signal in frequency
domain, X( f ), is used to construct the energy spectral density as X( f )2 ·T 2

s , in which Ts is the
sampling period of the signal. The total energy of oscillation of signal s(t) is then the integral
of the energy spectral density. The level of oscillation of a signal in one experiment session is
then achieved by averaging that of every stride.

Fig. 5.6, oscillation level of one experiment session is defined as the mean stride-wise

oscillation energy of the torque tracking error signal above 10Hz. The total oscillation

energy of a signal s(t) within one stance period is achieved by firstly high-pass filtering

it at 10 Hz. The filtered signal, x(t), is converted to frequency domain using Fast Fourier

Transform. The resulting signal in frequency domain, X( f ), is used to construct the

energy spectral density as X( f )2 ·T 2
s . The total energy of oscillation of signal s(t) is

then calculated as the integral of the energy spectral density. The level of oscillation of

a signal in one experiment session is then achieved by averaging the stride-wise torque

error oscillation energy.

5.3 Results

The resulting stabilized passive stiffness values are listed in Table 5.4. Although the

reported spring stiffness values span a huge range (Table 5.3), the actual maximum
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Table 5.4: List of measured stabilized passive stiffness values

Passive Stiffness ID S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Kt (Nm/deg) 1.9 2.8 3.7 4.7 5.6 5.9

value is only around three times the minimum due to the existence of the Bowden cable

synthetic rope in series with the spring, which exhibits the property of a nonlinear

spring.

Over five hundred successful experiment trials, each identified by a unique combina-

tion of control gains, desired curve and passive stiffness, were conducted with different

linear and piece-wise linear curves and used for data analysis.

Estimated optimal tracking errors, i.e., the RMS torque errors of the data sets with

minimum errors, for linear curves are approximately linearly related to the absolute

difference between desired and passive stiffness values as hypothesized by Hypothesis

1 and 2 (Fig. 5.7.A). It can be observed that torque errors show strong linear correlation

with the absolute value of Kt −Kdes in cases of both individual desired curves and all

curves combined. Minimum torque errors for all curves combined are linearly related

to a translated absolute value of Kt −Kdes, i.e,

eτ,opt,RMS = a · ||Kt −Kdes||+b (5.40)

with a coefficient of determinant R2 = 0.839 at a slope of a = 0.355 for the absolute

ones and R2 = 0.854 at a = 0.869 for the relative ones.

For piece-wise linear curves, the RMS torque errors of separate phases for data

sets with minimum errors are also well correlated to their corresponding differences
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between the passive and desired stiffnesses (Fig. 5.7.B). The absolute and relative errors

for all phases and curves combined are fitted with the translated absolute value of Kt −

Kdes with coefficients of determination R2 = 0.571 and R2 = 0.497 respectively. The

slopes are a = 0.298 and a = 0.691. Note that for phases 1, 2 and 4, a fixed desired

slopes exists in all steps of all data sets for the same desired curve. However, for phase

3, since the peak dorsiflexion angle is different for each step of each data set, the desired

slope for a trial with minimum errors is defined as the phase 3 slope in its average stride.

For the cases of both curve types, results (Fig. 5.7) agree with Corollary 2, and thus

both Hypothesis 1 and 2, which serve as bases for it.

Control gains show interactions with desired and passive stiffnesses (Fig. 5.8). The

proportional gains of the trials with minimum errors for all desired curves, which are the

experimental estimates of optimal proportional gains, saw strong inversely proportional

correlation with passive stiffness values (R2 ≥ 0.565). For each desired curve, data

were fitted into a curve with the same format as Eq. (5.30), in which the same λ values

were asserted for all curves of the same type, i.e., linear or piece-wise linear. This result

agrees with Hypothesis 3, which is based on Conjecture 1.

The Kp−Kt coefficient, σ , as identified in Fig. 5.8, was also seen to be inversely

proportional to the desired stiffness (Fig. 5.9), which agrees with Hypothesis 4 based on

Conjecture 1. Note that for each piece-wise linear curve, its effective desired stiffness

is defined the mean of phase-wise desired stiffness values averaged over all the six

best-performed data sets, one for each spring configuration.
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Figure 5.7: Estimates of optimal torque tracking errors, i.e., those of the trials with minimum
errors, for all combinations of passive stiffnesses and desired torque curves. (A) Torque errors
for linear curves. (B) Torque errors for piece-wise linear curves with four phases presented
separately. Row one presents the absolute errors. Row two presents the percentage of absolute
errors relative to the peak desired torque of the corresponding experiment session. For both
curve types, experimental estimates of minimum torque tracking errors show fairly strong linear
correlation with the absolute values of the difference between the passive stiffness and the
desired stiffness, ||Kt −Kdes||, which agrees with Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2.

5.4 Discussion

This chapter investigates the existence of an optimal passive stiffness that benefits

torque tracking in lower-limb exoskeletons driven by series elastic actuator during

walking. Based on theoretical analysis with simple transmission model, we hypoth-

esized that to achieve best torque tracking during walking in exoskeletons, the actuator

should be designed such that its passive stiffness, defined as the slope of device torque-

angle relationship with motor position fixed, matches the desired quasi-stiffness. We

also hypothesized a fixed maximum torque error changing rate that leads to the inverse
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Figure 5.8: Values for the estimates of optimal proportional gain, Kp, i.e., those of the trials
with minimum errors, of various passive stiffness configurations show fairly strong inverse
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0.565), which agrees with Hypothesis 3.
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Figure 5.9: Values of gain-stiffness inverse correlation coefficient, σ , which were achieved
by curve fitting in Fig. 5.8, are inversely proportional to the desired stiffness values of various
curves. This agrees with Hypothesis 4. The effective desired stiffness of a piece-wise linear
curve is defined the mean of desired stiffness values across four phases averaged over all the six
best-performed data sets, one for each passive stiffness configuration

proportional correlations between optimal proportional gains and passive stiffness val-

ues for a fixed desired curve. These hypotheses were highly agreed by a large amount

of walking experiment data.

Although only a simplified model of the transmission sub-system was considered,
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torque tracking results in Fig. 5.7 for linear curves highly agrees with Hypothesis 1

& 2. However, the phase-wise errors for piece-wise linear curves show slightly less

agreement with the hypothesis. One reason is that the control gains were optimized

based on full-step instead of phase-wise performance. According to the interactions

between optimal proportional gains, desired stiffness and passive stiffness presented in

Fig. 5.8, for the same passive stiffness configuration, a larger desired stiffness results

in a smaller optimal proportional gain. However, the level of oscillations and step-wise

root-mean-squared torque errors are collectively determined by tracking performance

of all four phases. Therefore, the optimal proportional gain for a piece-wise linear curve

is expected to be higher than the optimal gain for the phase with largest desired stiffness

and lower than the one with smallest. This means that the phase-wise torque errors in

piece-wise linear curves are noisier than those of linear curves. Another issue was that

for some phases, for example phase 1 of P1, P2 and P3, the desired torques were very

low. Since the Bowden cable rope was still slacking at the beginning of stance, the

effective passive stiffness values were actually a lot smaller than the stabilized values

we used in data analysis. Therefore, many data points as circled in Fig. 5.7.B should

be shifted to the left, which will improve the fitting. We also attempted to evaluate

the effective difference in desired and passive stiffness, Kt −Kdes, of piece-wise linear

curves for full steps and present torque errors in a way similar to the linear curves in

Fig. 5.7.A. One way we tried is to generate the effective desired stiffness of piece-

wise linear curves by linearly fitting the average stride and use it to then calculate

Kt −Kdes. Another method tried is to calculate the difference as the area between

desired stiffness versus torque curve and passive stiffness versus torque curve. For both

cases, the relationships between torque errors and effective stiffness differences showed

significantly less agreement with Eq. (5.28) than Fig. 5.7.B. This suggest that when

Hypothesis 1 and 2 are used in guidance to choose passive stiffness, the concerning
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desired stiffness value Kt should be the instantaneous values instead of a collective

determined values.

Meanwhile, there are other factors that add noise and complexions to the data, which

causes imperfection in curve fitting and non-zero torque errors at Kt =Kdes as shown in

Fig. 5.7. First factor is the experimental method used. The optimal performance of each

desired and passive stiffness combination were achieved by gradually increasing pro-

portional and damping injection gains until perceptible oscillations happen with maxi-

mum damping gains. There are multiple noise sources cased by this test scheme. The

most obvious one is the testing of discrete gain values, which results in the fact that the

gain values of the best-performed experiment session are mostly not the optimal gains

but actually values close to them. Second, increase of control gains stop when the oscil-

lations become noticeable for the subject, which makes the stopping criteria subjective.

Although the same subject was use throughout all experiments, adaptation and subject

physical condition both affect the subject’s judgment of when discomfort starts, which

potentially leads to higher gains tested when the subject has higher tolerance. In some

cases, increase of gains stop before the torque errors hit minimum due to inability of hu-

man to tolerate oscillations, which affects the estimation of minimum torque errors and

optimal control gains. Besides subjectivity of testing, actual changes in system dynam-

ics also causes noises in data. These changes include subject physical condition across

experiment sessions, human body instant mechanical properties changes due to muscle

tensioning, gait variations and movements in human-exoskeleton interface. Another

reason that led to imperfection in the alignment between theory and experiment results

is the employment of a highly simplified system partial model. Due to the presence of

nonlinear, uncertain, highly complex and changing dynamics, a lot of system features

were not captured in the theoretical hypothesis. One complication that contributed was
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the nonlinear property of the system passive stiffness due to the slow stretching property

of the Vectranr cable as demonstrated by Fig. 5.4. Due to the unstructured changes

of passive stiffness between different loads and trials, only one stabilized value was

used for each passive stiffness configuration. Another feature that causes complication

into system dynamics but was not accounted for in theoretical analysis was the highly

nonlinear, complex and changing frictions in Bowden cable. Besides, we made the as-

sumption of immediate perfect motor position tracking, which is not true in practical

cases due to the limitation of motor velocity. This greatly contributed to the fact that

when the passive stiffness matches desired stiffness, i.e., Kt = Kdes, torque errors is

above zero under optimal control conditions.

Regardless of the various approximations made in various hypotheses, the results

presented Fig. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 support them with fairly strong correlations. The con-

jecture of a fixed bandwidth and thus a maximum torque error tracking rate, ėτ,max,

as a limit for proportional gain increase suggests a potential way of systematic gain

tuning when desired or passive stiffness is changed for the same subject. Since the de-

pendence of this maximum error changing rate on full system dynamics, it is expected

it is subject-dependent for the same motor system. However, since the primary goal

of this study is the identification of the optimal passive stiffness for a desired stiffness,

only one subject is used. Therefore, how the maximum tolerable torque changing rate

varies among subjects remains a direction of future work.
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5.5 Conclusions

This study hypothesizes and confirms by experiments that the optimal passive stiffness

for lower-limb exoskeleton torque tracking corresponding to the desired quasi-stiffness,

which is the slope of desired torque-angle relationship. The best torque tracking per-

formance is shown to be linearly related to the difference between the desired and

passive stiffnesses. This study also hypothesizes a potential maximum torque error

tracking rate and therefore control bandwidth that prevents the proportional feedback

gain from increasing infinitely. This was also supported by experimental data. These

results provide guidance for passive stiffness selection of lower-limb exoskeletons and

other walking related robots for a fixed desired stiffness. They also provide guidance

for optimal gain tuning in case of changing passive or desired stiffness.
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Chapter 6

High Level Control Online

Optimization

Abstract

It remains unclear in literature what assistance conditions should be applied in human-

robot interactive systems such as exoskeletons, protheses and orthoses. Beneficial high

level control conditions are expected to vary temporally and across subjects. This

study demonstrates protocols for the online optimization of these controllers that are

based on multiple parameters using human respiratory measurements. Actual human

metabolic costs were dynamically estimated from noisy raw measurements in each eval-

uation period. Two methods were then employed to optimize the control parameters,

Nealder-Mead method (N-M) and Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolutionary Strat-

egy (CMA-ES). This system was implemented on a powered ankle exoskeleton which

has a four-parameter high level controller and tested with N=1 subject. Experiments

191
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on one subject demonstrate the convergence of both methods within thirty-two eval-

uations, each with a length of 2 minutes, for a four-parameter high level controller.

Validation process showed 20.5% of reduction of metabolic costs from zero-impedance

walking for the resulting condition from N-M and 26.9% of reduction for that of CMA-

ES, both of which outperformed an energy-efficient condition from one prior study.

These two methods can be scaled to optimize higher dimensional controllers without

blowing up the total evaluation time with a decreasing average evaluation time per

parameter as parameter size increases. The online optimization system developed and

validated in this study can be used on various robot assisted human applications which

aims to reduce human metabolic cost.

6.1 Introduction

Despite of various efforts made to improve the controller performance on ankle ex-

oskeletons and prosthesis, it remains unclear what kind of control objectives, i.e., high-

level controller, are best accepted by human body. Due to the complexity of human

physical and chemical system, human responses change from person to person and

from time to time. Therefore, for each particular subject at a certain experiment day, an

automated calibration and tuning process which determines the best suited high level

controller will be beneficial to training and experimental studies. This defines an on-

line optimization process that maximize human benefit of certain definition by choosing

the best high level controller elements.

Real-time human metabolic energy consumption is one direct indication of human

reactions in experiments, in which maximized human benefit is represented by mini-
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mized energy consumption. Previous research has been done for real-time human ener-

getic cost optimization by changing step frequency using gradient based methods [158].

However, none of the methods previous demonstrated is suitable for multivariate pa-

rameter optimization and high level control conditions that takes time to be enforced.

Evaluation time will blow up fast. This study therefore extends previous concepts to the

parameterization of multivariate lower-limb exoskeleton high level controller for min-

imized metabolic energy cost. It aims to develop a framework for rapidly-converging

on-line optimization of assistive robots like exoskeletons, orthoses and prostheses.

Classical gradient-based methods such as gradient descent method [159] have been

widely used in optimization due to simplicity. However, the need to calculate local

gradients and sensitivity to noise makes it less feasible for our problem, in which fairly

long time is needed for evaluation, and a high noise-to-signal ratio is present.

Direct search methods, which are gradient-free, seem more promising for our prob-

lem. Covariance Matrix Adaption-Evolutionary Strategies (CMA-ES) [160] are stochas-

tic, derivative-free, and they work for non-linear and non-convex continuous problems,

which are beneficial to our issue. The generation size does not increase severely with in-

creasing parameter size. However, there are still relatively large number of evaluations

needed to make one decision. Surrogate-based methods [161] can make a decision af-

ter each evaluation after the initial process. However, the number of initial evaluations

blows up rapidly as the parameter size increases. Nelder–Mead method, i.e., downhill

simplex method [162], on the other hand, makes generation with each new evaluation

and has a small initial evaluation size.

This study develops an online optimization system of multivariate high level con-

trollers of assistive robots using metabolic measurements. The system is tested on an
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ankle exoskeleton with a four-parameter high level controller that determines desired

torque based time. The effectiveness of the system and various algorithms were tested

in walking experiments and verified through validation tests. The resulting protocol is

expected to work in various human-robot interactive systems, conduction of which at

the begining of long experimental, therapeutic or assistive sessions will help to improve

human experience, experimental accuracy, training efficiency or assistive performance.

6.2 Methods

Online optimization of multi-parameter high-level controllers of ankle exoskeletons

from real-time metabolic energy cost were developed, implemented on a powered an-

kle exoskeleton. A four-parameter controller was tested in experiments to demonstrate

the functionality of the system. Online optimization was accomplished through two

algorithms, Nealder-Mead method and Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strat-

egy (CMA-ES). Each sample point includes an input of a four-dimensional high level

controller parameter set and an output that is the estimate of the metabolic rate from

real-time respiratory measurements within two minutes of treadmill working while the

subject wears the ankle exoskeleton on the right leg under the input condition. For

both methods, thirty two conditions generated by the algorithm were evaluated during

online optimization. Both optimized conditions were then tested in comparison with

two control conditions in validation process to verify the effectiveness of the online

optimization process using the two algorithms.
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Figure 6.1: The ankle exoskeleton testbed system used in experiments of this study. A) A
real-time high-speed controller DS1103 (DSpace Inc.) that reads sensory readings, generates
control objectives using high level controllers and generates motor velocity commands using
low level controllers. B) Motor drive. C) High speed motor. D) Bowden cable transmission.
E,F) The ankle exoskeleton used. G) Base unit of Oxycon mobile that receives and processes
flow rates measurements. H) Computer used to display, screen read and transmit respiratory
measurements.

6.2.1 Exoskeleton Testbed

The online optimization system was implemented on a tethered ankle exoskeleton

comprised of an off-board real-time control module and geared electric motor, a uni-

directional Bowden cable transmission with a series leaf spring, and an exoskeleton

frame that interfaced with the human foot and shank (Fig. 6.1).

A dedicated real-time control system (ACE1103, dSPACE Inc.) sample sensors at

5000 Hz, filter sensor data at 200 Hz, and generate control commands at 500 Hz. The

motor unit was composed of a low-inertia 1.6 kW AC servo motor and a 5:1 planetary

gear, with input voltage regulated by a motor driver running in velocity control mode
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(BSM90N-175AD, GBSM90-MRP120-5 and MFE460A010B, Baldor Electric Co.). A

digital optical encoder (E5, US Digital Corp.) measured motor position.

The exoskeleton frame applied forces on the front of the human shank below the

knee, beneath the heel, and beneath the toe, so as to generate an ankle plantarflexion

torque in proportion to transmission force. Torque was measured using a load cell

(LC201 Series; OMEGA Engineering), with 1000 Hz signal conditioning (CSG110,

Futek Inc.). Joint angle was measured using a digital optical encoder (E8, US Digital

Corp.).

A flexible uni-directional Bowden cable transmitted forces from the motor to the

exoskeleton frame while minimally restricting leg motions. The cable was composed

of a coiled-steel outer conduit (415310-00, Lexco Cable Mfg.) and a 0.003 m diameter

Vectranr inner rope, and was 2 m in length. A series spring was attached at the end of

the rope to provide increased compliance. This spring is switched in tests to investigate

the effects of changing passive stiffness on torque tracking in the device.

Human metabolic rate was indirectly measured through breath-by-breath respiratory

measurements. The flow rates of O2 and CO2 were measured by a wireless, portable

cardiopulmonary mobile sensory system (OxyconTM Mobile, Carefusion Corp.). It is

composed of a volume sensor connected to a local preliminary analyzer attached to

human back, which also serves as a wireless transmitter and continuously sends data to

a stationary volume and gas analyzer. The calibrated and processed measurements was

transmitted through wired connection and displayed on a local computer. The real time

values of flow rates were then automatically read from the computer screen through

image-to-text recognition and sent to the controller through serial communication using

Sikuli scripts.
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6.2.2 Parameters to Be Optimized: High Level Controller

The goal of this project is to optimize multiple parameter high level controllers in

human-robot interactions, aiming to minimize human metabolic cost. The online opti-

mization system was tested for a four-parameter high level torque controller of ankle

exoskeletons as shown in Fig. 6.2. It is a desired torque curve that is based on the

current percentage of stride time. Four parameters, ϕ = [ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4]
ᵀ, were used to

define the three anchor points. ϕ1 represents peak desired torque. ϕ2 is the percent-

age of stride time since heel stride when peak desired torque is happening. ϕ3 is the

percentage of stride time between A1 and A2, or ’rise time’ as called in this study. ϕ4

denotes the percentage of stride time between A2 and A3, or ’drop time’. In between

(ϕ2−ϕ3)% and (ϕ2 +ϕ4)% of stride time, the desired torque is a cubic spline that

passes anchor points A1 = [ϕ2−ϕ3,2], A2 = [ϕ2,ϕ1] and A3 = [ϕ2 +ϕ4,2]. At heel

strike, i.e. 0% of the stride period, and 65% of stride time which is roughly when stance

ends, desired torque values are set as zeros. Before A1 and after A3, the desired torque

is then linearly interpolated.

Literature and prior experiments suggested that the peak time ϕ2 and drop time ϕ4

have relatively smaller ranges that are comfortable for human compared to the other

two parameters. Therefore, in order to make all parameters comparable and to improve

the performance of optimization process, the original parameter ϕ = [ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4]
T

is re-parameterized into ψ = [ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4]
T , in which ψ1 = ϕ1, ψ2 = 2ϕ2, ψ3 = ϕ3

and ψ4 = 2ϕ4.
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Figure 6.2: The high-level controller used in experiments of this study: a desired torque curve
defined by the 4-D design vector ϕ = [ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4]

ᵀ, elements of which represent peak desired
torque, %stride time of peak torque happening, %stride time of the peak torque rise time, and
%stride time of the peak torque drop time, or ’drop time’ as called. In between (ϕ2−ϕ3)%
and (ϕ2 +ϕ4)% of stride time, the desired torque is a cubic spline that passes anchor points
[ϕ2−ϕ3,2], [ϕ2,ϕ1] and [ϕ2 +ϕ4,2]. Within [0 ϕ2−ϕ3]% and [0 ϕ2 +ϕ3 0]% of stride time,
the desired torque is linearly interpolated between 0 and 2 Nm.

6.2.3 Low Level Torque Controller: Proportional Control + Damp-

ing Injection + Iterative Learning

To realize the different high level control conditions, the combination of model-free,

integral-action-free feedback control and iterative learning [37, 38] was used to gener-
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ate motor velocity command for torque tracking. The controller is expressed as

θ̇p,des(i,n) = −Kp · eτ (i,n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proportional Control

+ −Kd · θ̇p(i,n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Damping Injection

+ θ̇
LRN
p,des(i+D,n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Iterative Learning

θ̇LRN
p,des(i,n+1) = β θ̇LRN

p,des(i,n)−Kl · eτ (i,n)

θ̇m,des = Nθ̇p,des

(6.1)

in which n denotes the current step number and i the index count within the current

step. θ̇p,des is the desired motor pulley velocity and θ̇m,des is the motor velocity to be

commanded. N denotes the gear ratio. eτ = τ−τdes is the torque error. Kp, Kd and Kl

are the proportional, damping and iterative learning gains. θ̇LRN
p,des is the motor velocity

command generated from iterative learning. β is a forgetting factor used to improve

the stability of tracking. D denotes the index count iterative learning command looks

into the future.

6.2.4 Estimation of Metabolic Rates from Respiratory Measure-

ments

The flow rates of O2 and Co2 are converted to raw metabolic rates using a variation of

Brockway’s equation [163],

y = Ė (Watts) =
16.477V̇ O2+4.484V̇CO2

60
(

ml
min

) (6.2)
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where V̇ O2 and V̇CO2 are the raw measurements of human respiratory O2 and CO2

flow rates respectively, and Ė, or y as used in later equations, is the corresponding raw

metabolic rate measurement of human body.

Due to the complicated chemical dynamics of human body and high breath-to-breath

variation of respiration, the actual human muscle energy consumption is not linearly

corrected to the respiratory measurements. Instead, its governing dynamics is shown to

be estimable by a first order linear system with a time constant of 42±12 s [164]. To

better reflect the metabolic energy consumption during walking experiments, the raw

respiratory measurements will be converted into better estimates of actual instantaneous

energetic cost by reversing the dynamics as follows.

For a constant high level control condition that the exoskeleton is applying to human

body, a constant actual metabolic cost R is expected from human body. The measurable

metabolic cost y is expected to be related to R by

ẏ(t) =
1
δ
(u(t)− y(t)) (6.3)

in which the input u(t) is always R and δ denotes the time constant. This continuous

dynamics can be discretized into

y(i+1) =
1−dt(i)

δ
y(i)+

dt(i)
δ

R (6.4)

in which dt(i) = t(i+ 1)− t(i) is the time difference between samples y(i) and y(i+

1). Assume this condition results in a sequence of raw metabolic rate measurements
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sequence ym = [ym(1) ym(2) .... ym(m)] with time stamps t = [t(1) t(2) ... t(m)].

A ·

y(1)

R

=



ym(1)

ym(2)
...

ym(m)


(6.5)

in which matrix A ∈ Rmx2 is constructed as below.

A(1,1) =
1−dt(1)

δ

A(1,2) =
dt(i)

δ

(6.6)

and if i ∈ [1,2, · · · ,m],

A(i,1) =
1−dt(i−1)

δ
·A(i−1,1)

A(i,2) =
1−dt(i−1)

δ
·A(i−1,2)+

dt(i−1)
δ

(6.7)

according to Eq. (6.4). Then the initial metabolic rate output y(1) and the constant

actual metabolic cost R can be estimated as ŷ(1)

R̂

= A+y (6.8)

This estimate of metabolic rate R̂ is then used as the output cost in online optimization.

An example is shown in Fig. 6.3, in which the raw metabolic rate measurements is

estimated as the output of a first order low pass filter dynamics with time constant of

42 s and a step input. The identified constant step input servers as the estimate of the
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metabolic cost of this period.
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Figure 6.3: Estimation of metabolic rate [164] from raw measurements with a time constant
of 42 s.

6.2.5 Optimization Algorithms

Based on literature research and simulations, two algorithms that were selected in on-

line optimization process: CMA-ES [160] and Nelder-Mead method [162]. CMA-ES is

a stochastic optimization algorithm which causes it to be insensitive to the high noises

of metabolic measurements. Nelder-Mead is simple and straight forward, which pro-

duces a new estimate of the optimum for each evaluation after N ones, in which N is the

parameter size. Neither of them needs evaluation of local gradient values, construction

of which heavily increases evaluation numbers that we cannot afford due to the long

time needed to make one evaluation (2 minutes). However, CMA-ES needs large num-

bers of evaluations every generation to make one update to the optimum. Nelder-Mead,

on the other hand, is more sensitive to noise.
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6.2.6 Experimental Methods

The on-line optimization on high-level torque controller was tested with one healthy

subject (N=1, 32 years, 55 kg, 164.5 cm) walking on a treadmill with a constant speed

of 1.25 m/s at self-paced step frequency while wearing the tethered ankle exoskeleton

on the right leg. All experimental protocols were approved by the Carnegie Mellon

University Institutional Review Board.

The initial high level control condition was randomly sampled at a mean of ψ =

[30 90 25 20] with a covariance of diag(100 100 100 100) which was comfortable and

reasonable based on pilot sampling of the parameter space. Low level torque controller

parameters in Eq. (6.1) were set as Kp = 3 deg/s/Nm, Kd = 0.02, Kl = 0.8 deg/s/Nm,

β = 0.995 and D = 7 which meant 14 ms of prediction from iterative learning, accord-

ing to initial sweep and tuning.

Pilot tests of six minutes walking with fixed high level conditions demonstrated

the high variations in optimal time constant for metabolic cost estimation, i.e., T in

Eqs. (6.3) (6.4) and (6.5), while the estimate varies less 5%. Therefore, 42 s was used

for all conditions in optimization. Using this time constant, a length of 120 seconds

was used for each condition during online optimization, which was demonstrated to

produce estimation errors of less than 15% than that of six minutes of data.

For CMA-ES, the generation size was set as eight. In Nelder-Mead, the reflec-

tion, expansion, contraction and shrink coefficients were 1, 2, 0.5 and 0.5 respectively.

For both methods, thirty-two conditions (sixty-four minutes) were tested during online

optimization, which meant four generations for CMA-ES. The optimized condition

for CMA-ES (Condition A) is defined as the mean of the fifth generation and that of
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Nelder-Mead (Condition B) is the mean of the last five conditions.

In fact, given that the initial guess is not far away from the optimum, four gen-

erations of CMA-ES is expected to be sufficient for the optimization of various size

parameters of our interest, which is less than 15. The first generation is used to sample

and evaluate the space from initial guess. The second generation is used to sample and

evaluate the expanded space in case the optimum is not within the initial space. The

third generation is expected to sample around the optimum with fairly large variance.

The fourth generation is used to fine tune the estimation of the optimum. Therefore,

with guide generation size [160] of

λ = 4+floor(3ln(N))

in which N is the parameter size, the total evaluation time in optimization process is

Topt = 4×λ ×∆T

in which ∆T stands for the time length of each evaluation. In our protocol, ∆T = 2 mins,

therefore,

Topt(N) = 32+8×floor(3ln(N)) (mins)

which suggests an average evaluation time in minutes per parameter of

Topt
N

(N) =
32+8×floor(3ln(N))

N

as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that as parameter size increases, the cost of

evaluation exponentially.
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Figure 6.4: Total CMA-ES optimization evaluation time per parameter with four generations
of evaluations and evaluation sample length of 2 minutes.

For validation, the optimized conditions from both algorithms were tested in com-

parison with two control conditions: the zero impedance condition (Condition C1) in

which the exoskeleton follows human ankle while applying no torques and a previous

hand tuned condition (Condition C2) which was a hand tuned time based torque profile

which was shown to have a 17% benefit of metabolic cost from zero impedance in a

previous study [59]. To eliminate the effects of potential metabolic cost drift in valida-

tion, the four conditions are tested in the sequence of C2→A→B→C1→B→A→C2.

All conditions except zero impedance were tested in two sessions. Each validation

experiment session takes six minutes of walking on the treadmill with the desired con-

dition, and in between sessions, there were three minutes of resting period in which the

subject stood still. Each validation session produced one estimation of metabolic rate

using the inverse dynamics method (6.8). The average of estimated metabolic costs

across sessions with the same conditions were used to indicate the metabolic costs.
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6.3 Results

Online optimization processes using both CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead, each of which

includes full evaluation of thirty two automatically generated conditions, are presented

in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. CMA-ES optimization process showed drop of mean

metabolic cost each generation and fair convergence during the last. Nelder-Mead op-

timization process showed convergence of parameters and metabolic costs faster, but

the drop in metabolic cost compared to the initial conditions was less severe.

Results of validation process comparing the metabolic costs of the two optimized

conditions, zero impedance condition and a previous identified energy-efficient condi-

tion is shown in Fig. 6.7. Both inward (conditions 1-4) and outward (conditions 4-7)

comparison cycles showed the same trends of metabolic cost as Zero Impedance >

Hand Tuned > Nelder-Mead > CMA-ES. Averaging the results of sessions with the

same conditions, a drop of 26.9% from zero impedance condition was observed for

CMA-ES condition. The drops were 20.5% and 16.4% for Nelder-Mead and hand

tuned conditions respectively.

6.4 Discussion

This study develops a system that optimizes the high level controllers of human-robot

interactive systems online using CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead algorithms from real-time

human respiratory measurements. The system was implemented on an ankle exoskele-

ton testbed, with a high level controller defined as a four-parameter time based de-

sired torque curve. With thirty-two conditions evaluated in sixty-four minutes during
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Figure 6.5: Online optimization process using CMA-ES. Four generations, thirty two condi-
tions, sixty-four minutes of walking were automatically generated and evaluated. The optimized
high level condition is defined by the parameter means of the fifth generation which were pro-
duced at the end of the fourth one.
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the means of the last four conditions evaluated and the new condition generated at the end of
condition thirty two.
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Figure 6.7: Results of online optimization validation process. A) Metabolic rates of various
validation experiment sessions are presented in the sequence of test sequence. Four conditions
were tested: Zero impedance mode where exoskeleton joint follows human ankle movements
without exerting torques; Control condition B which was hand tuned to achieve metabolic ef-
ficiency in a prior study [59]; Optimization process identified by CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead
methods. The seven experiment sessions forms two testing cycles of the four conditions to
eliminate possible drifting of metabolic rates along time. For both cycles, same trends of
metabolic rates were observed as zero impedance > control condition B > Nelder-Mead >
CMA-ES. B) Metabolic rates of four conditions averaged over different sessions. There is a
26.9% drop from zero impedance condition for CMA-ES and 20.5% for Nelder-Mead condi-
tion, both outperformed control condition B which showed 16.4% drop of metabolic rate from
the zero impedance condition.
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optimization, the optimized conditions of both algorithms metabolic cost drop from

zero impedance and an energy-efficient control condition identified in one prior study.

CMA-ES showed better performance than Nelder-Mead with a metabolic cost drop of

26.7% and was less sensitive to noise and is therefore preferred. Nelder-Mead showed

faster convergence of parameter but has the risk of being trapped in local minimum

or a small evaluation from noise. These results demonstrated the effectiveness of the

online optimization system using metabolic measurements and identifies the preferred

algorithm of sample generation as CMA-ES.

CMA-ES, although demonstrated to be highly effective, takes long time and might

repeatedly evaluation conditions in the undesired regions, which might be improved by

combining with user preference, e.g., automatically end the condition and assign a high

metabolic cost value when the subject rejects it. This can be one area of future research.

Nelder-Mead, which incurs less computation power and is more straightforward to

implement. Fast convergence of parameters and metabolic cost is observed. However,

an occasional low output at one condition, no matter whether it is caused by a local

minimum or measurement noise, will stay in the memory and result in an attraction of

the final optimized value to this condition. This causes the algorithm to be not robust.

Therefore, this method may result in very good or not useful results. However, it can be

useful if multiple rounds of online optimization using this method are run with different

initial conditions and less evaluations. This is another direction of future research.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis addresses the systematic control of two prominent groups of rehabilitation

robotic devices: upper-limb therapeutic devices used for tracking and reaching tasks

training which are made of the series connection of robot manipulators and human

arms, and lower-limb exoskeletons for gait rehabilitation or human power augmenta-

tion. The aim was to identify the fundamental issues in rehabilitation robot control

and to provide solutions by developing control architectures that can be generalized to

multiple devices with similar traits using both theoretical and experimental methods.

In one study, a controller infrastructure for upper-limb rehabilitative robotics used

in reaching and tracking training, which realizes three control modes, namely human-

dominant mode, robot-dominant mode and safety-stop mode, has been developed and

tested through simulation and experiments. With the employment of position-dependent

stiffness and position-dependent desired trajectory, the proposed controller possesses

the capability of automatic smooth transition between different operation modes to re-

alize “assist-as-needed” strategy. By this controller, the passivity of upper-limb rehabil-

211
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itative robotic system has been established; the stability of the closed-loop system has

also been solved with system non-linearities, uncertainties and varying human-robot in-

teractions; besides, the conflicts between the movements of robot and human user have

been reduced by the proposed controller in a stable manner. With this controller, the

human-robot interactive rehabilitative system moves mostly inside human-dominant

region to ensure human exercise of proper amount and will be pulled back if entering

robot-dominant region. Built-in safety-stop functionality is realized and triggered in

case of over-sized position errors to avoid damage to human limbs. While guarantee-

ing all the properties described, the proposed controller allows parameter adjustment,

which provides the therapists with the freedom to design patient-specific training pro-

cesses. Computer simulation and pilot tests on hardware have illustrated the perfor-

mances of the above-mentioned capabilities of the proposed controller.

For high-energy-input low-limb rehabilitation robots used for gait training, such as

powered ankle orthoses, torque control is widely used. However, due to the involve-

ment of complicated, hard-to-model, changing human-robot interactive dynamics, and

the time-sensitive characteristic of the operation, the tracking performance of the torque

controllers proposed previously was far from being optimal or satisfactory in actual hu-

man walking.

Many torque control approaches have been proposed for lower-limb exoskeletons,

but the relative effectiveness of various methods on the same device during human

walking remains unknown, especially under different assistance methods to human,

i.e., desired torque trajectories. Therefore, in another study of this thesis, I developed

and compared the torque-tracking performance of nine control strategies, including

variations on classical feedback control, model-based control, adaptive control and it-

erative learning. under realistic operating conditions was performed, and found that
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proportional control with damping injection compensated by iterative learning resulted

in smaller torque errors relative to peak torque than any other approach tested or previ-

ously demonstrated. To account for interactions between patterns in desired torque and

tracking performance, we tested each in combination with four high-level exoskeleton

controllers that determined desired torque based on time, joint angle, a neuromuscu-

lar model, or electromyographic measurements. Controllers were implemented on an

ankle exoskeleton with series elastic actuation driven by an off-board motor through

a uni-directional Bowden cable. The exoskeleton was worn by one human subject

walking on a treadmill at 1.25 m·s-1 for one hundred steady-state steps under each

condition. This study found that the combination of proportional control, damping in-

jection and iterative learning resulted in substantially lower root-mean-squared error

than other torque control approaches for all high-level controllers. With time-based

desired torque trajectories, rms errors were 0.6 Nm (1.3% of peak torque) step by step,

and 0.1 Nm (0.2%) on average, while with electromyography-based torque commands,

errors were 2.1 Nm (5.9% of peak torque) step by step and 0.2 Nm (0.6%) on average.

Model-free, integration-free feedback control seems to be well suited to the uncertain,

changing dynamics of the human-robot system, while iterative learning is advantageous

in the cyclic task of walking. Results of this study identify the best control architecture

for lower-limb exoskeletons, prosthesis and even walking robots as the combination of

model-free, integration-free feedback control and iterative learning.

With the proper control structure identified for torque control of lower-limb ex-

oskeletons, additional efforts were made in this thesis to further improve the torque

tracking performance of the controller by tuning control gains and hardware properties.

In one study, through mathematical analysis based on simple models of lower-limb

exoskeletons, it was hypothesized that there existed an optimal iterative learning gain
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of motor position for real-time tracking under step-to-step gait variations after learn-

ing stabilized. This optimal gain was identified as the inverse of series elastic actuator

passive stiffness. Experiments showed that for iterative learning only control, the ex-

pected optimal gain produced lowest torque tracking errors normalized by gait varia-

tions which were represented by device joint kinematic variations. This study identified

the best iterative learning gain of motor position within the best control architecture.

Another study uses theory and experiments to investigate the relationship between

the passive stiffness of series elastic actuators and torque tracking performance in

lower-limb exoskeletons during human walking. Through theoretical analysis with our

simplified system model, it was found that the optimal passive stiffness correspond-

ing to the slope of the desired torque-angle relationship. It was also conjectured that

a bandwidth limit resulted in a maximum rate of change in torque error that can be

commanded through control input, which is fixed across desired and passive stiffness

conditions. This led to hypotheses about the interactions among optimal control gains,

passive stiffness and desired quasi-stiffness. Walking experiments were conducted with

multiple angle-based desired torque curves. The observed lowest torque tracking errors

identified for each combination of desired and passive stiffnesses were shown to be lin-

early proportional to the magnitude of the difference between the two stiffnesses. The

proportional gains corresponding to the lowest observed errors were seen inversely pro-

portional to passive stiffness values for the same desired stiffness. These findings sup-

ported both of our hypotheses, and thus provide guidance to application-specific hard-

ware customization as well as controller design for torque-controlled robotic legged

locomotion. This study provides guidance for passive stiffness selection of lower-limb

exoskeletons and other walking related robots for a fixed desired stiffness. They also

provide guidance for optimal feedback gain tuning in case of changing passive or de-
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sired stiffness.

With accurate enforcement of desired assistance conditions solved by previous ef-

forts on improving torque tracking of lower-limb exoskeleton during walking, my last

study aimed to answer the question what assistance should be applied to human sub-

jects. Due to the complicated human body inner dynamics, the optimum varies from

person to person, and even from time to time for the same subject. The solution to

these complications is an on-line optimization process based on human responses that

will be conducted during the initial experimental or training session of each user. One

popular human response to be investigated is the metabolic cost of human body. Pre-

vious studies by other researchers demonstrated the possibility to optimize step fre-

quencies by metabolic cost. However, due to the essential conflicts between the long

delay of human metabolic costs to actual respiratory measurements, high noise in the

measurements and inability for human subjects to walk too long, the previous meth-

ods involving brutal force parameter sweeping or gradient-based optimization cannot

be directly scaled to multiple parameters. In this study, through literature research and

simulations, I selected two algorithms, Nelder–Mead method (NM), and Covariance

Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), to be implemented on hardware and

used to optimize exoskeleton high level controllers. In experiments, a high level con-

troller defined as a four-parameter desired torque in time trajectory was used. Within

thirty two evaluations conducted in sixty-four minutes during online optimization, both

CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead showed convergence of parameters and metabolic cost.

Validation process showed a 26.9% drop in metabolic cost from zero-impedance mode

to the optimized condition from CMA-ES. For Nelder-Mead, the drop was 20.5%.

Both conditions outperformed an energy-efficient hand tuned condition from a prior

study [59], which had a 16.4% drop from zero impedance mode. Although taking long
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time in optimization, CMA-ES is more robust and preferred due to its insensitivity to

measurement noise and the ability to escape local minima. This study developed an

integrated system to on-line optimize multiple-parameter exoskeleton high level con-

troller using metabolic costs. The same system can be used on other devices involving

human-robot interactions. This system makes it possible to easily conduct an optimiza-

tion of energy-efficient robot assistance for each subject at the initial session of every

long rehabilitation or experiential period, results of which will improve significance of

experiment-based studies and effectiveness of rehabilitation training.

This thesis investigates the general and basic issues in control of upper-limb reha-

bilitation robots and lower-limb exoskeletons and provides some systematic solutions,

which can be generalized to other human-robot interactive robotic devices and robot

locomotive systems. The control architectures developed in this thesis provide base

and starting points for researchers and developers working on similar devices.
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